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News ed Katie is the filling

in a Jedward sandwich

e hope you’ll love our fresh, new look Closer. We’ve got

more celebrity and real life news and interviews, plus

more debate, investigations and exclusive reports. We’re

including extra nutrition, health and emotional advice – plus all

your favourite fashion, beauty and interiors pages. Every week,

we’ll bring you a new guest columnist and print more of YOUR

views. If you’d like your say on the things that matter to you, why

not join our reader panel (see above)? And to celebrate all this great

new stuff, we’ve got a free 24-page real-life magazine this week,

too. What’s not to love?!
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JORDAN’S   

As her ex Peter Andre faced prostitute 

slurs in court last week, Jordan’s told 

pals she couldn’t help gloating
t was supposed
to be the start of
an exciting new
chapter for Peter
Andre last week

as he wed girlfriend of three
years Emily MacDonagh in
a lavish ceremony.

But bliss soon turned to hell
for the star when he was forced
to postpone his honeymoon to
be a witness in a court battle
between ITV2 and Neville
Hendricks, who used to produce
Peter’s reality show. As part of
the case, Peter had to take to the
stand to deny false claims made
in 2011 that he’d paid women for

CLOSER EXCLUSIVEPICTURES!

Mystery
bump

sex and wanted prostitutes to be 
flown out to him in Australia.

And insiders say Jordan, real 
name Katie Price, was gloating 
over his ordeal. A pal says: “Katie 
wasn’t shedding many tears over 
Pete’s courtroom drama. There’s 
no love lost between them. She’s 
gloated to pals that she can’t help 
but feel a little smug his picture-
perfect life has hit a bump in 
the road, and she’s glad she’s not 
the only one who’s had to face 
difficult stories in the press.”

Neville – who used to be 
married to Peter’s manager 
Claire Powell – is suing ITV2 
for breaking a contract for him 
to produce Peter and Kerry 
Katona’s reality shows. In court, 
Peter gave evidence claiming 
Neville tried to ruin his career 
– and had even publicly backed 
outlandish comments made four 
years ago on Twitter alleging 

he’d used prostitutes. 

She posted this loved-up snap of her and Kieran on Pete’s wedding day

I

Jordan’s usually 

super-toned tum 

looked rounded  

while she chatted 

to Rylan 
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‘Thisisnowaytostartamarriage’

EMILY:

She should be basking in marital bliss after her wedding last week, but 

sources say Emily MacDonagh was left devastated after Peter’s court 

appearance. A pal reveals: “Emily was so upset. It was supposed to be 

the start of her and Peter’s new life but just days later Katie was back 

overshadowing them. It’s no way to start their marriage.” 

Peter recently sparked rumours Emily – who’s mum to 18-month-

old Amelia – could be expecting again after being pictured with a 

protective hand on her stomach. Now sources say, after all the drama, 

Emily, 25, is eager for some alone time with him. A pal adds: “Emily 

can’t wait to finally go on their honeymoon so they can relax.”

Confirming the claims
were false, Peter revealed he
felt under attack after Neville
apparently Tweeted that the
slurs were “spot on.”

In a court statement, Peter
said: “Those Twitter users
accused me of all kinds of illegal
activities and indiscretions.
Rather than defending me (or
ignoring them), Neville chose
to join in with them.”

Peter, 42, was also forced
to deny allegations that he’d

attempted to tarnish ex-wife
Jordan’s reputation and had found
it difficult to have a relationship 
with her disabled son Harvey, 13. 

And insiders say Jordan, 37, 
has been reading every word 
of the court battle. Our source 
says: “Katie has been following 
the action intently and she’s 
even read through transcripts of 
exactly what Pete said about her. 
She commented that no sooner 
had Pete got the ring on Emily’s 
finger, than he had to talk about 
his ex-wife in a courtroom!”

As Closer previously reported, 
Jordan is set for her own court 
showdown with Peter in January, 
when their three-year legal 
battle will finally be heard. The 
star has accused him of starting a 
smear campaign against her and 
insiders say she’s determined to 
use it as a platform to expose the 
“truth” about Peter and destroy 
his “perfect image.” 

And pals say while the 
ex-model – who has Junior, 10, 

and Princess, eight with Peter,
as well as Jett, 23 months, and
Bunny, 11 months, with husband
Kieran Hayler – tried to put on
a brave face for her ex’s wedding
day, even posting a loved-up snap
with Kieran, she couldn’t help but
be affected by the coverage.

A source reveals: “Katie said
she couldn’t care less, but could
not resist making little digs about
Peter and Emily. Her friends
showed her pictures of Emily’s
dress and she saw bits of the pair’s

interview
online. She
felt stung
by Peter’s
comment
about
Emily being
the ‘most

beautiful bride I’ve ever seen.’ She
said Emily’s dress was ‘boring’ and
she looked like a ‘Kate Middleton 
wannabe.’ She’s said she gives 
it only a few years before Emily 
grows sick of Pete.”

Meanwhile, Jordan added fuel 
to recent pregnancy rumours 
last week when – just days after 
Tweeting a snap of her flat tum, 
insisting she wasn’t expecting 

baby No6 – she was snapped
outside the Big Brother studios
alongside pal Rylan Clark with
what looked like a mystery bump.

A pal says: “She’s raised a few
eyebrows among her pals because
of her slightly rounded tummy,
but she’s keeping quiet. They
wouldn’t think anything of it if it
wasn’t for the fact her stomach
is usually so toned. She’s said she
wants more kids with Kieran,
so nobody would be surprised if 
another baby is soon on the way.”

And sources say Peter’s 
wedding has made Jordan even 
more determined to prove how 
happy she and Kieran are. 

A pal adds: “They’re currently 
filming for her new reality 
show and Katie is insisting on 

the cameras capturing every
intimate moment. She wants to
set up scenes to make them look
really passionate. They’ve been
clashing a bit as Kieran doesn’t
want to stage anything, insisting
he won’t be used as a prop.”

The pair’s marriage was
thrown into turmoil last year
after Kieran, 28, was unfaithful
with two of her friends, and the
source adds: “Katie is determined
to prove how much they have 
worked through their issues, but 
she also wants her new show to 
be great TV, so won’t shy away 
from dragging up the past. Kieran 
is more private and hates the idea 
of things like their counselling 
sessions being filmed.” 
By Katherine Romero

‘Katie’s been following the 

action in court intently’

Pete had to 

give evidence 

in court last 

week
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‘I’llbeagooddad

–butIdon’twant

arelationship’

BEHIND THE SCENES OF THE SCANDAL

hey’re the most talked about

boy band on the planet and, last

week, One Direction were hit by

their second bombshell in recent

months after it was announced

Louis Tomlinson is expecting his first child

following a fling with LA stylist Briana Jungwirth.

Shocked fans took to Twitter to react to the

news, which comes just four months after Zayn

Malik sparked a meltdown by leaving the band.

One devastated Directioner wrote: “If the rumours

are true, I may just hide under my bed and

mourn. I legit can’t handle this anymore.”

Now insiders say Louis, 23 – who is rumoured

to have met Briana, also 23, around May this

year, when he was also linked to four other girls

– is concentrating on keeping her happy

after her dad Joe admitted she was feeling

“stressed” by the global attention.

And sources say Louis is turning to his

media mogul boss Simon Cowell, 55, to help

him through this tumultuous time.

After it was revealed that 1D’s Louis Tomlinson is to become a father, his ex

girlfriend Eleanor Calder is said to feel “physically sick,” while Simon Cowell

carefully manages the shock news to keep the band from imploding

IS THIS THE END

FOR 1D?

After the news broke last

week, Louis had emergency

crisis talks with Simon to make

sure his personal drama didn’t

threaten the success of the multi

million-pound band, worth an

estimated £70million.

A source says: “Louis

has known about Briana’s

pregnancy for a few weeks. It’s

a massive shock for him. Simon

has stepped in to support him

and is in damage-control mode.

He knows the catastrophic

effect this could have on the

band if not handled correctly.

“Simon spoke to Briana and

reassured her that all medical

bills and whatever else she

needs will be taken care of.

They offered to fly her family

to a resort in Hawaii until the 

storm blows over, then move 

them into a £3million mansion 

in a gated community near 

their family home.”

The insider adds: “Louis is 

100 per cent committed to being 

a good dad and supporting 

Briana, but he definitely doesn’t 

want to start a relationship just 

yet. They met when they were 

out partying with mutual friends.

Louis wants to make sure they

keep it friendly so they don’t

have to resort to communicating

through lawyers.”

IS LOUIS STILL IN

LOVE WITH HIS EX?

The brief fling came just two

months after Louis – who’s set to

pay an estimated £19k a month

in child support to Briana – split

from his girlfriend of four years, 

university graduate Eleanor 

Calder, 23.

 And despite the fact that she 

is rumoured to be dating fellow 

student and model Max Hurd, 

insiders say Louis was trying 

to win Eleanor back before he 

found out about the baby.

 A source reveals: “Louis had 

been back in touch with Eleanor 

and they had been speaking 

and texting again as Louis was 

determined to get her back. 

But as soon as she heard the 

news about the baby, she went 

ballistic. 

“She was in Las Vegas on 

holiday and felt incredibly upset 

that Louis hadn’t told her earlier. 

She told Louis she felt physically 

Louis:

Pals say Eleanor is ignoring Louis’ calls

CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK8

Louis with 1D’s Niall, 

Harry and Liam
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“I’m not surprised

Louis is going to

become a dad.

He leads such

a jet set lifestyle

with 1D and has such

a huge girl entourage.

It’s not surprising that

one of the girls is now

having his baby.”

Lucy, 23, Herts

“I’m in complete shock.

Surely if it wasn’t planned,

he would have been more

careful? I feel sorry for

his ex Eleanor.”

Danielle, 21, Essex

JOIN THE DEBATE AT

@CLOSERONLINE

‘Louiswillwanthisbaby
tohavethebest’
She first met Louis Tomlinson when he was 19

years old – as contestants on the 2011 series of

X Factor – and star Katie Waissel, 29, tells Closer

the One Direction singer will be a dedicated dad.

Katie, who still sees the boys regularly, says:

“I have no doubt Louis will be there for his baby

100 per cent. He’s always been amazing around

children – he has younger siblings he is close to.

Louis has a huge heart and is very generous, so

will want his baby to have the best. He travels

with One Direction, but I’m sure he’ll jet back

and forth to see his baby as much as possible.”

But Katie, who’s working on new music in LA, says she feels sorry

for Louis’ ex, Eleanor, who he split from in March after four years.

Katie says: “That’s got to be tough, to see your recent ex move on

and have a baby. I’m sure she’ll need her best friends around her.”

She says she doesn’t think Louis’ impending fatherhood will spell

disaster for the band, though. Katie explains: “The band have dealt

with a lot of change recently, with Zayn leaving. They’re not the

fresh-faced boys they once were, but they have such a loyal

following, I think they’ll have success for a long time.”

sick and said any hopes of a

reunion were definitely off.

Eleanor has completely cut him

off and is ignoring all his calls and 

emails. Louis is absolutely gutted 

he’s lost Eleanor – he says she’s 

the love of his life.”

 HOW HANDS ON 

 WILL HE BE? 

Pals say that now Louis is set 

to become a parent early in the 

new year, he’s reportedly already 

looking for a permanent base 

in LA so he can visit the baby as 

much as possible.

 The star has also been 

spending time with Briana’s 

family – including mum Tammi 

Clark and step-father Brett – 

and was pictured with Briana’s 

younger brother earlier this year. 

A source says: “Briana is very 

family orientated. Her mum is 

making sure Louis knows they

expect him to be a dedicated

and hands-on dad.”

 Louis and Briana recently 

attended their first ultrasound, 

and both their families are 

reportedly bonding and have 

been very supportive.

But last week, Briana’s dad 

Joe, 56, suggested that the 

pressure was already getting 

to her. He said: “The publicity 

and everything, it can be

overwhelming, yes. Briana’s

really shy – she’s strong but shy,

she’s tough, but shy, and she’s

having a tough time with it.

It’s stressing her out right now.

She’s texting me all the time.”

Now pals say Briana’s family

are also trying to protect her for

the sake of her and the baby.

An insider says: “Briana comes

from a normal American family

and now she’s the most talked

about girl in the world. They

don’t want her reading the

headlines and getting stressed. 

Her mum is telling her 

that a break somewhere 

secluded would be ideal 

at the moment.”

 DOES HE HAVE 

 HIS FAMILY’S 

SUPPORT?

Louis has a close relationship

with his own mum, Johannah

Deakin, 41 – who has seven

children, including 17-month-

old twins – and she is said to be

delighted by the baby news.

The qualified midwife has been

“a tremendous help” to Briana.

 A source says: “Johannah 

thinks this is great news for 

Louis, even though she would 

rather they had dated properly 

and waited a while. She’s seen 

how demanding and unreal

the whole 1D lifestyle is. She

thinks being a dad will help Louis

settle down and ground him,

make him think about a future

beyond the band, and have

the chance to do something

meaningful with his life.

“Johannah has offered to help

Briana once the baby is born

and has offered to go to LA for

a stint. As a trained midwife, she

can show Briana how to cope.”

By Miranda Knox

NEWS 

REPORT

Louis met Briana

in May this year

His mum 

Johannah has 

been supportive
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for Kim and Amber. Their
bitter three-year feud started
when Amber branded Kim a
“homewrecker” after accusing
Kanye of cheating with her during
their two-year relationship, which
ended in 2010. Since then, the
women have clashed on multiple
occasions, with Amber calling
Kim a “wh*re” during a fall-out
with her sister Khloe on Twitter
and then sparked bitterness by
copying Kim’s own sexy pictures.

A pal says: “Kim found Kanye

looking at Amber’s Instagram
page and went ballistic. It’s really
damaged her confidence. He told
her she was being ridiculous. She
then went on his computer and
found he still had old intimate pics
and videos from their relationship.

“Kim was sobbing and
confronted Kanye, telling
him he’d betrayed her, but he
reassured her none of it was a big
deal. He explained they were just
old photos he hadn’t deleted. He
doesn’t feel he’s done anything
wrong, but knows Kim’s finding
her second pregnancy hard and is
trying to be understanding. She
feels insecure about her changing
body and hates seeing Amber
parade her amazing figure. She
has told friends she sometimes
feels like Amber is the third
woman in their marriage and just
wants something to be done to

erase her out of their lives.”
Despite being thrilled at falling

pregnant, Kim – who’s mum to
North, two –has had a tough
time. She had morning sickness
and is said to be terrified of losing
control of her body. Meanwhile,
she’s been hurt by rumours she’s
faking it and using a surrogate.

A pal adds: “The pregnancy is
taking its toll on Kim, physically
and emotionally. She feels
threatened by Amber’s fab figure.”

And sources say Kim is
determined to make her marriage
to Kanye work. A pal says:
“Kim’s been doing everything to
improve their relationship, but
she describes her marriage as a
‘constant battle.’ She’s sick and
tired of always being the one to
compromise and make sacrifices.”
By Emily Cope

CAN KIM EVER BREAK 
FREE FROM AMBER?

he regularly 
shares sexy 
Instagram pics, 
but Amber Rose 
has outdone 

herself in a recent flurry of photos 
flaunting her bootilicious figure.

However, insiders say the 
intimate pics couldn’t have come 
at a worse time for pregnant Kim 
Kardashian, who has been drawn 
into rows with husband Kanye 
West after she caught him looking 
at Amber’s Instagram page. 

It’s the latest in a line of dramas 

Kim Kardashian and husband Kanye West clash over his ex Amber

Rose again as she fi nds intimate pics of her on his computer

NEWS

S
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YOU

SAY

We asked whether you’d let your
partner be friends with their ex

It was very 
similar to 

this image 
of Kim, 

taken in 
January

Amber 

posted this 

revealing 

pic last

week

NO: 73%

Pregnant Kim 

is said to hate 

Amber parading her 

amazing body
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TV PSYCHOLOGIST EMMA

KENNY EXPLAINS...

“Danielle is clearly vulnerable

and feels the need to be in a 

relationship. She seeks out 

alpha, often high-profi le men, 

and sometimes the dynamic 

works, but often these men 

can use the women they are 

with. Danielle needs to be 

single and focus on her boys. 

She needs to grow confi dent 

and eventually look for a man 

who’ll be her equal partner.”

Broken-hearted Danielle Lloyd calls time on her

romance with Tom Jimson as he faces legal problems

NEWS
DANIELLE:

‘ I still love Tom

but we can’t

be together’

er boyfriend of four 
months Tom Jimson
hit headlines last
week, when he was

arrested over an alleged £100k
sting operation that could see
him face jail time if found guilty
of pocketing cash deposits for
luxury apartments in Dubai.

And insiders say that despite
her heartache, Danielle Lloyd has
told pals she’s relieved she walked
away from him for the sake of her
three sons, Archie, five, Harry,
four, and George, 22 months.

A source reveals: “Danielle
split with Tom before the
allegations were made because
the strain of a long-distance
relationship was proving too
much. She can see now it was
best to walk away when she did
to protect her boys from any
more drama – and before she was

left even more
heartbroken.”

The unlucky
in love star had
previously been
left devastated
when she split
from footballer
and father to her
three sons Jamie
O’Hara, 28, last
August, amid
claims he’d been
unfaithful with a
string of other women.

Just last month, sources
claimed Danielle, 31, was
determined to have a fairy-
tale ending with Dubai-based
property developer Tom, 23, after
hearing through pals that Jamie
was set to propose to his model
girlfriend Elizabeth Tierney.

An insider reveals: “Danielle

is distraught. She thought she’d
found her happy ending after
Jamie and now she’s alone again.
She still loves Tom – she believes
he’s a good guy and that this
scandal is a misunderstanding,
but she can’t be with him with
everything that’s going on.”

Since first dating Tom in April,
the pair have shared a series of
romantic snaps together. But last

week, Danielle appeared to have
deleted all photos of him from
her Instagram account.

A source says: “Danielle’s
deleted every photo, saying they
were too painful to look at. She’s
blocking his calls and ignoring
his texts. It’s heartbreaking, but
she knows it’s best for her and her
boys, and her family and friends
have been so supportive.”
By Katherine Romero

H

DANIELLE’S ROLLER-COASTERLOVELIFE

Jermain 

Defoe  

Danielle had 

a two-month 

romance with 

Spurs star 

Jermain, 32, in 

2008, but called 

time after reports 

he’d cheated.

George 

Panayiotou  

Danielle moved on 

with playboy club 

owner George, 

27, but ended 

things after just 

two months in 

December as he 

wouldn’t commit.

Teddy 

Sheringham 

Footballer Teddy, 

49, dated the 

former glamour 

model for a year 

before ending it 

in February 2007 

after her stint on 

Big Brother. 

Jamie 

O’Hara 

Danielle got a 

quickie divorce 

from footballer 

Jamie, 28, in 

December 2014 

amid reports he 

had slept with 

other women.

Lewis 

Hamilton 

Danielle dated 

Lewis, 30, for 

six months in 

2002. They met 

on a night out 

in London and 

claimed it was 

“love at first sight.”

She’s deleted all photos of 

him from her Instagram

Danielle had 

been dating

Tom since April

‘ Danielle’s vulnerability 

attracts the bad boys’
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heryl Fernandez-
Versini’s shrinking
frame has dominated
the headlines recently,

with the singer admitting last week
all the attention had been “not nice.”

And as X Factor auditions entered
their second week, insiders say she
had been on the verge of tears after
speaking to worried fans, and is now
determined to prove she’s healthy.

Our source says: “All the attention
Cheryl’s body
become

erwhelming
d

mbarrassing.
heryl’s sick
everyone

sking if
he’s OK –
he knows
hey’re just
oncerned,

but it’s starting to stress her
out. She’s worried everyone on
X Factor is gossiping about her
weight backstage and scrutinising
what she eats. She was almost
in tears after chatting to fans at
the auditions, who told her they
were worried about her.”

Sources close to the singer – who
says her weight-loss was caused by
stress – add: “Cheryl knows she
needs to make a big effort to show
everyone she’s eating enough and
is healthy. She’s drinking protein
shakes and increasing how much
protein she eats so she can build
more muscle. Backstage, she has
her own private menu, with organic
fruit and veg, energy-boosting soups
and steamed fish, as well as protein-
packed snacks of avocado and nuts.
Being happy and healthy is the most
important thing to her right now.”
By Rebecca Twomey

‘I’MSICKOFBEING 
ASKEDIFI’MOK’

C

Boss Simon Cowell is said to have the most

extravagant rider requests – including a

party room and playroom for 19-month-

old son Eric. A source reveals: “Simon’s

dressing room is like a mini version of

his house – he even has a king-sized

bed and a bath, plus

a storage

area for his

Champagne.

His list of

requirements

also includes a

barman, massage

therapist and a

gold buggy cart to

take him around.”

Simon’s VIP party room

NEWS

Sources say Cheryl has demanded

a budget of £150k for her styling team

and £100k for hair and make-up. She’s also

insisted on boxing equipment for husband

JB and wants a separate entertaining

space for guests. She’s also said she

needs a treat, so has requested a huge

tub of Haribo to satisfy her sweet tooth.

Cheryl’s glam squad

Insiders say the new judges haven’t been as

lavish with their demands, instead requesting

lots of booze and nibbles like Maltesers and

Kettle Chips. A source says: “They’ve asked

for video games and TV screens and Nick

requested a sofa to sleep on.”

Rita & Nick’s booze
and nibbles

The judges are not holding back this year with their behind-the-scenes demands

After fears mount for her health, pals say Cheryl

Fernandez-Versini is exhausted by the speculation 

around her weight loss and is tired of defending herself 

15

CHERYL:

Cheryl posted this 

selfie of the judges at 

last week’s auditions 

THE X FACTOR 

RIDERS!
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hen single mum
Cazine McCarthy,
20, sent her
boyfriend Nathan

Lloyd, 22, a sexy picture of
herself and an explicit video, they
were meant for his eyes only.

But when she ended their three-
month relationship in October,
he hacked into her Instagram
account and posted the pic and
video for her 500 followers to
see. He then posted a screen
shot on her Facebook account.

Cazine, who has a three-year-
old son and works in a pub near
her home in Haverfordwest,
Wales, says: “I saw the pictures
online and my heart pounded
in panic. Nathan had added
#cheatslutwhore. I felt so
betrayed. At the time, I thought
my life was ruined. But I’ve
managed to move on and I’m
determined to speak out to help
other girls in the same situation.”

GROWING TREND

Cazine is far from alone. New
figures show a surge in reports of
revenge porn. Between January
2012 and June 2014, there were
149 incidents. But in just the six
months leading up to April 2015
– when revenge porn was made
a criminal offence punishable by
two years – the poice dealt with
139 cases of the crime alone. The
youngest victim was just 11, while
the oldest was a pensioner.

Julie Pinborough is director
of Queen Mary University of
London’s Legal Advice Centre – a P
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Howdoyoucopewhen an ex 

postsyourintimatepicsonline?

W
department that offers free legal
advice to victims of revenge porn.
She says: “We are overwhelmed
with enquiries from people who 
are victims of this crime. One
of the biggest problems is the
shame felt by them and we want
them to know there is nothing to
feel ashamed about. There is help
and advice out there.”

SEEKING REVENGE

Cazine met Nathan
in a local pub in June
2014. Their relationship
seemed great, although
when he asked her
to send him sexy pics
and videos, she was
reluctant. But he said it
was “normal” and when
she asked her friends,
many said they’d done it.

But after three months
he became controlling
and obsessive, so she ended
things. Lloyd then hacked into
her Instagram account and
posted the private picture and 
video. Cazine says: “He changed 
my Instagram password, so I 
couldn’t take them down. I rang 
him and begged him to do it, but 
he said he wouldn’t unless I took 
him back, so I rang the police. He 
also broke into my house. When 
the police arrived they arrested 
him for that too. My friends 
reported the pics and they were 
taken down within a few hours.” 

Police charged Lloyd with 
criminal damage and breaking 
the Telecommunications Act 

– it was before revenge porn 
was made a criminal offence. 

A CRIMINAL ACT

On 26 January, Lloyd admitted 
the charges and a court gave him 
a restraining order and told him 
not to contact Cazine. She says: 
“I felt sick and embarrassed – I 
didn’t want to leave the house as 
I thought everyone was laughing. 
Some girls at work made jokes. It 
was awful. My friends and family 

saw the pics – it was degrading 
– but they were supportive. 

Bravely, Cazine is speaking 
out. She adds: “I felt stupid 
for trusting him, but I know it 
was him in the wrong not me. I 
want to warn other women to be 
careful. I’d never share sexy pics 
again. I’m now in a relationship 
with a man 
who supported 
me through 
everything.”

Shock new fi gures released last week show a huge 

surge in reports of revenge porn. Closer investigates 

and talks to the 

women who’ve

fought back…

CLOSER REAL LIFE REPORT

 HER EX-BOYFRIEND 

 LLOYD POSTED PRIVATE 

 PICS OF HER ONLINE 

 CAZINE WANTS TO SPEAK 

 OUT TO HELP OTHER GIRLS 

 IN THE SAME SITUATION 



THEGIRLS

WHO

FOUGHT

BACK

REAL LIFE REPORT

HANNAH’S EX SHARED

HER INTIMATE PHOTOS

ON AN ADULT BLOG

ournalist Emma 

Holten, 24, who lives 

in Copenhagen, 

discovered she’d been a victim 

of revenge porn in 2011. She 

doesn’t know who hacked 

into her email and Facebook 

and posted pictures online, 

but decided to fight back 

by defiantly printing pictures 

of herself naked in the magazine 

she works for, which then went 

viral on the internet.

She says: “By putting naked 

pictures of myself out there I 

felt like I was making a choice 

and that made me feel I had 

power again. I’m still a victim 

as people have seen pictures 

of me that were personal and 

intimate. I received thousands 

of messages and comments 

branding me a slut and whore, 

it was horrific.

“When I asked one website 

to take down the pictures, they 

said: ‘If you hadn’t been a whore 

in the first place this couldn’t 

have happened.’ I was horrified. 

I became paranoid everyone 

I met had seen the pictures. 

Fortunately my family and 

friends were supportive. 

“By posing naked, I wanted 

to take back control and see 

myself as a person again, not 

an object to be stared at. I’ve 

helped other women realise 

expressing their sexuality is 

nothing to be ashamed of. 

The shame rests with people 

who want to look at you 

without your consent.”

‘ I took control by 
publishing my
own naked pics’

‘ I campaigned to 
change the law’

annah Thompson, 
22, from London, was 
devastated when her 

ex-boyfriend posted intimate 
pictures of her online. But she 
fought back by campaigning 
for revenge porn to be made a 
criminal offence.

She says: “When my 
boyfriend asked me to send 
sexy pics of myself a few months 
into our relationship, I had 
no reason to be suspicious. But 
when we split up two years later 
I was horrified when he shared 
intimate photographs of me 
on an adult blog. I begged him to 
take them down and, although 
he agreed, he kept reposting 
them on the same site using 
different accounts.

“It left me a nervous 
wreck – I was ashamed and 
terrified people had seen 
them. I contacted the police 
but they said there was little 
they could do. 

“I was on the brink of a 
breakdown when I confided 
in a friend and she convinced 
me he was the one who should 
be ashamed. I started writing 
an online post about what I’d 
been through and it was shared 
thousands of times. I was 
contacted by victims – some 
as young as 14 – and I 
encouraged them to write 
to their MPs. 

“I started a campaign, which 
led to the change in the law in 
April this year making revenge 
porn a crime, punishable by up 
to two years in prison.

“Now I’m moving on with 
my life and I’m in a new 
relationship. I want other 
women who are victims to know 
it’s not their fault. Betraying 
someone’s trust by posting 
pictures online is repulsive and 
now, thankfully, illegal.”
By Mel Fallowfield &
Michelle Morgan Davies 

Legal expert Julie Pinborough explains:

● Contact the website(s) and request the images are taken

 down. You can do it directly or hire a solicitor who’s a

 specialist in online privacy. Visit www.lawsociety.org.uk

● If websites operating within the UK and EU don’t take down

 images, a claim can be brought against them. Visit www

 saferinternet.org.uk. Contact the police and hand over as

 much evidence as you can. eg. screen shots. 

● For advice, visit www.lac.qmul.ac.uk, or The Revenge

 Porn Helpline – Call 0845 600 0459, or email Help@

 revengepornhelpline.org.uk

IF YOU’RE A VICTIM… 
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Kerry Katona vows not to take back George

– despite his attempts to win her over

NEWS
KERRY:

‘ I hate being 
singleagain’

he’s going through
the heartache of
her third marriage
breakdown just 10

months after she wed ex-rugby
player George Kay. And last week,
days after he moved out, Kerry
Katona was seen smiling through
the pain while performing with
Atomic Kitten.

Now pals say the mum-of-five
is struggling with the aftermath
of the split, admitting to pals:
“I can’t believe I’m single again.
I hate it – but I would rather be
on my own than stuck in a bad
relationship again.”

Staying strong

Insiders reveal George has
launched a campaign to persuade
Kerry to give their marriage
another shot – but the singer is
determined to stand strong.

A source reveals: “Kerry asked
George to collect his belongings
from the house while she was
performing in South Shields, so
she didn’t have to see him. She
says he’s been texting her, telling
her he still loves her. But Kerry
says although she misses him and
is crushed another marriage has
failed, there is no going back.”

Sources add that George, who
was recently diagnosed with
Bell’s Palsy – temporary paralysis
of the face – has been trying to
convince her to reconsider.

A pal says: “George has been
calling and texting at every hour
trying to persuade Kerry to take
him back. He goes from telling her
he loves her one minute to saying
he wants to see her in the gutter
the next when she turns him
down. It just reassures her she’s
made the right decision.”

Kerry, 34, ended
the relationship amid
reports she’d had
enough of George’s
erratic behaviour.
Just hours after
the split, George
was hospitalised
following an
“episode” at a hotel, which comes
a year after he was detained under
the Mental Health Act following
a public meltdown, which he later
blamed on taking a mix of sleeping
pills, alcohol and steroids.

Kerry – who’s mum to Dylan-
Jorge, 15 months, Molly, 13, Lilly-
Sue, 12, Heidi, eight, and Max,
seven – insists she wants a more
stable environment for the kids.

A pal adds: “She’s fed up of
his mood swings and all the
stress, and doesn’t want the kids
to be brought up in that sort of
environment. She’s been through
enough bad relationships to know
when to get out.”

Hitting back

To add to Kerry’s
misery, last week
reality star Chantelle
Houghton, 31, hit out at
her, saying: “I’ve had it
with Kerry! How much
more drama can one
woman have in her life?”

Kerry retaliated online,
blasting: “Before you
judge someone, look
deep in the mirror and say
do I really have that right?”

A source adds: “Kerry was
fuming – there’s no love lost
between her and Chantelle
but she felt kicking her while
she was down was a new low.”
By Deborah Fraser

She performed with 

Atomic Kitten days 

after the break-up

Pals say she’s trying 
to do the right thing 
for her children

George is 

said to want 

Kerry back
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For more great offers and to find your local store visit Costcutter.co.uk. Offer valid 16/07/2015 to 05/08/2015.

Gallo Family White Zinfandel/White Grenache/Pink Moscato/I Heart Rose, 75cl; Haagen-Dazs Ice Cream,
Cookies & Cream/Vanilla/Strawberry Cheesecake/Strawberries & Cream/Belgian Chocolate, 500ml,
RRP £5.24. Offers available at participating stores only, excluding ROI, subject to availability. E & OE. 
N.B. Some variants may not be available in some stores. We reserve the right to limit purchases of stock. 

Find your nearest store using the store locator on our website. Offers may exclude some smaller stores.
Alcohol promotions are only for customers aged 18 years or over. Further information: drinkaware.co.uk

COOL DOWN
WITH HOT

FF

only

£4.99
each

better 
than
half
price

only
£2.25
each
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From plumping up their pouts with fillers to banishing lines with Botox, Closer 

investigates how young celebs are playing Russian roulette with their looks

WHYSURGERYIS
MOREADDICTIVE
THANDRUGS

t was originally
created to
treat wounded
soldiers, but as

cosmetic surgery marks its
100th anniversary this month,
a worrying new trend is
emerging. With the growth in
more affordable, non-invasive
treatments like Botox and fillers,
patients are starting younger and
younger. According to a study by
Sofeminine.co.uk, as many as one
in five girls have thought about
going under the knife by the age

I

25

of 20 – and with no legal age limit
for injectable procedures, even
teens are turning to the needle to
get the smooth, plumped-up look
favoured by some celebrities.

While Botox and fillers were
designed to counteract the effects
of ageing, many young girls are
actually making themselves look
older by using them – and there
could be worse implications.

Top surgeon Mark Ho Asjoe
tells Closer: “The addiction to
surgery is worse than drugs. The
myth some celebs and young

girls believe is that if they start
surgery sooner they won’t get
old. But surgery can’t stop the
ageing process, it should be
about looking the best for your
age. Fillers and Botox are just the 
beginning, it’s easy to become
obsessed and move on to more
invasive work. You start to lose
perspective of how you looked
before surgery. Also, you are
injecting an artificial substance
into your body – fillers leave
residue and we don’t know what 
the long-term implications are.” 

Her famous siblings are no

strangers to surgery, and despite

being just 17, after months of

speculation, Kylie Jenner finally

admitted in May that she’d

had temporary lip fillers. The

youngest of the Kardashian/

Jenner clan has also been

rumoured to have had breast and

bum implants. Mark believes she’s

aged herself by a decade from

having so much done to her face.

He says: “Kylie has made herself

look way beyond her years. All

the surgery I suspect she’s had

– fillers to her lips and cheeks,

a nose job and possibly some

bone shaving around her jaw – is

ageing her. Her eyes look wider,

which implies she may have had

eye surgery. If she continues

with all these treatments, in 10

years’ time the skin around her

lips will have stretched like a

balloon and if she doesn’t keep

plumping them

up the skin will

be wrinkled.

And then what

happens when

the trend in

beauty changes

and no one wants

big lips? Once

she hits her 30s,

the skin will stop

rejuvenating. I fear

Kylie is going to

lose perspective –

she’ll forget what

she used to look

like, and will just

keep having more

surgery.”

● Requests for Botox from 18

to 25-year-olds at Transform

Cosmetic Surgery have gone

up by 56% year on year.

● After Kylie Jenner said

she’d had lip fillers, enquires

for lip enhancement work

at Dr Leah Clinics have

increased by 70 per cent.

SHOCKING

FACTS!

SURGERY

AGE: 28

REAL AGE:

17

TURN FOR MORE SURGERY SHOCKERS...

A fresh-faced Kylie 

in 2010 aged 12

6 PAGE 

SPECIAL!
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● According to a study 

by Sofeminine.co.uk the 

average age girls have 

their first cosmetic surgery 

operation is now just 21.

‘Kylie’s aged herself by a decade 
– she needs to stop the surgery’



espite her lips regularly

growing in size, Lauren

Goodger has always

denied having any procedures,

putting her pout’s changing

appearance down to “clever

Wildchild Lindsay Lohan – who has battled an addiction to alcohol

and cocaine – has never admitted to having cosmetic surgery,

despite rumours. But Mark thinks her party lifestyle combined

with surgery has made her look nearly a decade older. He says:

“Drug and alcohol abuse, plus smoking, has given Lindsay droopy

eye lids, everything on her skin sags. She’s destroyed her looks

with her former use of what I suspect was Botox and cheek filler

– she looks nearer 40 than 30. The most ageing thing is her lips

– they’re stretched and full of lines. Sunbathing hasn’t helped.”

D

‘She’sdrastically 

aged herself’

‘Filler abuse has made her look

over a decade older’ 
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LINDSAY

LAUREN

SURGERY

AGE: 35

REAL AGE:

28

SURGERY

AGE:38

REAL AGE:

29

SURGERY

AGE: 33

REAL AGE:

24



After she was criticised for looking

dramatically different in 2011, Sarah

Harding, now 33, opened up about

her regret, saying: “I got a little bit

experimental and decided to have some

filler in my lips. Clearly that was a mistake. 

It was a case of approaching my 30s 

and not feeling confident about that.”

Celeb surgeon Mark Ho-Asjoe says: “If you 

cut back on procedures when around 30 as

Sarah did, your looks are still salvageable as

the ageing process doesn’t accelerate until

40. Sarah looked robotic before – Botox

took all the human expression out of her

face. Now she looks more human because 

there are lines around the nose and mouth 

and forehead. She looked older before, 

but now she looks h   

Chloe Sims’ love of Botox and fillers saw her 

branded “plastic” when she joined TOWIE, 

but last year the 32-year-old admitted to 

Closer she’d gone too far and had pared 

down her look. The star – who’s also had 

a boob job – said: “I’ve punished my body 

with surgery. I feel more confident now. 

I still have Botox every few months, but 

I’m not obsessive about looking perfect.”

And Mark thinks it was a decision well 

made, saying: “Chloe has definitely pulled 

back on the cosmetic work. Her eyebrows 

sag a little more now, she’s reduced the 

Botox and her lips are more toned down. 

She has some lines, which is good – she 

looks a lot less plastic.”

Sam Faiers has always 

denied reports she’s turned 

to cosmetic surgery despite 

speculation earlier this year 

she’d had an eye lift and fillers. 

But Mark believes Sam could 

have had work done to her 

eyebrows as well as lip and 

cheek fillers. He says: “It looks 

as if Sam is in her 30s. Her 

upturned lips have turned more 

into a joker’s mouth. I believe 

she’s had filler in her cheeks and 

she could have had filler and 

Botox behind her eyebrows. 

It all makes her look older” 

‘Having lip filler

was a mistake’

‘ I’ve punished my 

body with surgery’

‘  Her lips and

filler make her 

look 30 plus’

SURGERY

TOO

YOUNG
Both Sarah Harding and Chloe Sims have opened up about their surgery regrets

SARAH

CHLOE

SAM

make-up.” However, in 2011 she 

admitted to having corrective 

surgery on her nose after breaking 

it and later revealed she’d had a 

“mild laser procedure” on her face. 

She’s also admitted to a boob job.

Top celeb surgeon Mark Ho- 

Asjoe thinks Lauren has “aged 

herself drastically.” He adds: 

“Lauren has pushed her surgery 

to the limit and rather than 

making her look younger, she 

now appears to be in her mid 30s. 

I’d say she has had lip and cheek 

fillers. And her lips look even 

bigger now she’s lost weight in 

her face [Lauren recently lost 

2st, going from a size 16 to a 12]. 

Losing weight quickly and going 

on yo-yo diets has also aged her 

skin and face, her eye lids are 

more droopy now.”

STARS TAKING A STEP BACK FROM SURGERY
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Why ARE so many 

20-somethings hooked 

on nip/tucks?
A recent study found one in three plastic surgeons 

have patients under 30 who request facial 

procedures. But why are so many young people 

turning to the needle? We ask two celebs, who are 

no strangers to cosmetic work, what they think… 

CHLOE: ALICIA:

Geordie Shore star Chloe

Ferry, 20, began having

lip and face fillers aged 19

and believes she’s not too 

young for cosmetic work 

– and is even planning to 

have more. 

She says: “I’ve always hated 
my lips – I never used to smile as 
my top lip would disappear. So 
I’ve been having a bit of lip filler 
every three months since the age 
of 19 and feel much better. I have 
cheek filler too because I’m really 

into that contoured look. People
have told me I’m too young but
I never listen, this is something 
I’ve wanted since I was 17. When 
new procedures come out, I have 
to try my hardest not to have too 
much done to my face as that can 
look awful. I’ll wait until I’m 25 to 
have anything else done – I might 
have Botox then. I’ve researched 
a lot about fillers and I’m not 
worried about them ageing me 
as the effects wear off. I feel so 
much more confident and now 
I smile all the time.”

                                                ‘I hated my 

smile until I had  fillers’

Self-confessed surgery

addict Alicia Douvall,

36 – who has had over

350 cosmetic procedures 

and started aged just 17 – 

admits she regrets having 

work done so young.

She says: “There is not enough 
being done to protect young 
women. When you sit in the 
surgeon’s office, you’re vulnerable 
to start with because, if you were 
happy with yourself, you wouldn’t 
be there. I think the age limit 

should be at least 21. [There is no 
legal age limit for cosmetic work, 
but most practitioners will only 
treat over-18s.] Also, the aftercare 
just isn’t there. They don’t explain 
it enough beforehand, like what 
can go wrong and that it’s a 
commitment for life. Implants 
don’t last forever, you have to 
have them changed. Plus, if you 
change one thing on your face, 
you might ruin the symmetry, so 
you’ll need to get something else 
done. It’s a train you get on that 
keeps going and going. I know 
I’m an extreme case and not 
everyone is like me, but I think 
in years to come we’re going 
to find lots more 
people who’ve had a 
similar experience. 
to mine.”

                                                ‘We need to 

protect vulnerable girls’

YOU 

SAY

“It’s hard to reach a point where you’re happy with

your body regardless of age, but in your teens and

20s you’re still developing. You need to be happy

with yourself and who you are, or you’ll always be

striving for ‘perfection.’” Laura, 32, from Liverpool

 
 hloe   

She started having surgery a   

Chloe has fillers every 

three months

Alicia’s had over 350 

cosmetic procedures

She had 

her facial 

implants 

removed 

in 2013

SURGERY

TOO

YOUNG



'I quit surgery aft er 
my son asked 'what
if you don't wake up?''

fter triumphantly leaving the
Big Brother house as last year’s
winner, Helen Wood was
thrust into the limelight.

Helen was already known
for being a high-profile escort linked to
Wayne Rooney, but had been keen to change
her image and become a bona fide celebrity
with a stint on the reality show.

Although Helen had already had a boob
job and nose job shortly before going on Big
Brother due to long-running insecurities,
when she left the house and the TV and
photo shoot offers flooded in, the pressure
of wanting to look good left the single mum
from Bolton turning to more surgery.

Within nine months Helen, 28, had had
two more boob jobs, taking her to a 34DD,
as well as teeth veneers, lip filler and Botox.
In total, she blew £19k on surgery, paid for
mostly with her Big Brother winnings.

SELF-CRITICAL

Helen says: “I had my first surgery in
March 2014 – I’d always wanted big boobs
and hated my nose so I had a boob job and
a nose reconstruction and was so happy
with the results.

"But, five months later, when I came out
of Big Brother, I was suddenly being asked to
do more photo shoots and TV appearances,
which of course made me more critical
because I was constantly having to look at
pictures of myself, so I started to want more
nips and tucks. I craved that tiny-waisted,
big-boobed look I’d seen on fitness models
and I wanted to cheat my way to that by
having surgery.”

Helen started to want even more
procedures, and admits she felt herself
starting to get addicted to the idea of
changing her body and looks.

“I’d found my surgeon, Adam Kalecinski
at Europe Surgery, through personal
recommendations,” she says. “I’d had my
first boob job with him and, when I was
going for my second one, in September last
year, I decided I’d get a Brazilian bum lift
done at the same time. It involves taking
fat from the waist and thighs and injecting
it into the bum. But Adam warned it would
be painful and dangerous and said that

I didn’t have enough fat to take.”
Helen – who had her third and final

boob job in March this year – confesses
the dangers of going under the knife really
hit home when
her son Jack, 11,
showed concern.

She says: “After
my last operation
Jack said to me:
‘Are you going
to get anything
else done, Mum
– I’m worried
you’re going to
be like those
Hollywood
women who
end up looking
like a cat!’

He then asked
me about the

whole process and said: ‘What if you don’t 
wake up?’ I thought, ‘I’m not having that 
on his mind.’

“I’d been treating surgery in the same 
way as going to have a scale and polish at 
the dentist, but finally the penny dropped 
– I couldn’t keep on having surgery to fix 
everything because it would be never-
ending. I’m done with the surgery now. 
I’m totally happy with what I’ve got.”

But while Helen has given up on going 
under the knife, she says she’ll continue 
to have lip fillers and Botox.

BEAUTY BUSINESS

She says: “I own my own beauty salon 
in Bolton, which I started seven years 
ago, so beauty is my business. I won’t 
stop having other treatments and I have 
Juvederm filler in my lips once a year and 
a tiny bit of Botox between my eyebrows 
to correct two deep lines I have. But 
invasive surgery? No more.”

Size 10 Helen has now decided to 
keep in shape through working out 
rather than undergoing surgery.

She says: “I’ve realised you have to work 
to get the body you want and you can’t cheat 
it. Now, I do it all myself. I go to the gym 
three nights a week and I walk my dog twice 
a day. I’m also working out with a personal 
trainer, who has designed me a plan to 
achieve the trim waist and big bum look 
I like. I’m 5ft 9 and around the 10st mark, 
but I don’t obsess over it. I want to keep fit 
and healthy without resorting to surgery.”

Helen had a difficult upbringing and 
admits to self-harming and suffering 
from bulimia as a teenager. She was put 
into care by her parents, who were going 
through a difficult divorce, and at 17 
years old, found herself pregnant with 

A

HELEN WOOD
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Big Brother winner and single mum Helen Wood discusses her extensive surgery and how 

she saw going under the knife as an easy fi x until the reality hit home 

‘ I’d been treating 

surgery like going 

to the dentist’

Helen won Big 

Brother last year



Jack by her boyfriend at the time.
She says: “My mum is absolutely lovely 

but my dad and I haven’t spoken for many 
years. I was very unhappy at home. 

"At the time, a friend of mine realised 
I was throwing up every time I’d eaten 
and she told a teacher. I was sent to 
counselling for the next year or so and 
it cured me, thankfully. I now have a 
very healthy attitude to my body. It’s all 
about feeling strong and fit rather than 
obsessing over the way I look.”

Luckily, Helen is at a good point in
her life now and says she isn’t the party

animal most people think she is.
She says: “I love spending time with

my son – a lot of people don’t even
know I’m a mum and I like it that way.
I keep him well away from the public
eye. I spend most of my time with my 
son and my dog – a Shar Pei called 
Dude. My ambitions now aren’t 
about men, they’re about making 
a good life for me and my son, I’m 
very happy being single.

"It might sound cheesy, but 
I’ve taught myself to fall in love 
with myself, I’ll never settle for 
any man who doesn’t treat me well.” 
By Ally Oliver 
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SURGERY

TOO

YOUNG

Helen before 

surgery in 2011

‘Helen was 

given the 

right advice’

Mark Norfolk, Clinical Director at 

Transform, says: “A good surgeon will 

always advise if a patient shouldn’t have 

a procedure, Helen has been provided 

with good advice where her bum uplift 

is concerned. At Transform, we actually 

turn away three out of 10 people for 

various reasons, including if the surgeon 

feels the body part in question cannot be 

aesthetically improved on. With breast 

implants, we always get prospective 

clients to try implants in their bra first 

to see how they feel. It’s important you 

have time to decide carefully, do your 

research and thoroughly check out 

your surgeon’s background.” 

● For more information, visit The 

British Association of Aesthetic Plastic 

Surgeons at www.baaps.org.uk
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he looked the picture
of happiness out with
her new boyfriend
last week, and pals

say the romance has been a great
healer for Paris Jackson.

After struggling to cope with
the death of her father, Michael
Jackson, and enduring a bitter
family feud over the late singer’s
£635m fortune, the 17-year-old
sparked panic among her inner
circle in 2013 when she was
admitted to hospital following
a reported suicide attempt.

And insiders say that after
witnessing the tragic downfall
of Whitney Houston’s daughter
Bobbi Kristina Brown, Paris has
vowed to turn her life around.

Paris and Bobbi – whose
mother Whitney was found
dead in a bathtub in 2012
following a drug overdose –
were thought to have bonded
over their family heartache and
were even rumoured to be set
for a reality TV series together.

But tragically, Bobbi, 22, was
found unconscious in a bath

PARIS:

‘Bobbi’stragedyhas

beenaturningpoint’

he’s currently

studying performing

arts at the University

of Michigan, and is

spending her summer in New

York to pursue her dream of

working in the entertainment

industry.

But Madonna’s

daughter Lourdes

Leon, 18, has

still found time

for romance,

enjoying a

wedding with

her boyfriend

in Tel Aviv last week.

The couple were thought to

have met at university and, in

March, Lourdes’ famous mother

gave her new man – whose name

hasn’t yet been revealed – the

seal of approval, gushing: “He

came to our house and spent

the weekend with us. He’s very

sensible and intelligent, so I’m

happy about that.”

Madonna, 56, also opened

up about her heartbreak over

Lourdes – whose father is

actor Carlos Leon – leaving for

university last year, saying:

“My sister said it to me when her

son went away. I was like, ‘Oh my

God, you’re being so dramatic.’

And then my daughter left

me, and I fell into the deepest

depression. And I’m always so

happy when she calls me and

she says, ‘Mummy, I miss you,’

or, ‘I need you to rub my head.’

I’m still needed.”

Meanwhile, Madonna admitted

in March that Lourdes isn’t

always thrilled by her steamy

stage performances. She said:

“Lola’s horrified by all of it. She

just wants me to be her mum.”

Lourdesenjoystimewithnewman

S

S

at her Atlanta home
in January and put on
life support. She was
transferred to a hospice
last month where she
was expected to pass
away peacefully.

A source reveals:
“Bobbi’s tragedy has
been a wake-up call for
Paris. They were friends
and Paris has been in
contact with her family
to send support and
prayers. She’s said she
used to feel overwhelmed by
all her family drama, but now
realises she has to stay strong
and rise above it.”

In 2012 – three years after
Michael died – it was revealed
the Jackson family were in a bitter
dispute over his fortune, with his
siblings reportedly angered at
being left out of his will.

But sources say Paris and
her brothers Prince, 18, and
Blanket, 13, have moved past
the feud thanks to support
from their “fiercely protective”
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Paris Jackson looks happy and healthy as she vows to turn

her life around despite her family’s ongoing feud

grandmother Katherine and 
Paris and Prince’s biological 
mother, Debbie Rowe. And the 
presence of footballer boyfriend 
Chester Castellaw, 18, who Paris 
started dating earlier this year, 
has been a stabilising influence.

A source reveals: “Chester 
has made Paris so happy. 
He showers her with affection 
and his family have welcomed
her with open arms. Paris
finally feels like she’s found
some stability in her life.”
By Katherine Romero

Lourdes at a 

wedding with 

her boyfriend 

last week

Pals say boyfriend Chester is a 
positive influence

CLOSER

Tragic Bobbi Kristina 

was friends with Paris
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f you've ever tried to

redecorate a house with

a toddler around, then

you might know that

the initials DIY really stand for

Damn It, Youngster! Tall ladders

become play equipment to swing

from, hammers make a musical

sound when beaten repeatedly

against doors and then – dear God

– there’s the paint. As parents,

you’ve spent their whole childhood

applauding like a demented seal

every time they absent-mindedly

slap a few brushstrokes on a

page and tell you it’s a dinosaur.

So, in their tiny minds, why

wouldn’t you clap in delight

when you see that they’ve

upended a 10-litre pot of white

emulsion over themselves

(and your gorgeous wooden

floor) and made pretty

footprints around the house?

So I salute mum-of-two Victoria

Farmer (right) who managed to

laugh it off when two-year-old

daughter Anistyn did just that –

the week before the house was due

to go on sale. Literally, DIY SOS!

HIGH FI
Closer's Andrew Hartley on five stories from this week that'll make y

Spotted an overshare worth 

sharing? Email it to andrew.

hartley@closermag.co.uk

must

watch!
It’s not often you hear the words

“boy loves chicken” without

picturing a family bucket and

small, greasy fingers. So it’s a

relief to be able to bring you the

sweetest viral video of the week.

Check out young Mason and his

loyal, feathery pal Snowflake

on Closer online at www.

closeronline.co.uk/real-life-

stories. If their loving hug 

doesn’t make you feel warm

inside, you’re a bad egg!

SCOUSE ABOUT THAT THEN?

As a man with fairly heavy brows, I somehow feel more than qualified

to tell you the Scousebrow trend is set to return with a bang. Having

said that, it’s not always easy to get it right – and if you’re planning

to be as adventurous as this lot, then maybe it’s best left to the 

professionals. So, next time you’re at the salon, why not request 

one of these exciting new looks currently causing an online sensation?

COVER YOUR CAT FLAP
Life’s full of indignity for cats.

When they’re happy, instinct

makes them hold their tails 

aloft – putting their back 

passage on full display. 

Awkward. So three cheers 

for this invention – dubbed

the “Twinkle Tush,” it 

involves a gemstone being

dangled over pussy’s 

bunghole. No word from the

makers on what happens 

when the cat needs to go to

the loo, but it’ll give a whole 

new meaning to finding a 

diamond in the rough.

I

OVERSHARE 

OF THE WEEK

WHITE WHINE STAINS
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FYI...

TMI

Bride of

Chucky

Angular

Merkel

Mama’s

Gone Mono
The Oompa 

Loompa

Mum-of-two Victoria was nursing 

son Maddox when her daughter 

covered her home in paint! 





‘I struggle to ma
my size 10  

he lost a huge 5st after
admitting she wanted to get
fit for another baby and Claire
Richards reveals it’s still a daily
battle staying in shape – but is

adamant she’ll never go back to her old ways.
In the flesh, mum-of-two Claire, 37 – who

has yo-yoed between a size 20 and an 8 over
the years – looks slender and full of energy.

“I’m a size 10, but I still wear a gigantic pair
of Spanx on a night out!” laughs Claire. “I’m
watching myself at the moment as I’ve just
gained about 5lbs and it’s a slippery slope. It’s
still a struggle to maintain my figure. I feel
uncomfortable saying the word sexy, but I feel
so much more confident now. Even my face
has changed shape and I feel so much more
energetic – I’m not going back to how I was.”

And the 5ft 6 singer – who dropped from
14½st and a size 16 to 9½st and a size 10 over
a two-year period after sticking to around
1,500 calories a day and leading a more
active lifestyle – hopes that maintaining
a stable weight will help her conceive
a much-longed for third child.

Claire reveals she and her husband Reece
Hill started trying for another baby in early

2013. And after a few months of failing to
get pregnant, Claire’s GP advised that her
years of yo-yo dieting had possibly affected
her hormones and that, if she wanted to
conceive naturally, she should get back to
a healthy weight and sustain it.

Meeting at the launch of Rosina’s Lotions
And Potions at London’s Playboy Club,
Claire, who has also considered IVF, says: “I
would still love to have a third child. It’s not
happened naturally yet but I’m still hoping
it will. I’m careful about maintaining my
weight. I used to be the kind of person who
could sit down and eat a whole pizza or
tub of ice cream. Now, I don’t deny myself
anything like carbs and fat – but it’s all about
portion size. And I try not to weigh myself
constantly – I know when I’ve put on weight
by how my clothes feel.”

DATE NIGHTS

And Claire admits after marrying Reece in
2008 and having two children together –
Charlie, eight, and Daisy, five – they’re not
feeling the seven-year itch.

“The most important thing is to actually
like each other!” laughs Claire. “Reece

and I are still really good friends. He’s
really hands-on with the kids and we take
turns with the school run. It’s important to
keep the romance going in a relationship
so we still do date nights. We went to the
cinema to see Spy, with Melissa McCarthy,
the other night and had a laugh as we only
usually watch kids’ films. Everything’s about
Minions at the moment!”

PAST INSECURITIES

Claire first launched to fame with pop band
Steps in the ’90s and has openly spoken
about her struggles with bulimia and
anorexia when the group split in 2001.

She says she doesn’t judge young stars for
turning to cosmetic procedures to boost
their confidence. Claire adds: “Lots of
reality stars seem to have Botox and fillers in
their 20s, but I think each to their own. You
can’t judge people for having something that
may boost their confidence.

“When I was in Steps, I was crippled with
insecurities. That probably explains why I
didn’t eat anything. If someone had offered
me Botox and fillers to look perfect, I would
probably have accepted. We didn’t even
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Closer’s Katie Banks talks to Steps singer Claire Richards 

about baby No.3 – and why she’ll never yo-yo diet again

Claire and 

Reece are 

parents to 

Daisy and 

Charlie

In her Steps heyday with

bandmates Lee Latchford-

Evans and Faye Tozer

She was a 

size 16 in 

2013



aintain
figure!’
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INTERVIEW

have our own make-up artist in those days.
I would do my own and cover my face in 
glitter to hide it! I didn’t even wear mascara. 
Now I know what looks good and I think 
I look better now!”

SOLO DREAMS

Claire, who sold over 20m records with 
Steps and reunited with them in 2011 for 
documentary Steps: Reunion, says she’s 
looking forward to appearing at London’s 
Royal Festival Hall in musical show A Life 
In Song: Pete Waterman, which celebrates 
the career of the music mogul.

Claire says: “I’m really excited and 
nervous! It would also be my dream to duet 
with Michael Bublé. I got my first record 
deal when I was 18 and it will be Steps’ 
18-year anniversary this year – I can’t believe 
it. They’re still everyone’s guilty pleasure.

“My kids love watching my old music 
videos, which is so cute. Hopefully we will 
reunite again soon – we all still get on really 
well so watch this space!”
● For more info on Rosina’s Lotions And 

Potions, visit www.rosinaslotionspotions.com

my top diet tips

Be realistic about your goals… I’ve accepted I’ll 

never be a size zero – my role models will always 

be curvaceous women like J-Lo.

Surround yourself with positive people… My biggest 

supporter is my husband Reece, he’s seen me at my 

biggest and tells me how lovely I look whatever my 

size and I do try to believe him!

Watch your portion sizes…The amount of food I use to 

eat was incredible. I’d make a massive dinner and still 

have room for pudding. I’ve retrained my brain into 

not eating big portions. 

Fad diets never work… I’d never go on a faddy diet 

again, I’ve failed with so many. I don’t deprive myself 

of anything – I just have less of it. 

You don’t have to be a gym bunny to lose weight… 

I’ve realised I hate gyms, but I do walk a lot. As my kids 

have got older I’ve become more active because I’m 

always running around after them.
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t was revealed
she’d called off her
engagement to Tom
Sturridge last week

– less than a month after the
pair were spotted holidaying in
Ibiza with their three-year-old
daughter Marlowe.

Now insiders say Sienna Miller
– who starred in 2014’s American
Sniper and alongside Ben Affleck
in new film Live By Night – has
confessed to pals she fell out of
love with the 29-year-old actor
and, now she’s single, wants to
focus on boosting her profile.

A source says: “She told
friends her romance with Tom
was a huge whirlwind and, while
she had once loved him, realised
her feelings had changed. Tom
was keen for them to set a date
for their wedding and wanted
to give the romance one more
chance, but she told him that
besides their daughter, her
career was now her priority.”

The 33-year-old – who shot to
fame in 2004 when she starred

NEWLY SINGLE SIENNA:

‘ I want to concentrate on
Hollywoodstardom!’

e made his first

red-carpet

appearance

last week since

announcing he’d split from

wife of 10 years Jennifer

Garner last month. And after

eagle-eyed viewers spotted

he was back wearing his

wedding ring, sources claim

Ben Affleck is longing to get

his marriage back on track.

Ben, 42, and Jennifer,

43 – parents to Violet, nine,

Seraphina, six, and three-year

old Samuel – were said to have

split after she grew tired of his

constant partying and gambling.

They were later spotted looking

tense during an emotional post-

split holiday in the Bahamas.

A source reveals: “Ben’s told

friends he’s felt miserable since

the split and realises what he’s

lost. He thought he wanted more

freedom, but now feels lonelier

than ever. He knows he’s messed

up and has started to wear his

wedding ring again, hoping

to prove to Jen how much he

wants her back.”

But insiders say Jennifer is

adamant it’s too late.

The source says: “Jen’s told

Ben she won’t back down – she

gave him enough chances, but

he wouldn’t change. Friends

wonder if she’ll cave if Ben

pleads with her to keep the

family together, but at the

moment she’s insisting a divorce

is the only way forward.”

‘Divorceistheonlywayforward’JEN:

I
alongside ex-boyfriend Jude 
Law in Alfie and Daniel Craig in 
Layer Cake – saw her reputation 
in notoriously conservative 
Hollywood tarnished in 2008 
when she had an affair with 
married actor Balthazar Getty.

A source reveals: “Sienna felt 
her career hit a road block after 
the affair scandal and she lost 
a lot of potential work over the 
controversy. She feels in recent 
years she’s been getting much 
better roles in Hollywood and 
wants to make that her 
focus now.”

And pals say the four-
year age gap with Tom 
also proved a strain on 
their romance.

A source says: “Sienna 
found the age gap hard at 
times. She felt she was at 
a different place in her life 
compared to Tom and his 
friends. In the end, she felt 
the spark between them 
just went out.” 
By Katherine Romero
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As Sienna Miller calls time on her romance with Tom Sturridge, 

insiders say she wants to focus on her rising career

H

NEWS

Pals say Ben has 

been miserable 

since the split

Sienna and Tom took 

Marlowe on holiday to 

Ibiza earlier this month
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‘STOP SHAMING SERENA & CHERYL!’

‘Louis and I have been watching six
Game Of Thrones episodes a night!’

Swimwear

The shops are filled 

with bikinis right 

now. I’ve been on 

some good shopping 

sprees recently!

No more BB

Big Brother is over! 

I can’t believe 

housemate Jack had 

his £23k prize money 

strapped to his wrist!

MY TYPICAL DAY:

THIS WEEK...

I LOVE:

I LOATHE:

LUCY’S VIEW

EVERY WEEK WE BRING YOU A BRILLIANT 

GUEST COLUMNIST. THIS WEEK, FORMER TOWIE STAR 

LUCY MECKLENBURGH SHARES HER OPINIONS & HER LIFE

● Lucy is launching Ellesse’s new 

collection at www.jdsports.co.uk

It’s been a bad week for body 

shaming. Just after Serena Williams 

won Wimbledon 

there were lots of 

nasty comments on 

Twitter saying she 

looked like a man. 

Serena’s an athlete 

and has the healthy 

body to prove it. So why 

do people feel the need 

to put a downer on her 

achievements? She’s 

inspirational to young 

women everywhere.

Cheryl also ended up 

getting flack for looking 

too skinny at the X Factor 

auditions. There’s no 

denying Cheryl’s thin 

right now, and I did 

wonder if she was OK, but the 

pounds drop off me when I’m 

stressed and it doesn’t help when 

people start criticising. It might 

just be that Cheryl’s going through 

a hard time at the moment.

I can sympathise with both of them. 

I’m criticised over the way I look all 

the time – on Twitter, people have 

claimed I’m too skinny in the past. 

People seem to think if you’re in the 

public eye then body shaming won’t 

hurt you as much, but it can really 

get you down. It’s sad that so many 

of the body shamers are women 

– us girls should stick together.

I loved seeing the pictures of 

Serena dressed up in her gown for the 

Wimbledon Ball. She looked happy 

in her own skin. Hopefully that 

should quiet the body shamers. 

I’M ALWAYS UP BY 8AM. 

I never used to be a morning 

person, but now I’ll make a big

bowl of porridge, or avocado

with scrambled eggs, and head straight

out to a workout session with my 

personal trainer for an hour.

MY TRAINER BLASTS THE MOST 

INSANE PLAYLISTS. We’ll be listening

to everything from Ed Sheeran to some

classic Spice Girls tunes while working

out. It helps keep the energy up.

EVERY DAY I GO TO THE “RESULTS WITH LUCY” OFFICE, which is

my fitness business. I catch up on emails and find out what we’ve

got planned. Then I’ll usually head to my clothes shop, Lucy’s 

Boutique, in Brentwood to see what’s selling well.

LOUIS AND I WHATSAPP IN THE AFTERNOON. Louis [Smith, 26, 

her Olympic gymnast boyfriend, above] usually asks how my 

training went. If we’re not together, we call each other after dinner.

WHEN I GET HOME, I have a shower and then spritz Liz Earle 

Instant Boost Skin Tonic Spritzer before I moisturise and put on 

my make-up. It makes my skin feel amazing.

I LOVE SPENDING A NIGHT IN WITH LOUIS. We always have a 

boxset on the go – we just finished all of Game Of Thrones. I’m so

sad we’ve got no more to watch! We were doing six episodes in 

a night. We’re so rock and roll!

CREDIT 
WATCH

MY LAST FIVE BUYS

 £4.49  On Sunkissed’s 

Glimmer Compact. I use 

it as a highlighter and 

bronzer. The lighter colour 

works great as eyeshadow.

 £75  In Office on a pair of 

suede lace-up nude heels. 

I wore them to Wimbledon 

– they go with everything. 

 £35  On Pro Blow 

hairbrushes. I don’t blow- 

dry my own hair much, but 

these big brushes make it 

a lot easier to do.

 £1.99  On a 

bag of almonds 

to keep in 

my handbag. 

I like to have 

something 

healthy to 

nibble on.

£2.49  On Vita 

Coco Coconut 

Water. I always 

have some in 

my gym bag.

Internet trolls need to stop 

body shaming celebrities like 

Serena Williams and Cheryl



'We prefer nights
Tara Reid to par

hey were
regarded as the
joke act of The X
Factor when they
appeared on the

show in 2009, ridiculed for their
wacky style, cheesy pop tunes and
larger-than-life personalities.

But six years on and Jedward
– aka John and Edward Grimes,
23 – are still enjoying a successful
career. This year, they’re making
their acting debut in Hollywood
film Sharknado 3 and have even
written a song for the soundtrack.

And after forming a close
friendship with American Pie
actress Tara Reid while on
Celebrity Big Brother in 2011, the
twins have enjoyed a string of
wild nights out in Hollywood –
rubbing shoulders with A-listers.

Speaking to Closer, John
(left, in main pic) says: “People
might have doubted us but we’ve
worked so hard since X Factor.
We’re still living together in
Ireland, but we spend a lot of

time in America with Tara and
working on our careers.”

Edward adds: “We spend time
with celebs at showbiz bashes
but we’re really chilled out about
it. We don’t drink or do drugs,
we’re crazy enough without it!”

John says: “We went to a party
in Hollywood before Coachella
festival in April and saw David
Beckham – he was so sweet.
We also met Katy Perry at the
MTV Awards two years ago –
she told us she loved our look.
And we met Kendall

and Kylie Jenner at an awards
ceremony. They’re really cute.”

DOUBLE DATING

But the boys insist they have no
time for romance.

John says: “We’re so busy we
just don’t have the time.

People think Edward
and I are joined
at the hip and, if
one of us had a
girlfriend, the other
would need one
too. But we’re not

T

JEDWARD
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Labelled the comedy act of X Factor in 2009, multi-millionaire twins Jedward have 

made it all the way to Hollywood and tell Closer they’re having the last laugh now

one person! We’d embrace love if it 
came along. Kendall and Kylie are 
cute, but we’re not their type.”

But Edward insists despite their 
single status, the twins, who are 
thought to be worth £4m, still 
consider themselves ladies’ men.

He says: “We know what to do 
with girls. Girls love a Jedward hug. 
Other guys are afraid of us because 
we’re so good 
with the ladies. 
We’re all 
grown up 
now!”

The boys have been 

friends with Tara 

since meeting on 

CBB in 2011



bazuka.co.uk

Treat verrucas
and warts fast

or they can go around
and around

Bazuka that verruca. Bazuka that wart.

Look for the UK’s No.1
selling treatment range*

in with
tying!'

INTERVIEW

A-LIST HANG OUT

For all their stardom, the boys 
– who have even walked the 
runway for Jean Paul Gaultier– 
insist their favourite past-time 
is watching Netflix and eating 
burgers with Tara Reid.

Edward says: “We’ll just chill 
out together all day, find a new 
series like Outlander and watch 
about 10 episodes. We just sit 
watching TV for hours. Then it’ll 
get to 2am and we’ll run out for 
a takeaway burger. It’s crazy!”

John says: “We’re not huge 
party fans. It’s fun but the 
difference between us and other 
young celebs is that we're truly 
ourselves at showbiz events. 
A lot of others act like a robot 
around industry people, but we 
won't change for anyone. We 
like to maintain a good balance 

of being ourselves and being 
professional. Plus, a lot of 

young stars have their 
careers handed to them 

on a plate. We work 
hard for ours.”

And the twins 
say they’ve 

formed a 

good friendship with singer Ed 
Sheeran after bumping into him 
on the celeb circuit.

Ed says: “Ed is such a cool guy 
and a real friend. We’ve hung 
out with him backstage and talk 
about how crazy the industry is. 
It’s mental because he’ll play to an 
audience of 80k then come back 
to the dressing room and we’ll 
jam ’90s R&B songs together.” 
By Katherine Romero
● Sharknado 3: Oh Hell No! 

premieres 23 July at 10pm on Syfy

Jedward met Katy 

at the MTV Awards

They modelled for Jean 

Paul Gaultier in May
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um-of-one Jay
Rufer, 54, from
Buckinghamshire,
has been

modelling since the age of
19 but has never felt better
about her figure.

Jay – who’s 5ft 6 and a
size 10 – has a boyfriend,
Steve, 59, as well as a daughter
from a previous marriage,
Kristina, 27.

She says: “I think looking
good in your 50s is a mixture
of good genes, exercising,
eating well and looking after
your skin. I’ve always been
into healthy eating and I’ve
never yo-yo dieted. I eat a lot
of fruit and vegetables, as well
as fish and brown rice. I will
occasionally treat myself to
chocolate and some wine, but
I don’t go crazy.

“I go to the gym three times
a week as well as doing yoga,
which keeps me supple. I
also meditate every day for
15 minutes, which helps me
prioritise what’s important and
stops me stressing. I’ve always
cleansed and moisturised my
skin and only enjoy the sun in
moderation, which has helped

keep wrinkles at bay.
“In my early 20s I was

a fashion model, but now
I do commercials and I’m
more confident. I love
getting compliments. I’m not
interested in getting surgery,
but I don’t know what I’ll
think in the future. Elle looked
incredible in her bikini last
week. It’s great that women can
still celebrate their looks at 50.”

She’s been hailed as “The Body” since 

the ’80s, and Elle Macpherson proved 

she’s still got it as she showed off her age-

defying physique while holidaying in St 

Tropez last week. The former supermodel, 

51, gave the world a glimpse of her flat 

stomach and toned legs, and looked half 

her age in a revealing white string bikini.

Australian Elle – who is mum to Arpad, 

15, and Cy, 12 – has built up a multimillion-

pound empire thanks to her lucrative 

modelling career, a swimwear line and 

her own wellness supplement. 

She also follows a strict diet and 

exercise regime. While she used to run 

eight miles a day, Elle now starts the day 

with a 45-minute walk, and follows an 

alkaline, organic diet, avoiding all red 

meat, wheat and alcohol.

We speak to two ordinary women 

who say they also feel better than ever 

in their 50s…
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 Elle stillhas‘TheBody’at51!

M

REAL LIFE IN THE NEWS

 ELLE SHOWED 

 OFF HER 

 BIKINI BODY 

 IN FRANCE 

 LAST WEEK

JAY WORKS

OUT THREE

TIMES A WEEK

Nutrition expert Elizabeth Peyton-

Jones, 49, says the key to looking

youthful is what we eat. Here are her

top tips to feeding yourself young. 

● “Colourful raw veg like carrots and 

broccoli are powerful antioxidants, 

which will regenerate your body 

to keep skin looking youthful. 

Cucumber contains silica – a natural 

collagen that helps plump the skin.”

● “Applying lemon juice directly

to the skin is fantastic for

cleansing your face and reducing 

inflammation on spots.”

● “It’s important to keep your 

digestive tract clean. You should be 

passing food within 12-24 hours of 

eating. If it’s any longer, you need to 

up your fibre intake, drink plenty of

water and cut down on sugar.”

● “Eat alkaline foods like ginger and

turmeric to help your body process 

antioxidants. Tumeric is also great 

for cleansing the liver.” 

● Cook Yourself Young is out 2 July 

(£14.99, Quadrille). Visit @epeytonjones 

and Facebook.com/epjhealth

WANT TO LOOK AS GREAT AS ELLE? 

acqueline 
Hooton is
a 51-year-old
former personal

trainer who says her age-
defying body is down to an
active lifestyle.

Size 8 Jacqueline – who is
5ft 7 – lives with her husband
Chris, 55, in Bognor Regis
and has five children, Tobias,
25, Poppy, 21, Gabriel, 17,
Saffron, 16, and Jasper, 12.

She says: “When I became
pregnant at 26 I began taking
my health seriously.

“I feel better in my
50s than I did in my 20s.
I exercise every day for
an hour, mixing up cardio
with strength training.
You’ll never find me in
front of the TV.

“I’ve never dieted, but
I’m conscious of what I eat
and I rarely drink. In the
mornings I have an egg white
omelette, followed by a
chicken salad for lunch and
sweet potato with rice for
dinner. Looking good as you
age is all about your mindset.

“I want to encourage women 
to look after their health and 

understand
their bodies.
That’s why
I founded
WIFE
(Women
In Fitness Empowerment),
a community for women
passionate about wellbeing, and 
I like redefining what women 
over 50 should look like.” 
By Neeru Sharma & Emily Cope

‘I love getting compliments’ ‘I feel better than in my 20s’

JACQUELINE

SAYS SHE

RARELY

DRINKS

J

With her husband

and five kids





            

SERIOUSLY
STYLISH TEEN!
Elle Fanning, 17
She may only be 17, but

the Maleficent actress

cuts a super-chic style

note way beyond her

teenage years, while out

shopping in this striped

blouse, high-waisted white

wrap-around skirt and

metallic heels. Her loose

yet straightened hair

finishes the polished

look perfectly.
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THE OUTFITS THAT GOT

EVERYBODY TALKING THIS WEEK

Kris Jenner, 59
"Momager" 

Kris’ garish 

camouflage 

two-piece is 

more of an 

obscene eye 

sore than 

hidden out 

of sight. Could 

she have got 

it more wrong?

January Jones, 37
The Mad Men 

star proves 

less really 

can be more 

in this black 

Chris Gelinas 

cocktail dress 

with strappy 

black sandals. 

Simple yet 

stunning! 

Rihanna, 27
We never 

thought we'd use 

“frumpy” and 

“Rihanna" in the 

same sentence, 

but this curtain-

esque floor 

sweeper does 

the usually sexy 

star no favours. 

What happened?

Kylie Minogue, 47
The pint-sized 

popstar gave us 

a lesson or two in 

summer chic, as 

she turned heads 

in this figure-

flattering white 

frock with cut-

out detail and 

cute sequinned 

sandals.    

Kim Kardashian vs Olivia Palermo

This Christian Dior white wrap skirt

is a gorgeous summer piece. Reality 

star Kim wore the ankle-grazer first 

back in May during the early stages of 

her pregnancy, giving it her signature 

sexy-yet-sophisticated touch with 

a fitted long-sleeve lace top, Céline 

open-toe heels and slicked-back hair. 

Olivia followed suit last week, making 

it her own in a silky black three-quarter 

sleeved top, matching clutch and a 

splash of leopard print on her heels. 

 VERDICT 

Both ladies look stunning in this 

statement midi-skirt – wearing it in 

a way that showcases their unique, 

yet very different styles. It's a draw! 

STYLE 

CRUSH!

LUSH 
LBD 

FRUMPY 
FAUX-PAS

MILITARY 
MADNESS!

SUMMER 
WINNER

Kim Kardashian, 34 Olivia Palermo, 29

WHO

WORE IT 

BEST?

Style
alert





e famously clashed with
his former step-mother
Kris Jenner after labelling
her a “villain” in 2013,
claiming she never really

cared about him when he was growing up.
And in an exclusive interview with

Closer, Brody Jenner admits he no longer
speaks to infamous “momager” Kris, 59,
but says he supports his father’s recent
transition from Bruce to Caitlyn.

In June, the 65-year-old former Olympic
athlete was applauded for “coming out”
as glamorous Caitlyn on the front cover
of Vanity Fair – sparking rumours that his
ex-wife Kris is seething with jealousy.

“I no longer speak to Kris Jenner,” says

Brody, 31, who found fame in The Hills
reality TV show in 2007 while dating his
co-star Lauren Conrad.

He adds: “We’re no longer officially family.
The stories about Kris feeling upstaged by
Caitlyn make me laugh – it’s so funny. We’re
proud of Caitlyn and support her. We’re just
getting to know her.”

Brody is one of Caitlyn’s six children,
including his brother Brandon and his step-
siblings Burt, 36, and Casey, 35, from her
first marriage, plus Kendall, 19, and Kylie,
17, from her marriage to Kris.

Brody adds: “Growing up, there were
times when Bruce wasn’t there. I finally feel
like I'm getting to know the person that had
me – that’s my dad. It’s been a journey, I will

say that for all of us.
“I am not going

to say it’s been the
easiest thing in the
world – it hasn’t. There
have been a lot of
things that have been
difficult to deal with,
but ultimately it’s not
about me, it’s Caitlyn.
And now Caitlyn is in
a much happier place.

You only
have one life,
and it’s very
short. I think
you should be
who you are.”

Now
fronting his
own sex talk
show on
E!, Sex With
Brody, the
hunk – who’s dated fashion blogger Kaitlynn
Carter since 2014, and in the past has been
linked to Nicole Richie, Lindsay Lohan and
Avril Lavigne – says he’s enjoyed a colourful
time between the sheets.

“I’ll try anything once!” he laughs. “I had
an orgy with four girls, but I was really
surprised – it was a complete nightmare.
There were just too many people involved!

“I made a sex tape when I was 17 but it
was so boring because I didn’t know what
I was doing. It was so rubbish I wasn’t even
able to masturbate watching it later. Luckily,
my girlfriend’s very confident so she doesn’t
feel insecure about my wild sex past!”
By Katie Banks
● Sex With Brody starts Sunday at 11pm on E!

BRODY JENNER: 
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‘ I’m just getting to 
know Caitlyn’
Keeping Up With The Kardashians star Brody tells Closer why he no

longer talks to step-mother Kris – and why sex tapes are boring

He fell out 

with Kris 

in 2013

He's been dating Kaitlynn 

Carter since 2014

Brody supports his father's 

transformation





ew ITV reality show
Life On Marbs might be
set in the famous spot
where the TOWIE crew

migrate for their summer holidays,
but top dog Cassie Rowan, 28, is
quick to dismiss the rival show,
telling us she and her pals are a
whole lot more “unique.”

“There are a lot of comparisons
to The Only Way Is Essex, but this is
their holiday destination, it’s like
us going to Essex for two weeks in
the winter,” reveals the part-time
beautician, who forms part of the
glamorous expat cast in the Spanish
city of Marbella. “Yes, they might go
to some of the same bars but we go
to the best places – and we’re way
more individual.”

Unlike TOWIE, the series is
filmed in advance and the 20-strong
cast have just wrapped up. Cassie,
who reckons she’s a “bitch with a
heart,” reveals: “There have been a
couple of cat-fights. My best friend
Natalie [Richardson] and Felicity
[Kidd] had a big argument when
Felicity Googled some private
information on Natalie’s family

and sent it round Marbella like a
piece of juicy gossip. She’s someone
I don’t like on the cast.”

The star adds: “I say it like it is.
I spend enough time putting on
make-up on one face, I don’t have
enough time to put it on two.”

As for the couples to look out for,
Cassie says: “I call Adam [party boy
Adam Graham] and Lola [model
Lola Zambrana] the boomerang
couple. You can expect fireworks.”

So what does a life in the sun
involve? Cassie, who is pals with
ex-TOWIE star Billi Mucklow,
reveals she is “semi-retired” and
spends her days either at the gym or
“getting treated like a princess” by
her fiancé, oil rig worker Michael
Richie. She candidly reveals: “With
my partner being away a lot and the
personal problems I’ve had in the
last year – I’ve had some problems
conceiving and two miscarriages
– I wanted to take a little break
and step back.”
By Hannah Wright

TV INTERVIEW

N

Life On Marbs starts

Wed 22 July, 9pm, ITVBe

LIFE ON MARBS CASSIE:

‘ We’re nothing 
like TOWIE’

THE ONES TO WATCH

FELICITY KIDD, 28

“My ex was a wealthy 

businessman – it was 

a shock to the system 

when we split.”

LOLA ZAMBRANA, 21

“There are still feelings

with me and Adam.

If I see him with a girl,

things will get heated!"

LINDA HODGKINS, 54

“I don’t have a love life,

but I’m looking for a

man with a pulse and

his own teeth!”

ADAM GRAHAM, 25

“My ex, Lola, is in the 

show. If you want some 

tension and a bit of 

love – tune in.”

JON STRETTON 

KNOWLES, 34 “I once 

spent £85,000 in one 

night – on champagne 

and vodka.” 

NATALIE 

RICHARDSON, 32

“It’s all about the 

glam life with me. I go 

shopping all the time."



yesterDAY’S

toDAY’S
takeout treat

tandoori wrap

OUR SUPER SOFT WRAPS HOLD

MORE OF THE STUFF YOU LIKE

GET WRAPPING
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it’s all about you

HOW TO WORK 
PRIMARY HUES

HOMEMADE TRUFFLES TO 

IMPRESS YOUR GUESTS 

COOL COFFEE 

TABLES TO COVET

NAIL AMANDA’S 
MODERN CORNROWS

Why a good night’s sleep  

affects your health and happiness 

& life 
style
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This adorable bowler 

hat belongs on a lawn, 

accompanied by a 

crisp, white day dress 

and espadrilles. It’s the 

cherry on top of a sweet, 

girlie outfit. Pimm’s, 

anyone? ZARA £17.99

VISOR

BOWLER2

7

6

8

HEADPIECE
Want to channel

Riviera chic?

The floppy hat

is top-notch for

people watching,

shading, and

adding a shot of

’50s glamour to

the poolside. The

bigger the better.

J BY JASPER

CONRAN £22

FLOPPY

Not just for playing tennis, the 

visor has taken on a new look 

this season. Go for this oversized 

straw style for a more mature 

take on the trend. TOPSHOP £20

1
HATS OFF

Stockists Accessorize 0844 8110 068, ASOS 020 7756 1000, Boohoo www.boohoo.com. GGs Pin-up

Couture www.ggspin-upcouture.co.uk, H&M 020 7323 2211, J By Jasper Conran www.debenhams.com,

Marks & Spencer 0845 302 1234, Miss Selfridge 0845 121 4517, Topshop 0845 121 4519, Zara 020 7851 4300 

No longer just a festival 

trophy, the floral 

headpiece has budged 

on to other scenes, 

including weddings 

and the races. This 

showpiece is more 

grown-up than

a garland, too. GGS

PIN-UP COUTURE £25
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WON’T 

GIVE YOU 

HAT HAIR

Channel your inner Cara

Delevingne and add an 

urban twist to your outfit 

with a sports-luxe cap.

Florals are always on 

trend, so this cap will 

be  a keeper. BOOHOO £8

CAP
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TRILBY

3

5

9

Add a touch of rock ’n’ roll

to every outfit with a fedora.

It’s the picture-perfect

accomplice to floaty tops

and denim cut-offs until it’s 

time to switch into ribbed 

tights, woollen dresses and 

ankle boots next season. 

MISS SELFRIDGE £25

FASCINATOR

Popular in the ’90s, the bucket returns 

in a glamorous guise. An easy hat to 

grab on the beach for some instant 

sun relief, it’s perfect for protecting 

your hair and head from the heat.

ZARA £17.99 NOW £7.99

A hat classic – and straw trilbys take 

the lead in the holiday-hat charts. But 

turn the fashion dial up a notch with 

this ombre-effect one to make a plain 

bikini really pop.  ACCESSORIZE £17

4

Impending wedding on the horizon? This 

fascinator/hat hybrid will do the trick nicely. 

The extended feathers and slanted front 

add height and we love the quirky polka 

dots. Keep your dress simple and let the 

hat do the schmoozing. MARKS & SPENCER £35
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Whatever the outfi t or occasion, we’ve

dissected the top 10 hat trends you 

should be rocking this summer
FEDORA

IDEAL

FOR

HOIDAYS

10

The turban 

offers a touch 

of the exotic 

to brightly 

coloured kaftan 

dresses and 

jumpsuits – a 

look that says 

“just docked 

the yacht 

darling!” A 

saving grace 

for expanding 

holiday hair, too! 

ASOS £12

TURBANS
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IN THE NEWS

WHO, WHAT, WEAR
This week’s most wanted on the high street, on celebs and on our style radar 

JUST LANDED    

FASHIONABLY FIT
WITH H&M
If you’re in full swing with your 

beach-body regime before going

on holiday or struggling with

training for that 10k run, some

new sportswear can give you

a much-needed boost. Luckily,

H&M have just launched their

latest purse-friendly gym wear

range, all made from breathable

fabrics. Plus, the bold prints and

flattering colours will have you

feeling body-confident. Fitness

wear has never looked so good

on your marks, get set, shop!

£7.99

£14.99

£19.99

 £7.99 

Stockists Fantasy Intimate Edition available nationwide,

H&M www.hm.com, Missguided www.missguided.co.uk

She launched her first fragrance 

Curious in 2004, and queen of the 

celeb perfume aisle Britney Spears 

returns this month with 

her 18th fragrance. 

A sweet mix of florals, 

lemon and lychee 

give this perfume 

a more grown-up 

twist than usual, 

and makes the 

perfect spritz 

for a dinner 

date. We 

love the 

bottle, too!

TOP £14.99

LEGGINGS £19.9
9

POP SCENTSATION

meet the micro trend...

FANCY FLUFFY SHOES
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 MISSGUIDED £30 

Get set to give toes a tactile 

refresh with stroke-worthy 

statement makers! From 

the flats RiRi wore to rev 

up her off-duty attire, 

to Chloe Sevigny’s fluffy 

red-carpet addition, bag 

yourself a bargain version 

to inject some fun factor 

and put a spring into your 

summer step.

 FANTASY 

 INTIMATE EDITION 

 £23 FOR 30ML 



HOW TO WEAR… TO WEAR…

● Break up a bold blue by introducing subtle metallic

flashes through accessories like heels and bags.

● Crayola shades work brilliantly together, but blue works 

particularly well with green, so mix and match separates.

● A colour-match quirky clutch will ramp up the fun factor.  

● extures will add interest to colour-blocking – try fringing 

or go for a Perspex bag to really make the shade zing.

● Take the look even further and finish your get-up with a 

couple of coats of bold green nail polish. 

 ● A white shirt will give the shade a fresh feel for the office.

STOCKISTS DOROTHY PERKINS WWW.DOROTHYPERKINS.COM, DUNE WWW.DUNELONDON.COM, H&M WWW.HM.COM, ISME WWW.ISME.COM MAC WWW.MACCOSMETICS.

CO.UK, MARKS & SPENCER WWW.MARKSANDSPENCER.COM, MISS SELFRIDGE WWW.MISSSELFRIDGE.COM, NEW LOOK WWW.NEWLOOK.COM, OPI WWW.OPIUK.COM, SKINNY 

DIP WWW.SKINNYDIPLONDON.COM, TOPSHOP WWW.TOPSHOP.COM, VERY WWW.VERY.CO.UK, WAREHOUSE WWW.WAREHOUSE.CO.UK, ZARA WWW.ZARA.COM

From cobalt blue to fiery red, it’s time to pick your favourite Crayola shade! This su

 DUNE £79 

 TOPSHOP £16 

 NEW LOOK 

 £14.99 

 VERY £20 

 SKINNYDIP   

 £40 

 WAREHOUSE £45 

DOROTHY 

 PERKINS 

 £17 

 H&M £5.99 

 MARKS & 

 SPENCER £35 

 OPI IN 

 LANDSCAPE 

 ARTIST £12.50 
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SUMMER BLUES GO GREEN

MIX

UP WITH 

GREEN 

TREWS

PRIMARY COL
When it comes to wearing blue, only 

a strong hue will do! Colbalts, teals 

and royal blues are where it’s at.
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Freshen up your look with a top-to-toe 

grassy green ensemble. Give the shade a 

modern feel with knockout accessories. 

DAY TO 

NIGHT

DYNAMO



HOW TO WE

● Bold canary shades will sit especially well with a monochrome 

print or graphic tee.

● Ladylike lace fabrics will give this bold colour a softer feel.

● Choose the right shade – canary yellow suits brunettes, neon 

looks fab on olive skin and lighter lemon for blondes.

● Accessorising a red outfit with black can look harsh 

– instead match with red, or opt for softer golds.

● A strong red lip is a style classic. Paint on with a fine 

brush for a clean and chic pout.

● Layer a leopard-print coat over a red frock for a retro feel.

 MARKS & 

 SPENCER 

 £39.50 
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 TOPSHOP £45 

ummer, go bolder then ever before with a top-to-toe colour pop

MISS 

SELFRIDGE 

£12 

 ISME £39 

 DUNE £45 

 TOPSHOP 

 £20 

 ZARA 

 £29.99 

 ZARA £29.99 

 MISS 

 SELFRIDGE £39.20 

 MAC LIPSTICK 

 IN LADY 

 DANGER £15.50 

HELLO YELLOW ROYAL RED

IDEAL 

WEDDING 

GUEST 

FROCK

OUR TRIBES
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Nothing says summer like a bold yellow. 

Worn right, it can warm up your look, even 

when the British weather lets you down. 

Scarlet flashes are popping up all over! This 

timeless shade is perfect for date night or 

to stand out at that summer wedding.

TEAM 

WITH A 

COURT

SHOE





ON TRIAL
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she do it...
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Stockists Barry M at Boots nationwide, GHD at www.asos.com, L’Occitane Uk.loccitane.com. Maybelline

available nationwide, Superdrug www.superdrug.com, Trevor Sorbie at Boots, YSL www.houseoffraser.com

PLUMPS FINE
LASHES

FOR
PARTY
LASHES

EASY TO
REMOVE

This week we tried waterproof

mascara, priced from £3.99 to

£25. Here are our top three.

The spiral

wand coats

lashes really

well, making

them look

thicker and 

longer – and 

giving them 

a dramatic 

makeover. 

This mascara 

survived 

heavy rain and 

even lasted 

into the early 

hours of 

a night out 

 without 

any flakes or 

smudges.

This mascara

is great for

adding

thickness,

without

leaving a

hard crispy

coating like

some. It 

didn’t budge 

and it was 

more than 

splash proof, 

without 

being a 

tyrant to take 

off. Ideal for 

daily wear 

if eyes are 

prone to 

streaming.

We loved

the tapered

bristly wand

– it really

nestled into

roots to lift

them up 

and catch 

every lash. 

Plus this 

mascara 

showed 

no signs of 

running, 

even after 

swimming!

THE MODERN
CORNROW
This look is all about precision – neat lines, 

even plaits and a glossy finish. Use a tail 

comb to master a clean centre parting, 

like Amanda’s. Then split either side of the 

parting into three sections. French plait 

the middle four sections, starting from 

the hairline until just past the crown, then 

tail off into a traditional plait right to the 

roots and secure with a clear band. Using 

a bristle brush, tuck the loose hair neatly 

behind the ears and slick the whole look 

with smoothing spray, then lightly mist the 

sides with hairspray. 

BEAUTY

1

THE BEAUTY EDIT
Our Deputy Style Editor Daniela has 

the tips, tricks and product news to 

keep you looking gorgeous 

Celebrity tanning expert, James Harknett, 

says: “If no matter how cautious you are, those 

dreaded tanning stains resurface every time you self 

tan, try mixing a little whitening toothpaste with salt 

scrub to erase the stain. Finish with a hot damp flannel 

to wipe away  this should lighten the colour.”

trade

secrets… 

 L’OCCITANE 

 VERBENA SALT 

 SCRUB £27 

 GHD TAIL 

 COMB £7.50 

 BARRY M LASH VEGAS 

 WATERPROOF MASCARA £6.49 2

 TREVOR SORBIE 

 SMOOTHING 

 SPRAY £3.70 

 SUPERDRUG 

 POLY HAIR BANDS 

 £2.09 FOR 50 

3

 MAYBELLINE COLOSSAL 

 MASCARA BLACK 

 WATERPROOF £7.19 

 YSL VOLUME EFFET 

 FAUX CILS WATERPROOF 

 MASCARA £25 

JAMES 
RECOMMENDS





Stockists Gillette available nationwide, Le Soft Perfume www.lookfantastic.com, M&S www.marksandspencer.com, 

Nivea available nationwide, Solait available at www.superdrug.com, Zara www.zara.com

CARRY-ON
PACKING

SUN CREAM 

SAVERS 
If you need more sun cream 

than the 100ml limit, head

to Duty Free once you’re 

through security to pick 

up a bigger bottle of your 

favourite brand. Otherwise, 

grab these squeezy 50ml 

minis. They’re UVA and 

UVB protected, and only 

£1.99 each.

AB & GO
 ve left your packing to the last

e, this kit is brilliant value and 

 all the essentials – deodorant,

, shower gel, moisturiser and lip

 So you can look amazing on the

h like Jessica Alba.

EASY 

SQUEEZY
If you know you’re going to need

more than a 50ml holiday mini

for your shampoo or body lotion,

reusable 100ml bottles are the

answer. You can dispense your

products into them and they’ll

still meet the hand luggage rules.

PACK IT IN! 
Here’s the burning question 

– can you pack your razor in 

hand luggage? Yes, but only 

a disposable one. Anything 

with a removable cartridge 

is off limits. So don’t get 

caught out, or you’ll be 

feeling fuzzy all weekend! 

THE UPSIDE OF 

DOWNSIZING 
Weighty perfume bottles could cost you 

excess baggage, so invest in a leak-proof 

perfume balm. The packaging is lighter 

and these Le Soft Perfumes smell as 

good as designer splash. Or try these handy 

mini fragrances from high-street fave Zara. 

 SOLAIT MOISTURISING 

 SUN LOTION 50ML £1.99 

 LE SOFT 

 PERFUME £20 

 ARA WOMAN BLACK, 

 HITE, ROSE, BLUEBERRY 

 DT 30ML £5.99 

NIVEA TRAVEL

 ESSENTIALS £5.49 

OCEANA DISPOSABLE

£6.99 FOR THREE
M&S TRAVEL ESSENTIALS

 BOTTLE SET 100ML £5  

BEAUTY
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BUY ONE 
GET ONE 
HALF 
PRICE

 SCENTS

AILABLE

DIDYOU 

KNOW…

You can now 
carry tweezers 

in your hand 
luggage. 

If you don’t want to 

pack all your toiletries in 

your suitcase, here’s our 

pick of the best beauty 

saviours that you can carry 

in your hand luggage
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INTERIORS

Box brilliance
If you consider yourself a bit of a DIY dabbler, you may

be able to muster up a nifty table just like this by nailing

recycled crates together and varnishing them for a chic

finish. If not, here’s one we (well Plantabox) made earlier!

Ideal for rustic, cosy living rooms. Plantabox £99.95

Double

duty
Trunks and ottomans

serve not only as

coffee tables with

character, but they’re

handy for storing away

the clutter. Maisons du

Monde have various

trunk styles from a

more affordable £129.

House Of Fraser £700

Budget buster
Don’t overlook supermarket brands

for furniture. Tesco Direct has brilliant

trend-led pieces at really affordable

prices. Take this Scandi-style table

– what a bargain! Tesco £49

Industrial chic
The perfect colour pop for a modern pad – this electric blue wire table 

even doubles up as storage for your favourite books, magazines and 

your tablet underneath. Oliver Bonas £225

 The focal point for any lounge, here’s our pick of cool and quirky coffee tables

COFFEE TABLES
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WHERE TO SHOP DFS www.dfs.co.uk, Dwell www.dwell.co.uk, House Of Fraser www.houseoffraser.co.uk, IKEA www.ikea.com/gb/en, Made www.made.com, Oliver Bonas www.oliverbonas.com,

Plantabox www.plantabox.co.uk, Tesco www.tesco.com/direct

A nest of tables that

neatly interlock

when not in use –

it’s like two tables

for the price of one!

Made £105

A decent-sized

(metre-long)

chest with

practical storage

space inside, too.

IKEA £35

Space creator 
Cool and contemporary, this heavyweight 

showpiece is a stylish investment. And the 

transparent glass top is perfect for smaller 

rooms to help make them feel bigger than 

they really are. DFS £299

BEST OF THE REST

Each tier of this

triple-level table

swivels outwards, 

making more 

room for drinks 

– fab for parties. 

Dwell £249
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With dairy consumption falling in the UK, nutritionist

Lyndsey Heffernan reveals the best milk alternatives

ALESHA DIXON

THE MOVES

“It’s about being strong and

healthy – that is one billion

times more important than

being skinny,” says Alesha,

36, who runs, hikes and has

a personal trainer. Having a

trainer keeps her motivated,

but she adds: “It’s about

doing little and often.”

THE FOODS

Alesha loves healthy juices for

breakfast, lunch is a chicken

BODY
SECRETS

We reveal singer and Britain’s Got Talent star

Alesha Dixon’s body confidence secrets

Best for: Getting the

glow – often contains

vitamin E for healthy

hair and skin.

Pros: The nutty

flavour makes it

good for baking.

Cons: Low in protein.

Not suitable for nut

allergies.

ALMOND
Best for: Boosting

immunity – it

contains lauric acid.

Pros: A light coconut

taste so works well

in savoury cooking,

like curries, as well

as on cereals.

Cons: High in

saturated fat.

COCONUT
Best for: Coeliacs

as it’s gluten-free.

Pros: A sweeter

alternative.

It’s fortified with

vitamins D and B12.

Cons: Very low

in protein and most

brands are very

high in sugar.

RICE
Best for:

Slimming – lower

in calories and

higher in protein

Pros: It’s

creamy flavour

makes it taste great

in tea or coffee.

Cons: Many brands

have lots of sugar.

SOYA
Best for: Cholesterol

lowering – it

contains beta-

glucan fibre.

Pros: Subtle, sweet

taste – perfect

on cereal.

Cons: Low in

protein. Not suitable

for coeliacs.

OATS

hether it’s for health reasons

(15 per cent of the UK are

thought to be lactose

intolerant), worries over animal welfare,

or taste, fewer of us are drinking cows’

milk. Add to that a growing number of

celebs shunning the white stuff – Beyoncé

says ditching dairy helped her lose weight

– and it’s no wonder there are so many

milk alternatives. Most are enriched with

the vitamins and minerals cows’ milk

has, such as calcium and vitamins B12

and D for bone health, but are often

lighter on calories and saturated fat.

While cows’ milk is still a healthy option

for many people – including children

(who should always have full-fat milk),

there are plenty of other alternatives

on the market. Here’s how the most

popular dairy-free milks stack up.

W

and avocado wrap and dinner is

usually meat or fish with lots of

veg. “I hate the word diet!” she

says. “I choose to eat healthily

90 per cent of the time, but I

also eat plenty of Maltesers.”

She snacks on fruit, nut 

bars or Ryvita with cottage 

cheese. She adds: “I don’t 

deprive myself  – that’s when 

I think you start to binge.” 

 THE CHEAT                                      

Alesha is a big fan of juicing 

website Juicemaster.com. 

She says: “I won’t beat myself 

up if I have a pig out. I just do 

lots of juicing for a few days 

to put some goodness back 

into my body.” 

Milking it!

Dairy consumption 

in the UK has fallen 

in recent years



Discover our range in store.

©2015 Kellogg Company



guilt-free

treat

new & delicious

CHOCOLATE 
&BEETROOT
TRUFFLES

CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK
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●  Jamie says: 

“Served with a 

lemony dressed 

green salad on the 

side, this makes the 

perfect dinner.”

STEP 1 Put 1 large ready-

cooked beetroot, 1 peeled 

ripe avocado, 1/2tsp vanilla 

extract, 3tbsp maple syrup 

and 50g unsweetened cacao 

powder in a food processor 

and blend until well mixed.

STEP 2 Add another 50g of 

cacao powder to the blender 

and blitz, then transfer the 

mixture to a bowl. Cover and 

refrigerate for at least 1 hour.

STEP 3 Once chilled, scoop 

out tablespoon-sized 

portions and roll into balls. 

Put some extra cacao 

powder and 2tbsp 

desiccated coconut on 

separate plates and roll half 

the truffles in each to coat. 

● Recipe taken from www.

lovebeetroot.co.uk

STEP 1 Place the tomatoes in a pan of boiling water over a high heat

and blanch for 40 secs, then drain. Once cooled, peel off the skins

and chop the flesh, then set aside. Stab eight holes in the tuna and

stuff each with a slice of garlic and chilli and a pinch of rosemary.

STEP 2 Return the pan to a medium heat and add a little oil with the

remaining garlic, chilli and rosemary, plus the anchovies, oregano,

cinnamon and capers. Fry until lightly golden. Add the fresh and

canned tomatoes, bring to the boil, then simmer for 10 mins.

STEP 3 Season, then add the tuna, making sure it’s submerged.

Cover and simmer gently for 25 mins. Flake the tuna and toss the

sauce with the cooked pasta. Serve with the basil.

JAMIEOLIVER’SPOACHEDTUNAWITH
SICILIANTOMATOSAUCE

Serves 4–6
●  1kg ripe mixed-colour 

tomatoes 
●  400g MSC-approved 

yellowfin or skipjack 
fresh tuna fillet

●  3 garlic cloves, finely 
sliced

● 1 red chilli, finely sliced
● 2 sprigs of rosemary
● Olive oil

● 4 anchovy fillets
●  1 heaped tsp dried 

oregano

● 1 cinnamon stick
●   Small handful of 

capers, rinsed
●  2 x 400g cans good-

quality plum tomatoes
●  320–480g wholewheat 

spaghetti, cooked
● Bunch of basil, leaves

picked

425 CALS7.8G FAT11.9G SUGAR1.1G SALTPER SERVING

49 CALS2.9G FAT1.8G SUGAR0G SALTPER SERVING

Instead of tuna, try making 

this dish with fresh salmon. 

Or you could use chunky 

fillets of white fish such as 

cod or sea bass – just make 

sure it’s from a sustainable 

source. Swap the spaghetti 

for linguine or tagliatelle, 

too. For more fibre, stick to 

wholewheat pasta or for 

a lower carb content use 

courgetti (courgette strips). 

You can also try substituting 

half the fresh tomatoes for 

three diced peppers.

SPECIAL K 

PROTEIN CRUNCH

A tasty combo of six 

wholegrains are packed 

into this new cereal from 

Special K to help keep 

you full and bursting 

with energy – plus a 45g 

serving is less than 175 

cals. Tesco, £2.99

TASTETIP

makes 20

COCONUT MILK ICE CREAMS 
OkoBay coconut milk ice 

cream is vegan-friendly 

and has 50% less sugar 

than most ice cream. 

The chocolate 

one is our fave. 

Holland & Barrett, 

£4.49
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DIET AND FITNESS ADVICE AT
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Fridge
raider

Where do you shop?

Online at Waitrose – but there’s also a fish

shop behind our house and we get our

meat from a butcher’s called

Canhams in Brighton. I have

absolutely no idea how much

I spend – I tend to get bits and

pieces as and when I need to.

What’s your typical

daily diet?

I’m trying to lose weight, but

I can’t stop eating! I have a

smoothie for breakfast with

spinach, avocado, berries, oats

and banana, plus granola and

greek yoghurt. Lunch is a

chicken salad and my favourite

dinner is steak and greens. I

snack on almonds and berries.

But when the kids [Woody, 14,

and Nelly, five, with husband

Norman Cook, 51] go to bed it

falls apart. Norm and I look at each

other and say “snack?” and that’ll

range from a packet of crisps – I love

roast chicken flavour – to Marmite

cashew nuts or a “Norman’s board”

– cheese and chorizo!

What’s the strangest thing

you eat?

I dip cold roast potatoes in horseradish

sauce, which sounds disgusting but don’t

knock it until you’ve tried it!

● Zoe has teamed up with California

Almonds to launch the 21-Day Snack

Happy Challenge. For more info, visit

www.almonds.co.uk

One slice of cheesecake

contains about 250

calories and 3tsp of fat.

Coconut water is good for 

hydration and replacing

fluids during exercise.

Raspberries are packed with 

antioxidants, which can help 

fight ageing.

Avocado is a source of

“good” fat, which aids

heart health.

Guiltiest food pleasure?

Cheesecake – it’s Norm’s favourite and

I love it, too! I also love eating chocolate

on the train home, usually a Kit Kat.

Foodie hangover cure?

I should have some sort of green

smoothie to put some good back inside

my body, but it’s all about a full-English

breakfast then marmalade on toast.

My takeaway order…

It has to be an Indian or Thai curry.

VERDICT

NUTRITIONIST CATHERINE

MATTHEWS SAYS: “The trick to

avoid snacking is to eat more

filling meals. Zoe should include

more fibre at lunch and dinner with foods like 

beans or brown rice, and some protein with 

breakfast like eggs. Almonds are great, but 

high in fat, so Zoe should try to only eat 20 

nuts a day, and have dark chocolate instead 

of Kit Kats as it usually contains less sugar.”

FRIDGE HEALTH RATING 8/10

Presenter Zoe Ball, 44, tells 

us what’s in her fridge

● Kit Kats

● Eggs 

● Bananas 

● Chicken breasts 

● Blueberries 

● Strawberries 

● Raspberries

● Chorizo 

● Roast ham 

● Horseradish sauce

● Greek yoghurt 

● Apple pie 

● Cheesecake 

● Bacon 

● Almond milk 

● Soya milk

● Halloumi 

● Beef steak 

● Grapes 

● Cheese selection

● Tomatoes 

● Celery 

● Watercress 

● Avocado

● Carrots

● Spinach 

● Coconut water 

● Whole milk

INSIDE ZOE’S 
FRIDGE



WANT TO SIGN UP?

Would you fr eeze 
your eggs?

or many women, having a
family has been put on the
back-burner. Whether it’s
due to busily building their
careers, financial worries or

waiting to find Mr Right, as a nation we are
having children later in life than ever before.

But a growing number of women in their
20s and 30s are attempting to protect their
fertility by freezing their eggs, meaning they
have younger, healthier eggs to use later in
life if they choose to undergo IVF.

According to new research by WhatClinic.
com, the demand for egg freezing has risen
more sharply than for any other fertility
treatment, with enquiries up 407 per cent
in the UK in the past year. Even Apple and
Facebook now offer paid-for egg freezing to
female executives who want to preserve their
fertility while climbing the career ladder.

And the celebs are at it too. Kim Kardashian,

34, began the egg freezing process before she
fell pregnant with daughter North, now two.

In Keeping Up With The Kardashians, we saw
mum Kris helping Kim to inject hormones
as part of the treatment. The reality star, who
was 31 at the time, had split from her second
husband Kris Humphries and hadn’t yet 
begun dating Kanye West. She said: “When 
the time is right, I want to be prepared.”

Of course, Kim went on to have North 
naturally with Kanye and is now pregnant 
with her second baby, but should we freeze 
our eggs if we haven’t started a family by 35, 
as one Spanish study suggested recently?

THE SCIENCE BIT

“While egg quality doesn’t plummet the day 
you turn 35, fertility starts to drop gradually 
between 35 and 38, and after 39 it drops 
significantly,” explains Dr Yau Thum, Fertility 
Consultant and Specialist in Reproductive 
Immunology at The Lister Hospital, London.

The latest figures show that only 20 babies 
have been born in the UK using a patient’s 
own frozen eggs, but Dr Thum says this is 
only because the procedure is so new.

“Most women who’ve frozen eggs haven’t 
used them yet. But the technique is so
advanced now that if you freeze your eggs at 
35 or younger, your chances of achieving a 
pregnancy using those eggs is pretty high – 
between 50 per cent and 55 per cent with one 
round of IVF." For women going through IVF 
without previously freezing their eggs, the 
success rate is only 13.9%, dropping steeply 
to 1.9% of women age 45 or over.

Eggs are retrieved using the same
technique as IVF, with the aim of collecting 
between 10 and 15 eggs to freeze. The
process involves injecting yourself daily with 
hormones for two weeks to stimulate your 
ovaries to produce eggs, as well as regular 
blood tests, internal scans and, finally, a 
procedure under sedation to collect the eggs. 

But Professor Adam Balen, Chair of the
British Fertility Society, believes it’s vital
that women have realistic expectations.
Balen says: “Not all eggs will survive freezing 
and thawing, and not all thawed eggs will 
fertilise, so there’s no guarantee of a baby. 

“It’s sensible to have 20-30 eggs frozen to 
give you a good chance, which may mean 
more than one round of egg collecting.”

WHAT'S THE COST?

And that’s a pricey option with a single cycle 
costing around £5k, while the annual cost of 
storing eggs is £200-£300. Though if you’re 
willing to donate some of your eggs, the cost 
of the cycle can be as low as £300. 

Healthy women can then use their eggs to 
become pregnant via IVF usually up to the age 
of 48-49 (at the clinic's discretion). Dr Thum 
stresses, however, that women shouldn’t use 
the option of egg freezing to postpone having 
a family. He says: “I recommend women try 
for a family earlier rather than later and don’t 
use egg freezing as an excuse not to do it.” 

It’s a view shared by Professor Balen: “The 
best time to start a family is still your mid-to-
late 20s. It’s preferable not to leave it till much 
later because if you find you have a problem, it
can take time to sort out.”

And he warns against
being fooled by the many
celebs who give birth in
their 40s, saying: “For
many of those stars, IVF
or egg donation may
have been used, it’s just
that they have chosen 
not to discuss it. Don’t be 
lulled into a false sense of 
security.”
By Claire Higney

F

HEALTH
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As demand for fertility treatment increases, Closer

investigates the growing trend of women freezing

their eggs to help them have children later on in life

● Before the procedure, you’ll sign consent 

forms agreeing to the eggs being stored and 

used in your treatment. You can specify how 

long you want them to be frozen (the 

standard period is 10 years), what should 

happen to your eggs if you die or become 

unable to make decisions for yourself, and 

whether the eggs can be donated for 

someone else’s treatment, or used in 

research or training. You can withdraw 

or vary consent at any time. 

● When choosing a clinic, look at its 

success rates – does it have a good track 

record? A clinic might charge less than the 

going rate, but its pregnancy statistics 

might be below the national average. 

There’s less chance of a big, well-

established clinic closing down and you 

having problems further down the line. 

Kim Kardashian 

considered freezing 

her eggs before 

having baby North



closer investigates

When I told friends I was going for an egg freezing

consultation, their first reaction was one of shock. At

33, they assumed I was too young and healthy to put

myself through it. But after reading countless reports 

about the ticking fertility clock, I wanted to take the situation 

into my own hands. I'm nowhere near ready to start a family 

right now, but have always known I want to become a mum – 

why take a risk with something so important? 

I went to see Professor Geeta Nargund at the smart CREATE 

Fertility Health Clinic in London. To have all the information for 

my consultation, I underwent a blood test and an advanced 

ultrasound scan beforehand, which looked at the health of my 

ovaries among other things. Unbelievably, the ultrasound can 

also show you how many egg follicles you have on your ovaries

and you can count them yourself with the consultant. The

more eggs you can see, the better.

This procedure is labelled a “One Stop Fertility MOT,”

and your diagnosis is immediate. Geeta tells me the clinic

is all about empowering women and giving them choices

about their future.

“Preventing infertility is about getting information early and

then understanding the options," says Geeta. “Egg freezing is

not something people should enter into lightly. I’d advise

women considering going through with the procedure to think

carefully about it and get advice from professionals first."

My blood test gave Geeta my AMH (Anti-Mullerian

Hormone) level – which is used as a marker for the quantity

and quality of my eggs – and, combined with the information

from my ultrasound, Geeta gave me the peace of mind that my

fertility levels were high and that I didn’t need to make any

immediate decisions about whether to freeze my eggs.

The clinic recommends being 35 or younger for the

procedure, so it’s something I will look at again if I’m still in

the same situation in a year or so. But for now, I’ve got the

reassurance I need. As Geeta says, “knowledge is power.”

‘I want to protect my fertility’
News editor Katie Banks visits the CREATE Fertility 

Clinic in London to look into getting her eggs frozen

YOU 

SAY

Would you freeze 

your eggs if you 

could afford it?

"Yes, if I had no other 

option, but I would 

worry that it wouldn't be 

successful when implanted 

and I'd have got my 

hopes up." Kay, Durham

"I don't think I would – the 

procedure sounds like a lot to 

go through." Charlotte, Sheffield

"I would if I got to a certain age 

and didn't have kids – it'd put 

my mind at rest." Kristy, Hereford

"I wouldn't, I'd rather conceive 

naturally later if it happened 

than turn to science."Gillian, 

London





BEAT THE
PORN ANXIETY

Our therapist & TV psychologist Emma Kenny

is here to make sense of your emotional issues

hen a recent 

survey asked 

people their

views on porn,

it found twice as many men

than women don’t see anything

wrong with watching it. But

finding out our man has been

looking at naked women online

can really knock our confidence.

The truth is, many men do

watch porn, but not because

they’ve lost interest in their

partner. For most, it is purely

a visual aid to masturbation.

Most men also don’t want their

partners to look or act like porn

stars. Porn is fantasy, whereas

your relationship has substance.

A great relationship requires

communication, so if your man

is using porn too often or him

watching it is a deal breaker,

make your feelings known and

then accept the outcome.

What are you scared of?

Thumbs freak me out!

What’s your worst habit?

Falling asleep while people

are talking to me. 

If you were an animal, what

would you be and why?

A lion! I’d get to eat, sleep

loads and hang out with

my family.

Have you ever had a near-

death experience? 

I thought I was going to die

on a flight to Arizona as the

turbulence was awful.

When did you last say

“I love you”? 

This morning, to [Pete’s

wife] Emily and the kids.

What’s your proudest

achievement?

Apart from being a dad, it

has to be selling out the O2

Arena twice.

●  Peter’s new fragrance,

Breeze, is available from

www.peterandre.com

(£24.95 for 100ml).

SINGER AND REALITY

STAR PETER ANDRE

REVEALS ALL

     ‘me 

myself

and I’

CLOSER
ONLINE

A huge number of women struggle with their weight, so it’s about 

time we found an easy solution to staying in shape. The bleak truth 

is that 97 per cent of women who diet fail – but mindful eating can 

teach us the difference between actual hunger and emotional 

needs. Thinking about what you are going to eat in advance and 

planning your meals is the first step and will help you make good 

choices for your health. You should also eat without distraction and 

savour your food – you’ll enjoy it more and stop eating when you’re 

satisfied. It will totally transform the way you think about food.

PUT YOUR MIND TO SLIMMING

GET MORE SEX AND EMOTIONAL ADVICE AT

WWW.CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK/SEX-AND-RELATIONSHIPS

W

● TALK TO HIM: Find out why he watches

porn and explain why it upsets you. Be mindful

he isn’t doing it to insult you – and it doesn’t

mean he isn’t satisfied with your sex life.

● SET BOUNDARIES: If you have a problem 

with how regularly he’s watching porn, or the 

type of porn he’s watching, decide as a couple 

what you are comfortable with. Tell him what 

is or isn’t acceptable in your opinion.

● FIND A SOLUTION: Some couples enjoy 

watching porn together so let him know if 

you’d like to explore that. If not, the type of 

porn he watches can give you an idea of his 

fantasies, which could enhance your sex life. 

IF IT’S AN ISSUE

 CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK  
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Why sleep matters
– and how to get it!
Improve your health and happiness with 

Dr Christian’s guide to getting a good rest

oor sleep is linked to heart

problems, diabetes and

depression. Not only that, but

recent research has shown it

can see you scoffing an extra 500 calories a

day because it dents your self-control and

makes you feel unhappy. One in three of us

suffer from poor sleep, so let’s get it sussed!

BAD SLEEP RUINS

GOOD INTENTIONS!

New research of more than 35,000 people

found that poor sleepers drank more, were

less able to quit smoking, and were more

likely to dodge exercise and put on weight.

It’s no surprise; when you can’t sleep or are

up late, you might reach for a cigarette or a

biscuit for comfort, or could even be

drinking to help you drop off. Plus we all

struggle to make good decisions while

exhausted. So if you’re feeling groggy,

indecisive and unhappy, s

one of the first things you

UNLOCK THE SIG

OF SLEEP

PROBLEMS

One big cause of sleep

disturbance is sleep apno

where the walls of your th

relax and narrow and you

stop breathing for as muc

90 seconds. Then your b

gives an almighty snort t

you back to breathing. It

FOR MORE HEALTH NEWS, VISIT

WWW.CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK/

HEALTH-AND-FITNESS

CLOSER
ONLINE

TOP TWEET
Any benefits to

going gluten-free for

non-medical reasons?

DR CHRISTIAN: None whatsoever.

And in doing so, people often cut

out whole food groups, which can

lead to a risk of deficiencies.

Presenter Kate Garraway, 48, on

suffering from an overactive thyroid

“I still have regular blood tests to check my

thyroid, which became overactive after my

daughter Darcy was born nine years ago. It

meant I lost weight really fast, dropping from

12st while pregnant to 8st (I’m 5ft 2) in just three

months it was scary. I also couldn’t sleep and felt

manic. Now if I’m going at 100mph, I see my GP.”

EATING GRAPEFRUIT

MAY INCREASE YOUR

RISK OF SKIN CANCER

IN THE NEWS...

IN MY OPINION...

Take this story

with a big

pinch of salt.

The research

relied on people

filling out a

questionnaire

every few years

and that’s

notoriously

inaccurate. We

know the main

risks for skin cancer are getting burnt

or a strong family history, so eat your

vitamin C-rich grapefruit, but with a

decent sunscreen on!

A US study found a small increase in

the risk of skin cancer if you eat fresh

grapefruit more than three times a

week, or drink more than a glass of

orange juice a day.

MY

HEALTH

‘My thyroid problem was scary’

P
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happen over and over in the night without 

you realising – and you won’t be getting 

good rest. If you’re regularly feeling sleepy 

in the day or feel the need to nap, it could be 

a sign you are suffering from it. It’s also 

worth asking your partner or friends/family 

members if you’re snoring and if your 

breathing appears interrupted in the night. 

Then go to your GP  armed with that 

knowledge – they can suggest treatments. 

Also see your GP if you think you may be 

grinding your teeth at night – an achy jaw or 

regular headaches are signs. 

DON’T FIXATE ON

THE MAGIC 8 
I don’t even know where the idea we all need 

eight hours’ sleep came from. People just 

need to get the right amount of sleep for 

them, and that changes throughout your life 

– teens can need 10 hours, while over-65s 

   x. Somewhere between six 

   bout right. If you wake up 

 you’re getting enough. Try 

  a regular sleep pattern 

 than getting by on next-to-

 eep through the week then 

ng mammoth lie-ins at the 

kend, or you’ll keep 

bing your body clock. 

E MINDFULNESS

S EASY!)

 been a lot of recent 

 that shows using 
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mindfulness can help you

get to sleep.

It’s not meditation – you

don’t have to sit cross-

legged on the floor and 

empty your mind. It’s 

more about being “in the

moment” – just notice 

the rise and fall of your 

breaths, how your body

feels, what you can hear.

Sounds and sensations 

right now. At first you’ll 

probably find yourself 

worrying about 

tomorrow or 

remembering a 

conversation from today. but when your 

mind wanders, just gently bring it back. It 

just takes practise.

IT’S THE BEDROOM,

NOT THE BOARDROOM

So you shouldn’t be checking your emails! 

It’s also not a courtroom, so you shouldn’t 

be arguing with your partner either! It 

sounds obvious but your bedroom should 

be a haven for sleep. It should be cool, dark 

(use blackout blinds) and comfortable. We 

spend 26 years of our lives sleeping, but lots

of us have rubbish bedding. After years of 

terrible mattresses I recently followed my 

own advice and got a decent one and it 

made such a difference. Try out what feels 

comfortable for you, look for bargains in the

sales and invest. 

TURN OFF THE TECH!

A study of teens found that they’re three 

times as likely to get less than five hours’ 

sleep if they’re on their smartphones an hour

before bed – and it’s something we’re all 

guilty of. Screens emit a particular type of 

blue light that’s very stimulating. It doesn’t 

necessarily affect everyone – I can happily 

watch something on my iPad and then go to

sleep - but a lot of people can’t. So if you’re 

not sleeping and you’re regularly glued to a

screen, turn off tech an hour before bed.

HEADSPACE APP

(ITUBES, FREE)

This clever app gives

you 10-minute guided 

meditations to calm 

your mind and help you 

join the land of nod. Ahhhhh.

DOWNLOAD IT:
MAGNESIUM SLEEP

SPRAY (BETTERYOU.

COM, £12.20)

Magnesium is “nature’s 

tranquilliser” so spritz 

this on your pillow for 

instant calm.

SPRITZ IT:
TWININGS SLEEP

(£2.49, TESCO) The

slumber-inducing tea

mixes camomile, 

lavender and vanilla to 

help relax you before bed. 

It also tastes like heaven.  

SIP IT:

closer’s kit for...a good kip!
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TV’s Sarah Willingham reveals how to

take control of your fi nances & make 

the most of your cash 

‘We couldn’t even
afford nappies’

Natasha Townsens, 28, from 
Peterborough ran up £17k of
debt after taking out cash loans

“My partner

Chris is an

electrician

and I’m a full-

time mum to

Bailey, seven,

and Willow, three. Willow

arrived 11 weeks early, just as

we’d moved into our two-bed

unfurnished council flat and

Chris was looking for work. We

had no cot, blankets, clothes or

buggy. We couldn’t even afford

nappies. Seeing no other option,

I bought furniture, clothes and

linen on credit from catalogues,

and by April 2012 I owed £5k

across five of them. We also

both took out cash loans to pay

for essentials. Chris found his

electrician job when Willow was

five months, but the damage was

done – interest of around 400

per cent APR meant we’d failed

to keep up repayments. By then

we had £17k of debt. Last

MONTHLY INCOME:
Chris’ salary £1,100

Child benefit £120

Total £1,220

EXPENSES:  
Rent £420

Council tax £117

Utilities £150

Clear Debt £175

Food £180

Kids’ clothes £30

Toiletries £10

Bus fares £42

Takeaways £15

TOTAL: £1,139

Freeze your food
We throw away 7 million

tonnes of food and drink

every year in the UK, and

more than half could have

been eaten, costing the

average household £470

a year, so start freezing.

Don’t forget, you can

freeze avocados, bananas

and even dairy like milk,

butter and cheese. Always

label with a date.

Save on flights
Research from Flyingwith

ababy.com has found that

frequent-flyer schemes are 

increasingly including

children. With some, points 

can be exchanged for

flights or toys, so find out if

your airline has a scheme.

September, I contacted Clear

Debt, who offer IVA [individual

voluntary arrangement, where

you agree with your creditors

to pay all or some your debts by

making regular payments to an

insolvency agency] and debt-

management plans. We pay

back £175 a month, spread over

five years. Our main expenses

are rent, food and clothes for the

kids. Chris and I treat ourselves

to a monthly takeaway, but

that’s it. Willow shares our

room, so we want a partition to

give her her own space. It will

cost £400. How can I afford it?”

SARAH’S 3-POINT PLAN

1) Natasha should use Twitter

and Facebook to “like” or

“follow” children’s brands to find

out about sales, discounts and

freebies. She should also sign up

for free newsletters to find out

about reductions. Children grow

fast, but you can buy good-

quality basics like tops for a few

pounds from supermarkets.

Sites like Freecycle often have

free toys, too. And she should

resell her stuff on eBay, Preloved

and Amazon. Sell seasonally, eg

paddling pools in summer.

2) Natasha is likely to be using

extra energy by being at home

with the children so she should

switch supplier with UK Power

or Uswitch. It takes 10 minutes

and can save hundreds.

3) If Natasha has up to an hour

spare, she can take part in online

surveys, earning up to £50 per

survey. She should never pay to

join, but sign up to lots. Register

with Valuedopinions.co.uk, or

PineConeResearch.co.uk.

CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK 79

MONEY

money

saving

tips

MY LIFE IN MONEY
MY POCKET MONEY WAS… My parents

didn’t give me cash or buy me anything –

not even clothing unless I outgrew what I had.

I had sisters, a cat, a few toys and a Nintendo.

MY FIRST JOB WAS… I choreographed musicals

(badly) for local theatre productions at 15. 

I earned $500 [£320] for every production, but it

took three months of rehearsals and I thought

about those sick dance moves 24/7, so I guess I

earned about 23 cents [15p] an hour! 

MY BIGGEST IMPULSE PURCHASE WAS… A dog.

I need to be careful not to impulse buy dogs every

Comedian Katherine Ryan, 32, talks 

us through how she’s spent her cash

single day. It’s a real problem. I’ll be in rehab 

one day explaining how I blew my fortune 

on shih tzus. 

SPENDER OR SAVER?

Both. My daughter, Violet, six, always asks 

me how much money I have and I say: “None. 

It’s all yours.” I have an account for her that 

I’m really good at putting money into. But if 

I want something, I don’t feel guilty, though 

maybe that’s because the most extravagant 

thing I ever want is coffee!

● Katherine presents Hair, Tuesdays, BBC2, 10pm 
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KEEP TRACK OF YOUR LETTERS HERE:

Every number in the grid stands for a different letter. We’ve given you the

word SUE to get you started. Fill in all the 1s, 2s and 3s and you’ll be able to

start guessing other letters. All 26 letters of the alphabet appear at least once.

Cross off the ones you’ve used on the list below...

CODE CRACK

See p104 for all puzzle solutions
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Puzzles

A B

With the help of our clues, rearrange 

the letters in the words below to make a 

celeb’s name 

NAME THE STARS

Kristen Wiig loses it when her
best friend gets married in this

hit 2011 comedy

Cameron Diaz and Leslie
Mann expose a love rat in

this recent rom-com

This blue-eyed Magic Mike XXL star 

is nicknamed “Ken Doll” in the film.

A TOMB TERM

1

ANNUAL REVELER

This blonde radio presenter 

is also know for presenting 

Glastonbury on TV

2

GUESS THE 
FILM STILL

CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK 80  



1 2 3 4 5

6

7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16

17 18

19 20 21

22 23 24 25

26 27 28

29

Fire-raising

Pesticide-

free

Slack

------

Gates, singer

Oven for

making

pottery

Yield
Medieval

fortress

Line of

movement

Soft metal

Roll of hair

Proof of

whereabouts

Jazz

instrument

Rocky hill

Take away,

minus

Pixie

Score in

cricket

Conclude

Baggy
Later

Blood fluid

Playing card
Contribution

Of a child,

on solids

----

McAndrew,

TV presenter

USA’s

Mormon

state

Flexible

tube for

watering

Home

and Away

character

Similar

Rebound (of

sound)

Soya bean

product

Wheel tooth

Great

warmth

Undivided

Is able to

Charge for

a service

Drink made

from malt

and hops

Also
Period on

Earth

Fairy-tale

giant

Elegant

birds
Enemy

Backless

slipper

Part of

the foot
Revoked

THE BIG CROSSWORD ACROSS
1  Deathbed ceremonies ➍➎

7  Female parent ➌

8  Lower back pain ➐

9  Gin and -----, aperitif ➎

12  Classic horse race ➎

17  Porridge ingredient ➐

18  Cost of maintaining ➏

19  Narrate, give an account of ➏

21  Lack of vanity ➐

22  Take (exams) again ➎

24  New Zealand singer and

songwriter. See pic ➎

26  Lucky dip at a bazaar ➍➌

28  Married woman’s title ➌

29  Spin (laundry) in hot air ➏ ➌

1  Furthest point ➎

2  Quantity of money ➌

3  Object from the past ➎

4  Shy ➎

5  Mass of salt water ➌

6  Skinny, angular ➍

10  Unwrapped (a present) ➏

11  Awaiting action ➋➎

13  Large deer ➌

14  So long! ➌ ➌

15  Cartoon sailor ➏

16  Backed financially ➏ 

20 Will Smith biopic  ➌

22  Long loose outer garment ➍

23  Channing -----, US actor. 

See pic ➎

24 Clothing tag ➎

25  School composition ➎

27  School subject ➌

28  Crazy (about) ➌

CLUES & 
ARROWS

TURN FOR MORE PUZZLES ➜

Fill in the grid using 

the clues provided

24 ACROSS

23 DOWN
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PUZZLE TIME
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7

3 2 5

5 8

3 6

9 7 1 6

8 9

1

7

2 6 3

4 8 3

1 5 4

7 2 8

3 1 4

Complete the grid with the numbers 1

to 9 so that each row, column and 3x3

block contains the numbers 1 to 9 only.
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SUDOKU

“Peas are so underrated.

I just had the biggest,

brightest peas...”

A) CHRISSY TEIGEN

B) SAM SMITH

C) TAYLOR SWIFT

SAY WHAT?!

WORD PLAY
Fit the Twin Peaks cast members in their places to reveal

another name in the green strip.

COOPER

LAURA

LELAND

AUDREY

JOSIE

HANK

LEVEL 1: EASY

1

9 3

7

9 6

1

4

5

2 9

4

2

3

LEVEL 1: MEDIUM

9

5

4

8

5

6

8

9

1 3

6

les

FINDYOURHAPPY 

EVERAFTERAT 

FLIRTIFY.CO.UK

It’s mobile friendly 

so you can sort your 

love life on the go!



P C E R E M O N I A L S U P D

U Y M S I C I T N A M O R T O

P W S D A E H D E R U S H G G

E S H P Y U C D S E Y G T E D

N C A A S V E N N I I R R L A

I B N T T G O I E L F A A I Y

H R A A B K T C O R B E N M S

C O D R S N I N A B O D S U A

A K U I O S T N I L I L H R R

M E L E O H I T D E I C F T E

E N L U G T H A R O L S E C O

H F P I N E V O N E F A T E V

T O L L A G C R W E E M I P E

S O O R A K S T Y E R D A S R

N T T C A M B E R W E L L N L

Can you find all the Florence Welch-related words in the 

grid? Words can be horizontal, vertical or diagonal

BROKEN FOOT

CAMBERWELL

CEREMONIALS

DOG DAYS 

ARE OVER

FLORENCE

INDIE ROCK

LEONTINE

LUNGS

MARY

NO LIGHT NO LIGHT

RABBIT HEART

REDHEAD

RENAISSANCE

ROMANTICISM

SPECTRUM

THE MACHINE

VOCALIST

WELCH

WHAT KIND 

OF MAN
Florence Welch

Fill in the blanks to find a word that will make sense 

when placed at the end of the first word, and the 

start of the second word. 

Can you name these stars from looking at just one 

part of their famous faces?

Can you spot the six differences between these two pics of the TOWIE stars?

A B

See p104 for all puzzle solutions
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DOUBLE -------- MAKER ROUGH ----- SACK

KNEE ----- ACCOUNT SWEET ------ SPRAY

SEA ------ TOWN BREAD ----- BLOCK

A

B

C

D

E

F

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

GUESS THE CELEB WORD SEARCH

WORD LINK

PUZZLE TIME





Out this week!

DON’T-MISS FLICKLATEST HOME VIEWING

GREAT DAY OUT

MUST READBEST MUSIC

PERFECT FOR

THE SUMMER

HOLIDAYS

ALSO OUT: ● TheFaceOfAnAngel Ajournalist

(KateBeckinsale)andafilmmakernamed

Thomas(DanielBrühl)chasethestoryofa

murderanditsprimesuspect inthis intense

thrillerbasedontheAmandaKnoxcase.

Whentheystart investigating,documentary

makerThomasfindshimselfmore involved

thanever. AlsostarsCaraDelevingne.

Home
Steve Martin, Rihanna and J-Lo provide someof

the voices in this new family-friendly animation.

Earth has been taken over by an alien race –Boov

– who are in search of a new home. All humans

have been captured, apart from one savvy girl,

Tip (Rihanna), who finds herself on the trip ofa

lifetime with a banished Boov named Oh (Jim

Parsons) . A brilliant watch.  ★★★★✩ 

THE BEST FILMS, BOOKS, MUSIC AND DAYS OUT TO

MAKE THE MOST OF THE NEXT SEVEN DAYS

ThecreatorsofUpandMonsters Incbringusthisnewanimation,whichtakesyou 

intothemindofRileyandheremotions:Joy(voicedbyAmyPoehler),Fear (Bill

Hader),Anger (LewisBlack),Disgust (MindyKaling)andSadness(PhyllisSmith), aftershemovestoSan

Franciscoandstartsanewschooland life there.Theemotionsall live in the"headquarters"– thecontrol

centre inside Riley's mind – and we follow as she adjusts to her new lifestyle and faces her fears. Smart,

funny and emotional, this is Pixar at its best. ★★★★★

ALSO OUT: ● Maggie Billed the scariest film of the year, this horror is not for the faint-hearted. 

The movie tells the story of a teenage girl (Abigail Breslin), who becomes infected by an 

outbreak of a disease that slowly turns the affected into cannibalistic zombies. Also stars 

Arnold Schwarzenegger as Maggie's supportive father.

Ruth Ware

In A Dark
Dark Wood
Thisuniqueyetterrifying

novelabout friendship

tells thestoryofNoraand

Clare.Thepairhaven't

seeneachother for 10

years–notsinceNora

walkedoutofschool

oneday,nevertoreturn.Then,

outof theblue,an invitationtoClare's hen 

doarrives.Norasees itasanopportunity 

toputthepastbehindher. Butasthe 

champagneflows, thehendoforanold 

school friendtakesarathersinister turn… 

Youwon'tbeabletoputdownthiscreepy 

page-turner!Out30July.★★★★✩

Standon Calling
This music festival-meets-summer party is

set around a 16th century manor house and

even boasts a swimming pool on site! The 

line-up includes Ella Eyre, Basement Jaxx, 

Little Dragon and The Horrors. For more 

information, visit www.standon-calling.com.

Inside Out

MAGIC RADIO IS NOW 

AVAILABLE ACROSS THE UK

ON YOUR DAB DIGITAL RADIO

FOR MORE INFO VISIT: WWW.MAGIC.CO.UK

WORDS: ROXANNE RIDGE

*TS & CS APPLY. CLOSING DATE 10 AUGUST

REVIEWS

Various artists 

Now That's What
I Call Music 91
The best-selling compilation album brings 

us this new edition. Featuring songs from 

Rita Ora, Ed Sheeran and Rudimental as 

well as Florence + The Machine and Little 

Mix, there's something to please all on 

this 44-tracker.  Out 24 July. ★★★✩✩
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What
to watch

PARTNERS IN CRIME
SUN 26, 9PM, BBC1
David Walliams turns '50s sleuth

BBQ CHAMP
Myleene Klass puts amateur BBQ

cooks to the test. FRI, 9PM, ITV

FLOCKSTARS
Celebs try their hand at sheepdog

training. THU, 8.30PM, ITV

STEWART AND HAMILTONS
Rock royalty gets the fly-on-the-

wall treatment. TUE, 9PM, E!

MYSTERY MAN

THE SHOWS EVERYONE WILL BE TALKING ABOUT
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PLUS CELEB CHATS, FILMS & SOAPS

TV WEEK: 

25-31 JULY



Behind th 
   

Were there any downsides to the show?

It was unbearably hot filming in the

recent heatwave, wearing tweed jackets

wellie boots, and you do come away smelling of sheep –

but getting to know my dog and even the mentors and

shepherds was lovely. I’m hoping people will look at this

programme as a factual learning curve; a nature show…

You’re best known for playing Corrie’s Cilla and you did

go back for a bit last October. Any plans to return?

I have no idea! Fizz [Cilla’s daughter] is back and I’m always

happy to pop back on the show so yes, maybe doing this

programme will spring something on me!

● Flockstars, Thu 30 July, 8.30pm, ITV

5
MINUTES
WITH...

MYLEENE’S SAUSAGE LOVIN’
T

You’ll be herding sheep

(plus geese and ducks) with

a dog for Flockstars; how are

you with farm animals?

I’m not too bad, better than

I used to be! I’m pretty good

with animals, though I’m not

a bird person. We were all

assigned a dog, and I was given Bill who, at nine years old, is a

sheepdog veteran. Each week the celebs taking part are put into

pairs and we have to compete against each other on a course.

What made you want to sign up for the show?

When they asked me to do it, I thought, “Is this a joke?” But

then I thought, “You know what, it would be really good fun!”

I’d been doing theatre [in touring play Oh What A Lovely War]

for over four months and I fancied being outside, training in

a field for a change.

Are you the outdoors type?

Definitely! I’ve always had dogs and we have two at the moment,

so it’s all about getting out there and walking them. I was

brought up in a semi-rural area and I live in Hertfordshire now,

which means it’s easy to get to London – but you do feel relieved

when you get off the train and hit the countryside!

Former Corrie star Wendi, 47, is one of eight stars

taking part in new ITV show Flockstars this week…

WENDI PETERS

here is just one 

downside to Myleene 

Klass’ latest job 

hosting ITV’s new culinary 

contest BBQ Champ – her 

svelte figure may take a 

battering as she samples 

the mouthwatering 

batches of sausages and 

burgers coming her 

way. Billed as a “Bake 

Off for barbecuers,” 

the series will see 

amateur cooks battle 

it out over the hot 

coals each week – with 

Myleene overseeing 

proceedings and 

judges, Man v. Food’s 

Adam Richman plus 

chef Mark Blatchford, 

sampling – then 

scoring – their wares. Myleene, 

37, says: “When I was asked 

to host this show, I told them I 

couldn’t cook. I can throw the 

sausages and chicken on a 

BBQ but I am very, very good at 

appreciation. It is a dream job, 

but terrible for my waistline!” 

With one 

contestant 

admitting to 

having 20 

barbecues 

in his garden 

(just how 

big is his 

garden?!), 

Myleene 

adds: “This

programme is

a big old eat

feast. As soon

as they have finished cooking, 

I dive into the food stations! 

I really do hope this will inspire 

people to use their barbecues, 

and I’ve been blown away by 

the contestants on the show.”

● BBQ Champ starts Fri 31 July, 

9pm, ITV

Wendi with her

Flockstars co-stars

Myleene with 

co-judges Mark 

and Adam



e scenes

David Walliams, 43, joins Call The Midwife’s Jessica Raine to play a hen-pecked husband in an Agatha Christie remake...

ou play husband-

and-wife crime

detectives

Tommy and

Tuppence;

why did you fancy playing an

Agatha Christie sleuth?

When I first read the Tommy

and Tuppence books, I thought

they were quite comical. There’s

something funny about a

husband and wife team arguing

as they solve crimes. But the

material is pretty dark so it would

have been wrong to camp it up.

It’s basically like a James Bond

story set in the 1950s.

Are you a big Christie fan, then?

I was about 10 years old when I

watched Murder On The Orient

Express on TV, and I thought

the twist at the end was mind-

CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK 89

blowing. As a kid I actually

wanted to be a detective. I put

a little sign on my bedroom

door saying ‘Detective For Hire,’

but no one ever hired me.

Your on-screen wife is played by

Call The Midwife’s Jessica Raine –

what’s she like in the role?

Tuppence has to be very

headstrong as she’s basically the

lead character. She’s the hero,

whereas Tommy is a hen-pecked

husband who’d probably rather

sit at home and read the paper.

Jessica was exactly right for the

part – though Tommy’s definitely

punching above his weight.

What’s the opening story about?

It’s set in 1952 and the couple are

on a train returning to England

from Paris when a British agent is

murdered. There’s a Soviet plot

to overthrow the Government

and Tommy and Tuppence get

caught up in the whole thing

while trying to trace a missing girl

they met on the train.

Did you film in exotic locations?

Well, we were supposed to be

in Paris but we actually filmed in

Didcot [in Oxfordshire]! Don’t

tell anyone, it’ll spoil the magic

of television, but unfortunately

we weren’t able to close down

the Gare du Nord station for two

days. We filmed scenes from

Tommy and Tuppence’s house in

Surbiton, which is near where my

mum lives. When I told her she

said, “Ooh, I’ll pop down!”

You’re used to comic acting but

how did you get on with the

dramatic scenes?

There are some quite heavy

DAVID WALLIAMS:

Y
scenes and it is a challenge for

me because it’s not something

I’ve generally done before but it’s

exciting, and there is humour in

the couple’s relationship.

Who is your favourite detective?

It has to be Sherlock Holmes.

Now Benedict [Cumberbatch]

has reinvented him, I’ll say he’s

my favourite!

Will there be more outings for

Tommy and Tuppence?

We certainly hope so. There

are more books to adapt and

it’s been a real pleasure filming

these two stories. But ultimately,

it’s what the public think – and if

they enjoy it then I am sure there

will be more. It’s been a brilliant

adventure making it.

● Partners In Crime, Sun 26 July,

9pm, BBC1

Walliams dives into a

mystery with Jessica Raine

TV  
Q&A

‘ As a kid I wanted to be a 
detective but no one hired me’
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She wins the “Soap’s Most Ludicrous Character” award hands down, but

we can’t deny Cindy keeps things interesting. This week, her spending's

out of control again as she splashes cash on a Little Bo Peep-esque 

wedding frock, then turns up to the cop shop wearing it. Elsewhere,

Tegan’s in deep doo-doo over the Baby Rose debacle, and we’re trying

to muster interest in the Lovedays’ missing-daughter-returns storyline. 

CINDY LOSES THE PLOT

EASTENDERS

SHANE: ‘I'M NOT LEAVING!’
● Contrary to reports that Shane Richie is to quit

Albert Square, the 51-year-old has told us there’s

NO truth to this story! Soap fans have already seen

Alfie – battling a secret brain tumour – exit the

Square temporarily to film a six-part spin-off show

set in Ireland with co-star Jessie Wallace, who plays

his on-screen wife Kat. An EastEnders

spokesperson confides: “Shane will

be returning to EastEnders – in fact,

we already have some dates lined

up.” Shane adds: “I can’t wait to start

filming our new Kat and Alfie drama, 

but I will return.” That’s alright then!

OH WHAT A
TANGLED WEB…
With all the sneaking around behind everyone’s backs at the moment,

it’s a wonder anyone can remember who’s meant to be with who.

Charity is trying to break up Cain and Moira, and Moira is fretting

that Cain is sneaking off to visit his jailbird ex. Meanwhile, Robert

is pleading with Chrissie to take him back, and Chrissie ends up in

Andy’s arms! Plus, Debbie and Ross are planning to do a runner

together – and when Pollard has a heart attack, Val has the (crazy)

bright idea to fake her own death and soak up the insurance…

EMMERDALE

HOLLYOAKS

Fifteen months after Lucy Beale was found dead – and five 

months after the whole hoo-hah came to a head during the 

EastEnders Live Week in February – it’s all eyes on the Square 

this week when one resident is charged with murder, gosh! 

On Tuesday, after the cops swoop, someone in particular finds 

themselves resorting to “drastic measures,” while two people 

prepare to leave Walford for good… It’s also the week of Coker’s 

centenary bash – and Paul finally tells Pam his suspicions.

 DRAMA

 ON THE 

 SQUARE 

FOLLOW OUR LIVE 

TWEETS OVER AT

@CloserOnline

 Soap
Spotlight!
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Alya confesses a devastating

secret to a shocked Sinead

Cathy’s hoarding has life-

threatening consequences

t seems no woman 

can resist dark, 

brooding drug addict 

Callum, and this 

week it’s Bethany who falls for 

the “charms” of her mother’s fella. 

Dressed up to the nines in leather 

hotpants, she does her best to act 

all casual down the Dog & Gun. 

Unfortunately, after offering to 

help the ladykiller with his next 

“delivery,” he chucks her a packet 

of drugs – right before the cops 

swoop. What is Mummy Sarah 

(not to mention Granny Gail) 

going to say? Elsewhere, we love 

a soap pregnancy scare and this 

week’s possessor of the secret 

testing kit is Alya – who’s fretting 

her night with Jason might have 

given her more than the walk of 

shame, and ends up breaking 

down on Sinead. Also this week, 

Cathy’s hoarding issue becomes 

dangerous when a load of boxes 

fall on her. It’s Roy to the rescue…

BETHANY HEARTS CALLUM,
AND ALYA HAS A SECRET

CORRIE’S
CATHY
Relative Corrie newcomer

Cathy is played by Melanie

Hill – who’s also been on our

screens in hit BBC drama

The Syndicate. Brought in

as a new female interest for

Roy Cropper after the loss

of his beloved Hayley from

cancer last year, she says:

“Obviously, I would never try

to replace Hayley or come

near that. At the moment,

I am just working with him as

a friend, but who knows what

will happen in the future?”

Before Corrie, Melanie

starred in Waterloo Road

for three-and-a-half years

(alongside Katie McGlynn

who plays Corrie’s Sinead).

CORONATION STREET

Lucy Fallon, who plays Sarah Platt’s 14-year-old daughter Bethany Platt, 

is actually 19 in real life and says when her first episode aired, her family held 

a Corrie party, adding: “My mum made a Corrie curry.” Sounds delicious!

Did you know?
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Roy persuades Cathy to 

have a day out with him



THE THREE
DAY NANNY

WOULD I LIE TO YOU?

BRITS BEHIND BARS
 BANGED UP ABROAD 

TUE 28 JULY, 9PM, ITV
Nicole Reyes, from Cardiff,

ended up marrying former

coconut seller Jorge in the

Dominican Republic. She was

sentenced to 12 years in a

Santiago prison after what she

says was a tragic accident – her

husband got mowed down.

We hear from Nicole, plus

other Brits banged up abroad 

and desperate to come home.

CELEBS TELL PORKIES

FRI 31 JULY, 8.30PM, BBC1
Did Alex Jones accidentally buy a canoe

instead of a handbag the first time she used

eBay? Does Moira Stewart enjoy a melted

Kitkat over a baked spud on a winters’ evening?

(Make it so!) The panel show with a fondness

for fibbing returns, with host Rob Brydon, plus

team captains David Mitchell and Lee Mack.

SUPERNANNY RETURNS (NOT THAT ONE)

TUE 28 JULY, 8PM, C4
Kathryn Mewes – the TV nanny who claims

she can tame tiny terrors in less than a week

– returns to help families in crisis, all in three

days. How will she fare at a household ruled

by a three-year-old, and a strict mum who

makes more rules than hot dinners?

RIPPER STREET
SEASON THREE ON THE TELLY

FRI 31 JULY, 9PM, BBC1
This became the most-watched

show on Amazon Prime when it went

out last November, and that was after the

Beeb had given it the chop. Now they’ve

thought better of it, with season three

going out on Friday nights from today,

and there's talk of two further runs of

this drama set in a Victorian Whitechapel.

FLOCKSTARS

TUNE IN TO CLOSER’S PICK OF THE TOP TELLY EVERYONE’S TALKING ABOUT

1
3

2

4

NEW

SERIES

 CELEBRITY SHEEPDOG TRIALS 

THU 30 JULY, 8.30PM, ITV
Anyone remember One Man And His Dog? (Titter not, it grabbed 8million

viewers back in its heyday). Bring on this celeb version – hosted by Gabby Logan

and with famous faces like Corrie’s Wendi Peters, Strictly’s Brendan Cole and 

Eternal’s Kelle Bryan pairing up with actual sheepdogs to round up sheep, ducks 

and geese in a series of “challenging courses.” Read our chat with Wendi on p88.

NEW

SERIES

tv picks

NEW

SERIES

NEW

SERIES



FOLLOW OUR LIVE
TWEETS OVER AT

@closeronline

ROD STEWART FAMILY

FLY-ON-THE-WALL

TUE 28 JULY, 9PM, E!
“The first word that comes to mind when I think

of my dad is he’s just funny,” says Kimberley

Stewart – daughter of the wild-haired, dad of

eight (cough!) music legend Rod Stewart. This

new fly-on-the-wall show joins Kimbers, mum

Alana (incredible for 69), plus various family

members in a Kardashians-esque peek into

this somewhat complicated family tree.

65 STONE AND
TRAPPED IN MY
HOUSE – SUPERSIZED

STEWARTS AND
HAMILTONS

 STEP AWAY FROM 

 THE CHOCOLATE 

THU 30 JULY, 9PM, CHANNEL 5
Meeting Carl Thompson, 

who once weighed 

65st and couldn’t 

move from his bed.

8
9

 BLOOMSBURY SET PERIOD DRAMA 

MON 27 JULY, 9PM, BBC2
We’re in 1905 – a stuffy Victorian England where sisters Vanessa and

Virginia (that’s Virginia Woolf) join the Bloomsbury Group (a bunch 

of artists, writers and philosophers). James Norton (the hot vicar in 

Grantchester) is now gay artist Duncan Grant, and this period drama 

tells the personal lives of the likes of Ms Woolf, EM Forster and John 

Maynard Keynes, who went on to become historical characters. 

LIFE IN SQUARES

 CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK  93

Myleene has this to say: “It’s no secret that I’m 

partial to a good burger, so to be able to see culinary 

magic happening as well as getting to sample it 

in situ is my absolute dream job.” Lucky gal.

Did you know?

LIKE BAKE OFF, 

BUT WITH SAUSAGES   

FRI 31 JULY, 9PM, ITV
This is being billed as ITV’s 

rival to The Great British Bake 

Off, aiming to “get the nation 

barbecuing” instead of baking, 

hosted by the lovely Myleene 

Klass. Like its rival, it has expert 

judges (Man V Food’s Adam 

Richman and Brit chef Mark 

Blatchford), and amateur cooks 

will be pitting against each other 

in a series of tests, which will 

then be ranked by the experts. 

It’ll be on for the next five weeks 

– with a cash prize of £25k for 

he winning barbecuer. Let’s just 

ope the weather holds, and this 

lot are nifty with a skewer.

NEW

SERIES

NEW

SERIES

NEW

SERIES

BBQ  CHAMP

6
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CHILD GENIUS:
THE FINAL

LIFE ON MARBS

THE NIGHTMARE

NEIGHBOUR

NEXT DOOR

MEET THE PENGUINS

WHO’S THE CLEVEREST OF THEM ALL?

TUE 28 JULY, 9PM, C4
Tonight, one exceptionally bright youth gets

crowned the winner, but first they have to

answer tricky degree-level questions and stuff.

P-P-PICK UP A...

SUN 26 JULY,

7PM, ITV
The Head of Birds

at London Zoo heads

off to Peru (nice…)

to check out an

endangered species

of penguin in the wild.

10

12

13 14

16

FAVOURITE 80S
NUMBER ONE

HELLO CAMPERS

THE WORLD'S WORST 

PLACE TO BE DISABLED?

TUE 28 JULY, 9PM, BBC3
Don't miss this moving docu

fronted by disabled journo

Sophie Morgan. She travels from

London to Ghana, where less 

able-bodied people are seen 

as “cursed” and often end up 

on the streets. Also tune into 

The Boy Who Wants His Leg Cut 

Off (Mon 27 July, 9pm) about 

11-year-old Dillon, whose 

body is ravaged with over 

200 tumours, and The 

Unbreakables: Life & 

Love On Disability 

Campus (Thu 30 

July, 9pm) about 

students at a 

special college 

for those with 

disabilities.

15

tv picks
BBC 

'DEFYING 

THE 

LABEL' 

SEASON

NEW

SERIES

FINAL

 GLAMOUR TIME 

WED 29 JULY, 9PM, ITVBE

More from those ladies who don’t like carbs 

and spend their days lunching, being pampered

and generally having a nice old time. Yes, please.

 OH DEAR 

WED 29 JULY, 

8PM,CHANNEL 5
More nightmare tales 

over the garden fence 

as this series returns. 

 A SPOT OF TENT ACTION 

MON 27 JULY, 4PM, ITV
Five couples head off to a European campsite 

for the week to compete in daily challenges.

NEW

SERIES
 NICE BIT OF NOSTALGIA 

SAT 25 JULY, 9PM, ITV
A marvellous trip down 

memory lane, celebrating 

those poptastic ’80s. Talking 

heads like Toyah Willcox and 

Pete Waterman share their 

thoughts, and we get insights 

from the likes of Bonnie Tyler 

“I never get tired of singing 

it.” [Total Eclipse], while 

Jason Donovan gives us the 

lowdown on how Especially 

For You came about. Oh yes.

11

 WORST PLACE TO BE DISABLED? 



PARTNERS IN CRIME

DRAGONS' DEN

HUMANS
CREEPY ROBOT ACTION

SUN 26 JULY, 9PM, C4
The hunted synths gather at

the Hawkins’ place, grateful

to Laura for putting a roof

over their heads (bet she

wishes she hadn’t). Can

humans and robots now

live in peace? Don’t be silly!

MUSCLE-FLEXING LARKS

SUN 26 JULY, 8PM, BBC2
We’re sure the Dragons will

be excited tonight by a solution

to tidying up TV cables, plus

the menfolk get to try out some muscle-

enhancing clothing. Sounds like fun!

 DAVID WALLIAMS IN 

 AGATHA CHRISTIE REMAKE 

SUN 26 JULY, 9PM, BBC1
David Walliams in a straight acting 

role, what? He’s fab in this remake 

of the Agatha Christie novels 

following crime-busting married 

couple Tommy and Tuppence 

(Call The Midwife’s Jessica Raine 

rocking a groovy pixie crop). It’s 

1952 and the pair have a chance 

encounter on a Paris train with 

an agitated young woman who 

goes missing. There are lovely ye 

olde worlde scenes, and the old- 

fashioned motors are marvellous. 

Read our chat with David on p

18

17

FOOD UNWRAPPED:

DIETS FOR SUMMER

Jessica Raine says: “I can honestly say it's been so much fun

playing Tuppence. I've had a ball working with David and

I'm happy that there are potentially more stories to be told.”

Did you know?

20

NEW

SERIES

 ANYONE FOR LETTUCE?    MON 27 JULY, 8PM, C4
Kate Quilton and gang ask important questions like: “How many calories are in a glass of 

wine?” and “Do those limp, unappetising no-fat noodles actually help with weight loss?" 

They also reveal an interesting way to get a golden glow – eat your greens! 

"I can't 
believe 
you're still 
using paper 
diaries"

"Does it have 

power steering?"

19
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Must see 
movies!

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRI 31 JULY, 9PM, MORE4
Colin Firth brilliantly plays the stuttering King George VI in this flick about his

reluctant path to the throne. After his brother abdicates, George (“Bertie” to

his friends) has no choice but to take up position as king. Unfortunately, he

is plagued by a dreadful stutter and engages the help of a speech therapist,

Lionel (Geoffrey Rush), with whom he strikes up an unlikely friendship.

SHALLOW HAL

THE KING’S SPEECH

DESPICABLE ME

AI: ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE

SAT 25 JULY, 7PM, ITV
Those yellow, googly-eyed 

things that look a bit like small 

sausages are everywhere at the 

moment, and here’s the 2010 flick 

that launched them at the public. 

The small army of “minions” work 

for super villain Gru (voiced by 

Steve Carell), who’s planning 

the biggest heist in history – he’s 

going to steal the moon! But then 

Gru meets three little orphaned 

girls and everything changes…

In this futuristic tale from

Steven Spielberg, Haley Joel 

Osment (The Sixth Sense) is a 

robotic little boy who longs to 

become “real” so his mother 

and father will love him. Sob.

 

FRI 31 JULY, 9PM, E4
Gwyneth Paltrow in a fat

suit – what’s not to love? This

(fabulous) story revolves

around Hal (Jack Black), who

only ever dates pretty girls.

That all changes when he’s

accidentally hypnotised and

starts to see the beauty within,

which leads him to Rosemary

– an obese woman who Hal

sees as a vision of loveliness.

Hmm, what happens when Hal’s

equally shallow pal reverts him

back to normal…?
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THIS ONE’S A WEEPY 

 COLIN AS THE STUTTERING KING 

    

 THE POUNDS 

FRI 31 JULY, 
11.15PM, BBC1



SATELLITE I DIGITAL I CABLE LISTINGS

BBC2 ITV C4 CHANNEL 5BBC1

10pm

9pm

11pm

8pm

7pm

6pm

6am

BBC3

MTV

ITV2

TLC

E4

SKY1

ITVBE

SKY ATLANTIC

E!

SKY LIVING

REGIONAL VARIATIONS

✱ CLOSER PICKS

7pm Despicable Me, ITV 9pm Pitch Perfect, C49pm Nation’s Favourite 80s, ITV

Saturday 25 July

● STV As Main ITV except: 6pm STV 

News. 10.45 Pop Gold. 11.45 The 

Unforgettable Larry Grayson. 12.10 

Win Cash Live. 2.0 Ejector Seat. 2.50 

ITV Nightscreen. 

● BBC2 N Ireland As BBC2 except: 

8.40pm The Will Of The People. 

● BBC2 Scotland As BBC2 except: 

6pm Edwardian Farm. 7.40 

Gardeners’ World. 8.10 Cake Bakers 

And Trouble Makers: Lucy Worsley’s 

100 Years Of The WI. 

● BBC2 Wales As BBC2 except: 6pm 

Ghost Bear Family: Natural World. 

6am Breakfast. 10.0 Saturday Kitchen 

Live. 11.30 The Box. 12.0 News. 12.10 

Live Formula 1: The Hungarian Grand 

Prix Qualifying. 2.20 Live Athletics: 

Anniversary Games. 5.20 Celebrity 

Mastermind. 5.50 Pointless 

Celebrities. 

6.40 BBC News  (S) 

6.50 BBC Regional News; 
Weather (S) 

7.0 Prized Apart The four 
remaining adventurers 
compete in the finale. Last in 
the series. (S) 

8.05 The National Lottery: 

Five Star Family Reunion 
The all-important numbers. (S) 

9.0 Casualty Jacob needs to 
use his powers of persuasion 
on his first day. (S) 

9.50 Mrs Brown’s Boys 
Agnes looks after a robotic 
baby. (S) (R) 

10.20 News  (S) 

10.40 Not Going Out The 
friends jet off on a summer 
holiday. (S) (R) 

11.10 FILM: The Proposal (2009) 

★★★ 1.0 BBC News. 

6am This Is BBC Two. 6.35 Formula 1: 

The Hungarian Grand Prix – Practice 

One. 8.15 Formula 1: The Hungarian 

Grand Prix – Practice Two. 9.55 Live 

Formula 1: The Hungarian Grand Prix – 

Practice Three. 11.10 F1 Rewind: First 

Wins. 12.10 Gene Kelly: Talking 

Pictures. 12.45 FILM: Singin’ In The 

Rain (1952) ★★★★★ 2.30 Escape To 

The Continent. 3.30 Flog It! 4.0 The 

House That £100K Built. 5.0 The 

House That £100K Built. 

6.0 Ocean Queens: The 

Story Of Cunard Reflecting 
on 175 years of pioneering 
transatlantic travel. (S) 

6.30 Gardeners’ World (S) (R) 

7.0 Proms Extra 2015 New 
series. Katie Derham chats to 
violinist Nicola Benedetti. (S) 

7.40 Edwardian Farm The 
trio see in the start of the 
fishing season. (S) (R) 

8.40 Dad’s Army The platoon 
acquires an armoured car. (S) (R) 

9.10 Dancing Through The 

Blitz: Blackpool’s Big Band 

Story Celebration of the big 
band sound that saw Britain 
through the Second World 
War. (S) 

10.40 FILM: Zodiac (2007) 
★★★★★ Fact-based crime 
thriller following the hunt for a 
serial killer who terrorised San 
Francisco in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s. Starring Jake 
Gyllenhaal and Robert 
Downey Jr. (S) 

1.10 FILM: Repo Chick (2009) ★★ 

2.35 This Is BBC Two. 

6am CITV. 8.25 ITV News. 8.30 

Weekend. 9.25 Murder, She Wrote. 

10.20 The Jeremy Kyle Show. 11.20 

The Jeremy Kyle Show. 12.25 ITV 

News; Weather. 12.30 The Jeremy Kyle 

Show. 1.35 Surprise Surprise. 2.35 The 

Chase. 3.30 All Star Family Fortunes. 

4.15 Tipping Point. 5.15 Catchphrase. 

6.0 ITV News London  (S) 

6.15 ITV News; Weather (S) 

6.30 You’ve Been Framed! 
A toy bear is interrogated. (S) (R) 

✱ 7.0 FILM: Despicable Me 
(2010) ★★★★ An evil genius 
adopts three orphans to aid 
his latest plot, but fatherhood 
brings out his long-buried 
caring side. Animated comedy, 
with the voices of Steve Carell 
and Jason Segel. (S) 

✱ 9.0 The Nation’s 

Favourite 80s Number One 
A look at a defining decade in 
pop, featuring musical greats. 
(S) 

10.25 ITV News; Weather (S) 

10.45 FILM: Twins (1988) 
★★★ Genetically designed 
twin brothers who were 
separated at birth set out on 
an adventure in search of their 
unknown mother. Comedy, 
starring Arnold 
Schwarzenegger and Danny 
DeVito. (S) 

12.40 Jackpot247. 3.0 Ejector Seat. 

3.50 ITV Nightscreen. 

6.05am Ironman UK Bolton. 6.35 FIM 

Superbike World Championship. 7.0 

IPC World Swimming Championships 

2015. 8.0 The Morning Line. 9.0 Frasier. 

9.30 Frasier. 10.0 The Big Bang 

Theory. 10.30 The Big Bang Theory. 

11.0 The Big Bang Theory. 11.30 The 

Simpsons. 12.0 The Simpsons. 12.30 

The Simpsons. 1.0 Rude(ish) Tube. 

1.30 Channel 4 Racing. 4.10 Come 

Dine With Me. 4.45 Come Dine With 

Me. 5.15 Come Dine With Me. 5.45 

Come Dine With Me. 

6.15 Come Dine With Me 
Sales manager Andy hosts the 
final dinner party in 
Lancashire. (S) (R) 

6.40 News  (S) 

7.0 Homes By The Sea 
Exploring properties on the 
Isle of Skye. (S) 

8.0 Walking Through 

History: Norman Conquest 

Of Pembrokeshire The story 
of the Norman invasion of 
Wales. (S) (R) 

9.0 FILM: Pitch Perfect 
(2012) ★★★★ Premiere.  
A college freshman joins an a 
cappella singing group made 
up of social misfits to compete 
in campus music 
competitions. Comedy, 
starring Anna Kendrick and 
Rebel Wilson. (S) 

11.15 FILM: The Tourist (2010) ★★ 1.15 

The Last Leg. 2.15 Hollyoaks. 4.30 

Secret Eaters. 5.25 Kirstie’s Vintage 

Gems. 5.30 Draw It! 5.55 How I Met 

Your Mother. 

6am Milkshake! 10.0 Teenage Mutant 

Ninja Turtles. 10.35 Access. 10.40 

Cowboy Builders. 11.40 Cowboy 

Builders. 12.40 Cowboy Builders. 1.35 

FILM: Columbo: Dead Weight (1971) 

★★★ 3.10 The Dog Rescuers With 

Alan Davies. 4.05 Weather Terror: 

Brits In Peril. 5.05 5 News. 5.10 Ben 

Fogle: New Lives In The Wild. 

6.10 Benefits: 19 Kids And 

Counting The Cost Three 
women on benefits who are 
struggling to bring up their 
children. Last in the series. (S) (R) 

7.0 Nightmare Tenants, 

Slum Landlords A landlord 
discovers a couple are 
subletting his house. (S) (R) 

8.0 Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It 

Away Paul Bohill and Steve 
Pinner try to repossess a 
house. (S) (R) 

9.0 Transporter: The Series 
A simple chauffeur job quickly 
turns into a protection task. (S) 

10.0 Live Championship 

Boxing Nick Blackwell v 
Damon Jones. (S) 

12.0 SuperCasino. 3.10 Police 

Interceptors. 4.0 Police Interceptors. 

4.50 Make It Big. 5.15 Make It Big. 5.45 

Angels Of Jarm. 5.50 Angels Of Jarm. 

6pm Catfish: The TV Show. 7.0 Catfish: 

The TV Show. 8.0 Catfish: The TV 

Show. 9.0 Catfish: The TV Show. 10.0 

Catfish: The TV Show. 11.0 

Soundchain. 11.30 Ridiculousness. 

12midnight Ridiculousness. 12.30 

Ridiculousness. 1.0 Fired By Mum & 

Dad. 2.0 Catfish: The TV Show. 2.50 

Cribs. 3.0 Teleshopping. 

6pm Curvy Brides. 6.30 Curvy Brides. 

7.0 Cake Boss. 7.30 Cake Boss. 8.0 

Kate Plus 8. 9.0 I Didn’t Know I Was 

Pregnant. 10.0 My Strange Addiction. 

11.0 The Bearded Lady: Strange Love. 

11.30 My Strange Addiction. 

12midnight Kate Plus 8. 1.0 I Didn’t 

Know I Was Pregnant. 2.0 My Strange 

Addiction. 3.0 Say Yes To The Dress. 

6pm The Simpsons. 6.30 The 

Simpsons. 7.0 The Simpsons. 7.30 The 

Simpsons. 8.0 Guitar Star. 9.0 Micky 

Flanagan’s Detour De France. 10.0 

FILM: After The Sunset (2004) ★★★ 

11.55 The Last Ship. 12.55am NCIS: Los 

Angeles. 1.55 Night Cops. 2.45 Road 

Wars. 3.35 Road Wars. 4.0 Road Wars. 

5.0 UK Border Force. 

6pm Blue Bloods. 7.0 Without A Trace. 

8.0 Without A Trace. 9.0 Game Of 

Thrones. 10.15 Game Of Thrones. 11.25 

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver. 

12midnight Entourage. 12.30 

Entourage. 1.05 Entourage. 1.40 

Entourage. 2.10 The Knick. 3.20 Curb 

Your Enthusiasm. 4.0 The Pitch. 5.0 

Seinfeld. 

6pm Best Of Nothing To Declare. 6.30 

Best Of Nothing To Declare. 7.0 

Bangkok Embassy. 7.30 Bangkok 

Embassy. 8.0 Elementary. 9.0 

Elementary. 10.0 Elementary. 11.0 

Criminal Minds. 12midnight Criminal 

Minds. 1.0 Criminal Minds. 1.50 

Criminal Minds. 2.40 Criminal Minds. 

3.30 Nikita. 

7pm Top Gear. 8.0 Don’t Tell The Bride. 

9.0 FILM: Shrek (2001) ★★★★ 10.25 

Live At The Apollo. 11.10 Family Guy. 

11.35 Family Guy. 11.55 Family Guy. 

12.20am Family Guy. 12.45 Family 

Guy. 1.05 Family Guy. 1.30 People Just 

Do Nothing. 2.0 Some Girls. 2.30 

Some Girls. 3.0 Some Girls. 3.30 

People Just Do Nothing. 4.0 Close. 

4.45pm FILM: The Lake House (2006) 

★★★ 6.50 FILM: Back To The Future 

Part II (1989) ★★★ Sci-fi comedy 

sequel, starring Michael J Fox. 9.0 

FILM: Love Actually (2003) ★★★ 

Romantic comedy, with Hugh Grant 

and Martine McCutcheon. 11.45  

FILM: Troy (2004) ★★★ 2.45am 

Teleshopping. 5.45 ITV2 Nightscreen. 

4.30pm FILM: Journey To The Center 

Of The Earth (2008) ★★ 6.30 The Big 

Bang Theory. 7.0 The Big Bang Theory. 

7.30 The Big Bang Theory. 8.0 The Big 

Bang Theory. 8.30 The Big Bang 

Theory. 9.0 FILM: Shallow Hal (2001) 

★★★ 11.15 Gogglebox. 12midnight 

Gogglebox. 12.50 Bad Robots. 1.20 

Rude Tube. 2.25 Virtually Famous. 

6pm Dinner Date. 7.0 Dinner Date. 8.0 

The Real Housewives Of Miami. 9.0 

Kendra On Top. Kendra promotes her 

book in Miami. 9.30 Kendra On Top. 

Hank prepares to shoot his first movie. 

10.0 Jerseylicious. 11.0 Jerseylicious. 

11.55 The Jeremy Kyle Show USA. 

12.50am Teleshopping. 5.55 ITVBe 

Nightscreen. 

6pm Keeping Up With The 

Kardashians. 7.0 E! News. 8.0 

Hollywood Cycle. 9.0 Keeping Up 

With The Kardashians. 10.0 Botched. 

11.0 E! News. 12midnight Keeping Up 

With The Kardashians. 1.0 Party On. 

1.30 Teleshopping. 2.0 Teleshopping. 

2.30 E! News. 3.30 E! News. 4.30 

Celebrity Style Story. 
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● STV As Main ITV except: 6.25pm 

STV News. 12.10 Win Cash Live. 2.0 

Britain’s Best Bakery. 2.50 ITV 

Nightscreen. 

● BBC1 Wales As BBC1 except: 

10.30pm Wales In The Seventies. 11.0 

Prized Apart. 12.05 Don’t Tell The 

Bride. 1.05 Weather For The Week 

Ahead. 1.10 BBC News. 

● BBC2 N Ireland As BBC2 except: 

7pm Great Irish Journeys With 

Martha Kearney. 7.30 Greatest 

Gardens. 9.45 Then Sings My Soul. 

10.15 The Javone Prince Show. 10.45 

Family Guy. 11.05 Family Guy. 11.25 

Family Guy. 11.50 Laurence Llewelyn-

Bowen: Cracking China. 12.50 Wild 

Week Revisited. 

● BBC2 Scotland As BBC2 except: 

7pm River City. 

● BBC2 Wales As BBC2 except: 6pm 

The Royal Welsh Show 2015. 

6am Breakfast. 9.0 The Andrew Marr 

Show. 10.0 Sunday Morning Live. 11.0 

Bargain Hunt. 12.0 BBC News. 12.15 

Live Formula 1: The Hungarian Grand 

Prix. 3.15 A Question Of Sport. 3.45 

Escape To The Country. 4.30 Nigel 

Slater: Eating Together. 5.0 Lifeline. 

5.10 Songs Of Praise. 5.45 Pointless 

Celebrities. 

6.35 BBC News  (S) 

6.50 BBC Regional News; 
Weather (S) 

7.0 Countryfile The team 
visits the Kent County Show. (S) 

8.0 Fake Or Fortune? The 
origins of two pictures 
credited to Alfred Munnings 
and Winston Churchill. Last in 
the series. (S) 

✱ 9.0 Partners In Crime 
New series. Crime drama 
based on novels by Agatha 
Christie. (S) 

10.0 BBC News  (S) 

10.20 BBC Regional News; 
Weather (S) 

10.30 Prized Apart The four 
remaining adventurers 
compete in the finale. Last in 
the series. (S) (R) 

11.35 Don’t Tell The Bride. 12.40 BBC 

News. 

6am This Is BBC Two. 6.40 Big 

Dreams Small Spaces. 7.40 

Countryfile. 8.25 The Beechgrove 

Garden. 8.55 Gardeners’ World. 9.25 

BMX World Championships. 10.25 

Saturday Kitchen Best Bites. 11.55 The 

Box. 12.25 Alex Polizzi: Chefs On Trial. 

1.25 Fred Astaire And Ginger Rogers: 

Talking Pictures. 2.15 FILM: Shall We 

Dance? (1937) ★★ 4.0 Flog It! 4.30 

Two Tribes. 5.0 Hair. 5.30 Hair. 

6.0 Ghost Bear Family: 

Natural World North 
American black bears born 
pure white due to a quirk of 
genetics. (S) (R) 

7.0 Locomotion: Dan 

Snow’s History Of Railways 
The development of the UK’s 
rail network. (S) (R) 

✱ 8.0 Dragons’ Den Ideas 
include a potential solution to 
tidying TV cables. (S) 

9.0 Odyssey Odelle is 
reunited with Aslam. (S) 

9.45 The Javone Prince 

Show The comedy actor finds 
himself under attack by ninjas. 
(S) 

10.15 Family Guy Brian has 
cosmetic surgery. (S) 

10.35 Family Guy Peter and 
Quagmire form a singer-
songwriter partnership. (S) 

10.55 Family Guy Peter goes 
on a quest to save Quahog’s 
annual Christmas carnival. (S) 

11.20 FILM: Adventureland (2009) 

★★★★ 1.0 FILM: Kicks (2009) ★★★ 

2.20 Sign Zone: Countryfile. 3.05 Sign 

Zone: Holby City. 4.05 This Is BBC 

Two. 

6am CITV. 8.25 ITV News. 8.30 

Weekend. 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle Show. 

10.25 The Jeremy Kyle Show. 11.25 The 

Jeremy Kyle Show. 12.30 ITV News; 

Weather. 12.35 Love Your Garden. 1.35 

Long Lost Family: What Happened 

Next. 2.35 Midsomer Murders. 4.35 

FILM: King Ralph (1991) ★★ 

6.25 ITV News London  (S) 

6.40 ITV News; Weather (S) 

✱ 7.0 Meet The Penguins 
The head of birds at London 
Zoo visits Peru to see wild 
Humboldt penguins. (S) 

8.0 Surprise Surprise Holly 
Willoughby celebrates one last 
selection of public heroes. Last 
in the series. (S) 

9.0 Joanna Lumley’s Trans-

Siberian Adventure Joanna 
returns to the place where she 
was photographed in 1966. 
Last in the series. (S) 

10.0 ITV News; Weather (S) 

10.20 Bear Grylls: Mission 

Survive Kelly Holmes, Mike 
Tindall and Vogue Williams 
battle to be crowned winner. 
Last in the series. (S) (R) 

11.20 Piers Morgan’s Life Stories: 

Beverley Callard. 12.10 Jackpot247. 

3.0 Motorsport UK. 3.50 British 

Superbike Championship Highlights. 

4.40 ITV Nightscreen. 5.05 The 

Jeremy Kyle Show. 

6.20am How I Met Your Mother. 6.45 

How I Met Your Mother. 7.05 

Volkswagen Racing Cup. 7.35 

Everybody Loves Raymond. 8.0 

Everybody Loves Raymond. 8.30 

Frasier. 9.0 Frasier. 9.30 Sunday 

Brunch. 12.30 Jamie And Jimmy’s 

Friday Night Feast. 1.30 The Big Bang 

Theory. 2.0 Anniversary Games 

Athletics. 4.40 News. 5.10 FILM: 

Transformers: Revenge Of The Fallen 

(2009) ★★ 

8.0 Experimental New series. 
The scientific truth behind 
famous viral videos. (S) 

✱ 9.0 Humans Pete tries to 
find out who Karen really is. (S) 

10.0 8 Out Of 10 Cats Does 

Countdown Sean Lock and 
Mel Giedroyc take on Lee Mack 
and David O’Doherty. (S) (R) 

11.0 FILM: The Change-Up (2011) 

★★★ 1.10 Channel 4 Comedy Gala 

2015: Best Bits. 2.0 Come Dine With 

Me. 2.30 Come Dine With Me. 3.0 

Come Dine With Me. 3.25 Come Dine 

With Me. 3.55 Come Dine With Me. 

4.25 You Deserve This House. 5.15 

Kirstie’s Vintage Gems. 5.30 Draw It! 

6am Milkshake! 9.45 Teenage Mutant 

Ninja Turtles. 10.20 Access. 10.25 

Police Interceptors. 11.20 Police 

Interceptors. 12.20 Police Interceptors. 

1.20 FILM: Richie Rich (1994) ★★ 3.10 

FILM: Big Momma’s House 2 (2006) 

★★ 5.10 5 News Weekend. 5.15 

Britain’s Best Loved Double Acts. 

8.0 Police Interceptors 

Unleashed With Vinnie 

Jones A potential hostage 
situation in Essex. (S) 

9.0 FILM: Resident Evil: 

Retribution (2012) ★★ 
Premiere. Zombie fighter Alice 
faces an old friend under her 
enemies’ control as she tries to 
escape a secret base. Sci-fi 
thriller sequel, with Milla 
Jovovich. Includes 5 News 
Update at 10pm. (S) 

10.50 FILM: The Last Of The 

Mohicans (1992) ★★★★★ 
Adventure, with Daniel Day-
Lewis and Madeleine Stowe. (S) 

1.0 SuperCasino. 3.10 Under The 

Dome. 4.0 House Doctor. 4.25 Make It 

Big. 4.50 Make It Big. 5.20 Make It Big. 

5.45 Angels Of Jarm. 5.50 Angels Of 

Jarm. 

6.30pm Teen Mom: Original Girls. 7.30 

Teen Mom: Original Girls. Amber’s 

family questions Matt’s intentions. 9.0 

Judge Geordie. 10.0 Judge Geordie. 

11.0 Tomorrowland Belgium 2015 – 

Show 1. 12midnight Ridiculousness. 

12.30 Jackass. 1.0 Ridiculousness. 1.30 

Jackass. 2.0 Ridiculousness. 2.20 

Jackass. 2.45 Cribs. 3.0 Teleshopping. 

6pm Oprah: Where Are They Now? 

7.0 Sister Wives. 8.0 7 Little 

Johnstons. 8.30 7 Little Johnstons. 9.0 

Cake Boss. 9.30 Cake Boss. 10.0 

Return To Amish. 11.0 Devious Maids. 

12midnight 7 Little Johnstons. 12.30 7 

Little Johnstons. 1.0 Cake Boss. 1.30 

Cake Boss. 2.0 Return To Amish. 3.0 

Cake Boss. 4.0 Jon And Kate Plus 8. 

6pm The Simpsons. 6.30 The 

Simpsons. 7.0 King Of The Nerds. 8.0 

The Last Ship. 9.0 A League Of Their 

Own. 9.30 Football’s Funniest 

Moments. 10.0 Hawaii Five-0. 11.0 

Road Wars. 12midnight Road Wars. 

1.0 Road Wars. 2.0 Road Wars.  

3.0 Night Cops. 4.0 Road Wars. 5.0 

Road Wars. 

6pm Blue Bloods. 7.0 Blue Bloods. 8.0 

Blue Bloods. 9.0 True Detective. 10.10 

Game Of Thrones. 11.20 Game Of 

Thrones. 12.30am The Brink. 1.05 

Richard E Grant’s Hotel Secrets. 2.0 

True Detective. 3.10 Curb Your 

Enthusiasm. 3.45 Seinfeld. 4.15 

Seinfeld. 4.45 Seinfeld. 5.10 Seinfeld. 

5.35 Seinfeld. 

6pm The Biggest Loser USA. 7.0 

America’s Next Top Model. 8.0 CSI: 

Miami. 9.0 Chicago Fire. 10.0 Bones. 

11.0 Elementary. 12midnight 

Elementary. 1.0 Bones. 2.0 Bones. 3.0 

Bones. 3.55 Border Security: Canada’s 

Front Line. 4.20 Border Security: 

Canada’s Front Line. 4.45 Border 

Security: Canada’s Front Line. 

7pm Formula 1: Hungarian Grand Prix 

– Highlights. 8.0 Don’t Tell The Bride. 

9.0 FILM: Meet The Fockers (2004) 

★★★ 10.50 Live At The Apollo. 11.20 

Family Guy. 11.45 Family Guy. 12.05am 

American Dad! 12.25 Family Guy. 

12.50 People Just Do Nothing. 1.20 

Don’t Take My Baby. 2.20 The Ugly 

Face Of Disability Hate Crime. 

5.30pm FILM: Scooby-Doo (2002) 

★★ 7.15 FILM: Johnny English (2003) 

★★★ 9.0 FILM: 300 (2006) ★★★★ 

11.20 Safeword. 12midnight FILM: 

Romy And Michele’s High School 

Reunion (1997) ★★★ 1.55 Totally 

Bonkers Guinness World Records. 

2.20 Teleshopping. 5.50 ITV2 

Nightscreen. 

6pm The Big Bang Theory – E4’s Top 

20. 6.30 The Big Bang Theory – E4’s 

Top 20. 7.0 The Big Bang Theory – E4’s 

Top 20. 7.30 The Big Bang Theory – 

E4’s Top 20. 8.0 FILM: The Chronicles 

Of Narnia: The Voyage Of The Dawn 

Treader (2010) ★★★ 10.15 

Gogglebox. 11.0 Gogglebox. 11.55 

FILM: Scary Movie 2 (2001) ★★ 

6pm Vanderpump Rules. 7.0 Don’t Be 

Tardy For The Wedding. Spin-off from 

The Real Housewives of Atlanta. 7.30 

The Only Way Is Essex. Reality 

programme. 8.15 The Only Way Is 

Essex. 9.0 The Real Housewives Of 

Beverly Hills. 10.0 Mob Wives Chicago. 

10.55 Life On Marbs. 11.55 Seven Days 

With. 1am Teleshopping. 

6pm Total Divas. 7.0 Hollywood Cycle. 

8.0 E! News. 9.0 Botched. 10.0 Rich 

Kids Of Beverly Hills. 11.0 Sex With 

Brody. 11.30 New Money. 12midnight 

E! News. 1.0 Party On. 1.30 

Teleshopping. 2.0 Teleshopping. 2.30 

E! News. 3.30 E! News. 4.30 Celebrity 

Style Story. 5.0 Teleshopping. 5.30 

Teleshopping. 
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4pm Hello Campers, ITV 8pm Food Unwrapped, C49pm Life In Squares, BBC2

Monday 27 July

● STV As Main ITV except: 12.05am 

Win Cash Live. 2.0 ITV Nightscreen. 

● BBC1 N Ireland As BBC1 except: 

10.35pm Riverland. 11.05 Have I Got A 

Bit More Old News For You. 11.50 

Have I Got A Bit More Old News For 

You. 12.35 BBC News. 

● BBC1 Wales As BBC1 except: 7pm 

X-Ray Holiday Special. 10.35 Wales In 

The Seventies. 11.05 Have I Got A Bit 

More Old News For You. 11.50 Have I 

Got A Bit More Old News For You. 

12.35 Weather For The Week Ahead. 

12.40 BBC News. 

● BBC2 N Ireland As BBC2 except: 

10pm I Lár An Aonaigh. 

● BBC2 Scotland As BBC2 except: 

10.30pm Scotland 2015. 11.0 

Newsnight. 11.45 Weather. 11.50 The 

Women’s Football Show. 12.20 

Odyssey. 1.0 Sign Zone: Nature’s 

Greatest Dancers. 2.0 Sign Zone:  

The Bank: A Matter Of Life And Debt. 

3.0 This Is BBC Two. 

6am Breakfast. 9.15 Fake Britain. 10.0 

Homes Under The Hammer. 11.0 Close 

Calls: On Camera. 11.30 Heir Hunters. 

12.15 Bargain Hunt. 1.0 News. 1.45 

Doctors. 2.15 The Link. 3.0 Escape To 

The Country. 3.45 The Instant 

Gardener. 4.30 Put Your Money Where 

Your Mouth Is. 5.15 Pointless. 

6.0 BBC News  (S) 

6.30 BBC Regional News 

Programmes  (S) 

7.0 The Housing Enforcers A 
blind couple with nine children 
who are looking for a home. (S) 

8.0 EastEnders Vincent 
confronts Paul. (S) 

8.30 Terror On The Beach: 

Panorama A report on last 
month’s attack in Tunisia. (S) 

9.0 Britain At The Bookies 
Following the fortunes of 
punters and bookmakers on 
race day at Doncaster. (S) 

10.0 BBC News  (S) 

10.25 BBC Regional News; 
Weather (S) 

10.35 Have I Got A Bit More 

Old News For You Victoria 
Coren Mitchell hosts, with 
Katherine Ryan and Janet 
Street-Porter. (S) (R) 

11.20 Have I Got A Bit More Old News 

For You. 12.10 BBC News. 

6am Homes Under The Hammer. 7.0 

Close Calls: On Camera. 7.30 Heir 

Hunters. 8.15 Sign Zone: Escape To 

The Continent. 9.15 Victoria 

Derbyshire. 11.0 BBC News. 11.30 BBC 

World News. 12.0 Coast. 12.05 Sailing: 

America’s Cup. 1.05 BMX World 

Championships. 2.05 FILM: Sydney 

White (2007) ★★ 3.50 Yes Minister. 

4.20 ’Allo ’Allo! 4.45 Are You Being 

Served? 5.15 Flog It! 

6.0 Two Tribes Quiz, hosted 
by Richard Osman. (S) 

6.30 Eggheads Quiz show, 
hosted by Jeremy Vine. (S) (R) 

7.0 Carol Klein’s Plant 

Odysseys New series. The 
inner secrets and botanical 
history of four garden plants. (S) 

7.30 The Pennine Way New 
series. The national trail. (S) 

8.0 University Challenge 
Kent takes on Newcastle. (S) 

8.30 Only Connect Three 
film buffs take on a trio of 
cocktail aficionados. (S) 

✱ 9.0 Life In Squares New 
series. Drama about the 
Bloomsbury Set, starring Eve 
Best. (S) 

10.0 Hair The six remaining 
contestants create a fantasy 
style. (S) 

10.30 Newsnight  (S) 

11.20 The Women’s Football Show. 

11.50 Odyssey. 12.30 Sign Zone: 

Nature’s Greatest Dancers. 1.30 Sign 

Zone: The Bank: A Matter Of Life And 

Debt. 2.30 This Is BBC Two. 

6am Good Morning Britain. 8.30 

Lorraine. 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle Show. 

10.30 This Morning. 10.55 ITV News. 

11.0 This Morning. 12.30 Guess This 

House. 1.30 ITV News; Weather. 1.55 

ITV News London. 2.0 Dickinson’s 

Real Deal. 3.0 Secret Dealers.  

✱ 4.0 Hello Campers. New series. 

Competition in which couples take 

part in a series of challenges and 

activities at a campsite. 5.0 The Chase. 

6.0 ITV News London  (S) 

6.30 ITV News; Weather (S) 

7.0 Emmerdale Robert tries 
to persuade Chrissie to stay. (S) 

7.30 Coronation Street 
Bethany offers to help Callum 
with his next drugs delivery. (S) 

8.0 Vet School The SSPCA 
needs help with a rescued 
swan. (S) 

8.30 Coronation Street 
Bethany tries to kiss Callum. (S) 

9.0 Rookies Dan attends†a 
near-fatal stabbing during his 
first solo shift. Last in the 
series. (S) 

10.0 ITV News; Weather (S) 

10.30 ITV News London  (S) 

10.40 Plebs The trio take in an 
attractive lodger. (S) 

11.10 Britain Sees Red: Caught On 

Camera. 12.05 Jackpot247. 3.0 The 

Jeremy Kyle Show. 3.55 ITV 

Nightscreen. 5.05 The Jeremy Kyle 

Show. 

6am Countdown. 6.45 Will & Grace. 

7.10 Will & Grace. 7.35 The King Of 

Queens. 8.0 Everybody Loves 

Raymond. 8.30 Everybody Loves 

Raymond. 9.0 Frasier. 9.30 Frasier. 

10.0 The Big Bang Theory. 10.30 The 

Big Bang Theory. 11.0 The Simpsons. 

11.30 The Simpsons. 12.0 Channel 4 

News Summary. 12.05 Come Dine 

With Me Abroad. 1.05 Phil Spencer: 

Secret Agent. 2.10 Countdown. 3.0 

Fifteen To One. 4.0 French Collection. 

5.0 Couples Come Dine With Me. 

6.0 The Simpsons Mr Burns 
wins a basketball team. (S) (R) 

6.30 Hollyoaks Diane and 
Tony follow DS Thorpe as he 
seeks to locate Rose. (S) 

7.0 News  (S) 

✱ 8.0 Food Unwrapped: 

Diets For Summer Tips and 
ideas on how food can help 
people tone their bodies. (S) 

9.0 24 Hours In Police 

Custody New series. The 
return of the documentary 
following the work of 
Bedfordshire Police. (S) 

10.0 How To Get A Council 

House Tower Hamlets’ 
emergency housing 
department. (S) (R) 

11.0 Tattoo Fixers. 12.0 Married At First 

Sight. 1.0 Child Genius. 1.55 One Born 

Every Minute USA. 2.50 The Food 

Hospital. 3.45 Secret Eaters. 4.40 

Fifteen To One. 5.30 Draw It! 

6am Milkshake! 9.15 The Wright Stuff. 

11.10 Cowboy Builders. 12.10 5 News 

Lunchtime. 12.15 The Dog Rescuers 

With Alan Davies. 1.15 Home And 

Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 NCIS. 3.15 

FILM: Fatal Honeymoon (2012) ★★★ 

5.0 5 News At 5. 5.30 Neighbours. 

6.0 Home And Away Brax 
has a surprise for Ash and Kyle. 
(S) (R) 

6.30 5 News Tonight  (S) 

7.0 Police Interceptors  
A suspected drunk driver 
nearly causes a calamity. (S) (R) 

8.0 Stop! Roadworks Ahead 
A crew is almost mown down 
by a wayward driver on the 
A35. (S) 

9.0 Ben Fogle: New Lives In 

The Wild A 61-year-old 
woman lives alone in an 
isolated camp in the Australian 
Bush. (S) 

10.0 Under The Dome Big 
Jim and Julia join forces to 
discredit Christine. (S) 

10.55 FILM: From Hell (2001) 
★★★ Mystery thriller, with 
Johnny Depp and Heather 
Graham. (S) 

1.15 SuperCasino. 3.10 Benefits By The 

Sea: Jaywick. 4.0 Wildlife SOS. 4.25 

Great Scientists. 4.45 House Doctor. 

5.10 House Doctor. 5.35 House Doctor. 

6pm Teen Mom 2. 7.0 Getting To Know 

Amber. 7.30 Catfish: The TV Show. 

8.30 Teen Mom: Original Girls. 10.0 

Catfish: The TV Show. 11.0 

Tomorrowland Belgium 2015 – Show 2. 

12midnight Geordie Shore. 1.0 

Geordie Shore. 2.0 Ridiculousness. 

2.25 Ridiculousness. 2.50 Cribs. 3.0 

Teleshopping. 

6pm Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta. 

6.30 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta. 7.0 

I Found The Gown. 7.30 I Found The 

Gown. 8.0 7 Little Johnstons. 9.0 Kate 

Plus 8. 10.0 Sleep Sex. 11.0 Outrageous 

Emergency. 12midnight 7 Little 

Johnstons. 1.0 Kate Plus 8. 2.0 Sleep 

Sex. 3.0 Cake Boss: The Next Great 

Baker. 4.0 Extreme Couponing. 

6pm Futurama. 6.30 The Simpsons. 

7.0 The Simpsons. 7.30 The Simpsons. 

8.0 Yonderland. 8.30 The Simpsons. 

9.0 Modern Family. 9.30 Modern 

Family. 10.0 Glee. 11.0 A League Of 

Their Own. 11.30 Road Wars. 

12midnight Hawaii Five-0. 1.0 Hawaii 

Five-0. 2.0 Road Wars. 3.0 Road Wars. 

4.0 Stargate Atlantis. 5.0 Road Wars. 

6pm Without A Trace. 7.0 Without A 

Trace. 8.0 Blue Bloods. 9.0 True 

Detective. 10.10 The Brink. 10.45 Last 

Week Tonight With John Oliver. 11.20 

The Newsroom. 12.35am Boardwalk 

Empire. 1.50 How To Make It In 

America. 2.25 How To Make It In 

America. 3.0 The Sopranos. 4.10 Star 

Trek: Enterprise. 5.10 Stargate Atlantis. 

5.55pm RSPCA Animal Rescue. 6.25 

My Kitchen Rules: Australia. 8.0 The 

Biggest Loser USA. 9.0 Criminal 

Minds. 10.0 Hannibal. 11.0 Criminal 

Minds. 12midnight Bones. 1.0 CSI: 

Crime Scene Investigation. 1.50 

Criminal Minds. 2.40 Bones. 3.30 

Nikita. 4.20 Nothing To Declare.  

4.45 Nothing To Declare. 

7pm Top Gear. 8.0 Don’t Tell The Bride. 

9.0 The Boy Who Wants His Leg Cut 

Off. 10.0 EastEnders. 10.30 Russell 

Howard’s Good News. 11.0 Family Guy. 

11.25 Family Guy. 11.45 American Dad! 

12.10am Family Guy. 12.30 The Boy 

Who Wants His Leg Cut Off. 1.30 

Wanted: A Very Personal Assistant. 

2.30 Russell Howard’s Good News. 

6pm Judge Rinder. 7.0 Ninja Warrior 

UK. 8.0 Two And A Half Men. 8.30 Two 

And A Half Men. 9.0 FILM: 2 Fast 2 

Furious (2003) ★★ 11.10 Celebrity 

Juice. 11.55 Two And A Half Men. 

12.25am Two And A Half Men. 12.50 

Mom. 1.10 Mom. 1.35 Totally Bonkers 

Guinness World Records. 1.55 Life’s 

Funniest Moments. 

6pm The Big Bang Theory. 6.30 The 

Big Bang Theory. 7.0 Hollyoaks. 7.30 

Melissa & Joey. 8.0 New Girl. 8.30 The 

Mindy Project. 9.0 The Big Bang 

Theory. 9.30 The Big Bang Theory. 

10.0 FILM: From Dusk Till Dawn (1996) 

★★★★ 12.10am The Big Bang 

Theory. 12.40 The Big Bang Theory. 

1.15 Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 

6pm Dinner Date. 7.0 The Millionaire 

Matchmaker. 8.0 Dinner Date. 9.0 The 

Real Housewives Of Atlanta. 10.0 

Seven Days With. A week in the lives of 

Tom Parker and Kelsey Hardwick. Last 

in the series. 11.0 Mob Wives Chicago. 

11.55 The Jeremy Kyle Show USA. 

12.45am Teleshopping. 5.50 ITVBe 

Nightscreen. 

6pm Hollywood Cycle. 7.0 E! News. 

8.0 Keeping Up With The Kardashians. 

9.0 Total Divas. 10.0 Hollywood Cycle. 

11.0 E! News. 12midnight Keeping Up 

With The Kardashians. 1.0 Keeping Up 

With The Kardashians. 1.30 

Teleshopping. 2.0 Teleshopping. 2.30 

E! News. 3.30 E! News. 4.30 Celebrity 

Style Story. 5.0 Teleshopping.
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9pm Child Genius: The Final, C4 8pm The Three Day Nanny, C49pm Brits Behind Bars, ITV

Tuesday 28 July

● STV As Main ITV except: 12.10am 

Win Cash Live. 2.0 ITV Nightscreen. 

● BBC1 Scotland As BBC1 except: 

8pm River City. 10.45 Holby City. 

11.45 Transplant Tales. 12.45 FILM: 

Twelve Monkeys (1995) ★★★★ 2.50 

Weather For The Week Ahead. 2.55 

BBC News. 

● BBC2 Scotland As BBC2 except: 

10.30pm Scotland 2015. 11.0 

Newsnight. 11.45 Weather. 11.50 

Dragons’ Den. 12.50 Sign Zone: Don’t 

Tell The Bride. 1.45 Sign Zone: Great 

Ormond Street. 2.45 This Is BBC Two. 

6am Breakfast. 9.15 Fake Britain. 10.0 

Homes Under The Hammer. 11.0 Close 

Calls: On Camera. 11.30 Heir Hunters. 

12.15 Bargain Hunt. 1.0 News. 1.45 

Doctors. 2.15 The Link. 3.0 Escape To 

The Country. 3.45 The Instant 

Gardener. 4.30 Put Your Money Where 

Your Mouth Is. 5.15 Pointless. 

6.0 BBC News  (S) 

6.30 BBC Regional News 

Programmes  (S) 

7.0 Rip Off Britain: Food 
Problems viewers have had 
when eating on the go. (S) 

7.30 EastEnders A resident is 
charged with the murder of 
Lucy Beale. (S) 

8.0 Holby City A devastated 
Mo waits for Adele to come 
round. (S) 

9.0 Crimewatch An update 
on the 1994 murder of 
Lincolnshire mother Julie 
Pacey. (S) 

10.0 BBC News  (S) 

10.25 BBC Regional News; 
Weather (S) 

10.35 Crimewatch Update 
The latest developments on 
the cases featured during the 
main programme. (S) 

10.45 Transplant Tales Part 
one of two. Charting how 
Scotland’s transplant system is 
coping with a lack of donors. (S) 

11.45 FILM: Twelve Monkeys (1995) 

★★★★ 1.55 BBC News. 

6am Homes Under The Hammer. 7.0 

Close Calls: On Camera. 7.30 Heir 

Hunters. 8.15 Sign Zone: The House 

That £100K Built. 9.15 Victoria 

Derbyshire. 11.0 BBC News. 11.30 BBC 

World News. 12.0 The A To Z Of TV 

Cooking. 12.20 The Super League 

Show. 1.05 Sean Connery: Talking 

Pictures. 1.50 FILM: The Wind And The 

Lion (1975) ★★★★ 3.50 Yes Minister. 

4.20 ’Allo ’Allo! 4.45 Are You Being 

Served? 5.15 Flog It! 

6.0 Two Tribes Quiz, hosted 
by Richard Osman. (S) 

6.30 Eggheads Quiz show, 
hosted by Jeremy Vine. (S) (R) 

7.0 The Hairy Bikers Come 

Home Part one of two. 
Northern cuisine. (S) (R) 

7.30 The Pennine Way Paul 
Rose reaches the Yorkshire 
Dales. (S) 

8.0 The House That £100K 

Built Kieran Long and Piers 
Taylor help Andrew and Claire 
create their dream home. (S) 

9.0 Great Ormond Street 
Cameras follow the treatment 
of a seven year old with a brain 
tumour. Last in the series. (S) 

10.0 Hair The five quarter-
finalists create scary styles for 
London Dungeon staff. (S) 

10.30 Newsnight  (S) 

11.20 Dragons’ Den. 12.20 Sign Zone: 

Don’t Tell The Bride. 1.15 Sign Zone: 

Great Ormond Street. 2.15 This Is BBC 

Two. 

6am Good Morning Britain. 8.30 

Lorraine. 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle Show. 

10.30 This Morning. 10.55 ITV News. 

11.0 This Morning. 12.30 Guess This 

House. 1.30 ITV News; Weather. 1.55 

ITV News London. 2.0 Dickinson’s 

Real Deal. 3.0 Secret Dealers. 4.0 

Hello Campers. 5.0 The Chase. 

6.0 ITV News London  (S) 

6.30 ITV News; Weather (S) 

7.0 Emmerdale Moira fears 
that Cain is lying to her. (S) 

7.30 A Great Welsh 

Adventure With Griff Rhys 

Jones The comedian explores 
the Brecon Beacons. Last in 
the series. (S) (R) 

8.0 Love Your Garden The 
green-fingered experts help 
transform a Hull nurse’s 
garden. (S) 

✱ 9.0 Brits Behind Bars 
Documentary focusing on 
British overseas prisoners. (S) 

10.0 ITV News; Weather (S) 

10.30 ITV News London  (S) 

10.40 On Assignment 
Investigating domestic 
violence in South Africa. (S) 

11.10 Benidorm. 12.10 Murder, She 

Wrote. 1.10 Jackpot247. 3.0 Don’t 

Blow The Inheritance. 3.50 ITV 

Nightscreen. 5.05 The Jeremy Kyle 

Show. 

6am Countdown. 6.45 Will & Grace. 

7.10 Will & Grace. 7.35 The King Of 

Queens. 8.0 Everybody Loves 

Raymond. 8.30 Everybody Loves 

Raymond. 9.0 Frasier. 9.30 Frasier. 

10.0 The Big Bang Theory. 10.30 The 

Big Bang Theory. 11.0 The Simpsons. 

11.30 The Simpsons. 12.0 Channel 4 

News Summary. 12.05 Come Dine 

With Me Abroad. 1.05 Jamie’s Comfort 

Food. 1.35 Channel 4 Racing. 4.0 

French Collection. 5.0 Couples Come 

Dine With Me. 

6.0 The Simpsons Lisa loses 
control of her imagination 
when she makes a new friend. 
(S) (R) 

6.30 Hollyoaks Simone begs 
Lisa to come home. (S) 

7.0 News  (S) 

✱ 8.0 The Three Day Nanny 
New series. Kathryn Mewes 
helps more households in 
distress. (S) 

✱ 9.0 Child Genius: The 

Final Five of the UK’s most 
gifted youngsters compete in 
the final. Last in the series. (S) 

10.0 Not Safe For Work 
Anthony and Katherine have 
to give the presentation. (S) 

10.50 Dogs On The Dole The 
world of dog ownership on 
Britain’s housing estates. (S) (R) 

11.50 Poker. 12.50 KOTV Boxing 

Weekly. 1.20 Gillette World Sport. 1.45 

FIM Superbike World Championship. 

2.15 Ironman UK Bolton. 2.40 IPC 

World Swimming Championships 

2015. 3.35 Volkswagen Racing Cup. 

4.05 How Britain Worked. 5.0 Secret 

Eaters. 5.55 How I Met Your Mother. 

6am Milkshake! 9.15 The Wright Stuff. 

11.10 Cowboy Builders. 12.10 5 News 

Lunchtime. 12.15 Nightmare Tenants, 

Slum Landlords. 1.15 Home And Away. 

1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 NCIS. 3.15 FILM: 

Garage Sale Mystery (2013) ★★★ 5.0 

5 News At 5. 5.30 Neighbours. 

6.0 Home And Away Leah is 
found and rushed to hospital. 
(S) (R) 

6.30 5 News Tonight  (S) 

7.0 Police Interceptors Dan 
is given the runaround by an 
uninsured driver. Last in the 
series. (S) (R) 

8.0 The Dog Rescuers With 

Alan Davies Eight puppies 
and their underweight mum 
are found confined in a small 
space. (S) 

9.0 Benefits By The Sea: 

Jaywick Cameras follow new 
residents JP and Sarah. Last in 
the series. (S) 

10.0 Botched Up Bodies 
Patients include Sarai, whose 
filler injections gave her bags 
around the eyes. (S) 

11.0 20 Moments That Rocked Pop. 

12.30 Lip Sync Battle: Anne Hathaway 

V Emily Blunt. 12.55 SuperCasino. 3.10 

Carry On Caravanning. 4.0 Wildlife 

SOS. 4.25 Great Scientists. 4.45 

House Doctor. 5.10 House Doctor. 5.35 

House Doctor. 

6.30pm Teen Mom 2. 7.0 Catfish: The 

TV Show. 8.0 Fired By Mum & Dad. 

Workplace reality challenge. 9.0 

Ridiculousness. 9.30 Ridiculousness. 

10.0 Judge Geordie. 11.0 Catfish: The 

TV Show. 12midnight Geordie Shore. 

1.0 Geordie Shore. 2.0 Ridiculousness. 

2.25 Ridiculousness. 2.45 Cribs. 3.0 

Teleshopping. 

6pm Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta. 

6.30 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta. 7.0 

I Found The Gown. 7.30 I Found The 

Gown. 8.0 Cake Boss. 8.30 Cake Boss. 

9.0 Gypsy Sisters. 10.0 My Strange 

Addiction. 10.30 My Strange 

Addiction. 11.0 Sex Sent Me To The ER. 

12midnight Cake Boss. 12.30 Cake 

Boss. 1.0 Gypsy Sisters. 

6pm Futurama. 6.30 The Simpsons. 

7.0 The Simpsons. 7.30 The Simpsons. 

8.0 You Can’t Beat A Bit Of Bully. 9.0 

FILM: After The Sunset (2004) ★★★ 

10.55 Strike Back: Legacy. 11.55 Hawaii 

Five-0. 12.45am Hawaii Five-0. 1.35 

Road Wars. 2.35 Road Wars. 3.0 

Hawaii Five-0. 4.0 Stargate Atlantis. 

5.0 UK Border Force. 

6pm Without A Trace. 7.0 Without A 

Trace. 8.0 Blue Bloods. 9.0 The Tunnel. 

10.0 Band Of Brothers. Easy Company 

takes the town of Carentan. 11.20 

Band Of Brothers. 12.35am True 

Detective. 1.45 The Sopranos. 2.55 

Curb Your Enthusiasm. 3.35 Curb Your 

Enthusiasm. 4.10 Star Trek: Enterprise. 

5.05 Stargate Atlantis. 

6pm RSPCA Animal Rescue. 6.30 It’s 

Love, Actually. 6.45 My Kitchen Rules: 

Australia. 8.0 CSI: Crime Scene 

Investigation. 9.0 Chicago Fire. 10.0 

Bones. 11.0 Madam Secretary. 

12midnight Bones. 1.0 CSI: Crime 

Scene Investigation. 1.50 Criminal 

Minds. 2.40 Criminal Minds. 3.30 

Nikita. 4.20 Nothing To Declare. 

7pm Top Gear. 8.0 Don’t Tell The Bride. 

✱ 9.0 The World’s Worst Place To Be 

Disabled? 10.0 EastEnders. 10.30 

Russell Howard’s Good News. 11.0 

Family Guy. 11.25 Family Guy. 11.45 

American Dad! 12.10am Family Guy. 

12.30 The World’s Worst Place To Be 

Disabled? 1.30 The Boy Who Wants 

His Leg Cut Off. 

6pm Judge Rinder. 7.0 Ninja Warrior 

UK. 8.0 Two And A Half Men. 8.30 Two 

And A Half Men. 9.0 Hell’s Kitchen. 

10.0 Hell’s Kitchen. 11.0 Celebrity 

Juice. 11.50 Two And A Half Men. 

12.20am Two And A Half Men. 12.45 

Fake Reaction. 1.20 Hell’s Kitchen. 

2.05 Life’s Funniest Moments. 2.25 

Teleshopping. 5.55 ITV2 Nightscreen. 

6pm The Big Bang Theory. 6.30 The 

Big Bang Theory. 7.0 Hollyoaks. 7.30 

Melissa & Joey. 8.0 FILM: Mirror Mirror 

(2012) ★★★ 10.0 Tattoo Fixers. 11.05 

The Big Bang Theory. 11.35 The Big 

Bang Theory. 12.05am Rude Tube: 

Utter Pranks. 1.10 Gogglebox. 2.0 How 

I Met Your Mother. 2.25 Nashville. 3.10 

Rules Of Engagement. 

6pm Dinner Date. 7.0 The Millionaire 

Matchmaker. 8.0 Seven Days With. 

Last in the series. 9.0 The Millionaire 

Matchmaker. An artist seeks Patti 

Stanger’s help. 10.0 Game Of Crowns. 

11.0 Marriage Bootcamp: Bridezillas. 

11.55 The Jeremy Kyle Show USA. 

12.50am Teleshopping. 5.55 ITVBe 

Nightscreen. 

6pm Total Divas. 7.0 E! News. 8.0 

Keeping Up With The Kardashians. ✱ 
9.0 Stewarts And Hamiltons. 10.0 

Botched Presents: Perfect. 11.0 E! 

News. 12midnight Stewarts And 

Hamiltons. 1.0 Keeping Up With The 

Kardashians. 1.30 Teleshopping. 2.0 

Teleshopping. 2.30 E! News. 3.30 E! 

News. 4.30 Celebrity Style Story. 
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● STV As Main ITV except: 11.50pm 

More Tales From Northumberland 

With Robson Green. 12.15 Win Cash 

Live. 2.0 ITV Nightscreen. 

● BBC1 N Ireland As BBC1 except: 

10.35pm True North: The Joy Of Sets. 

11.05 Cashing In. 12.05 Britain At The 

Bookies. 1.05 BBC News. 

● BBC2 N Ireland As BBC2 except: 

10pm Hair. 

● BBC2 Scotland As BBC2 except: 

10.30pm Scotland 2015. 11.0 

Newsnight. 11.45 Weather. 11.50 Great 

Ormond Street. 12.50 Sign Zone: 

Trust Me, I’m A Doctor. 1.50 Sign 

Zone: Alex Polizzi: Chefs On Trial. 

2.50 This Is BBC Two. 

6am Breakfast. 9.15 Fake Britain. 10.0 

Homes Under The Hammer. 11.0 Close 

Calls: On Camera. 11.30 Heir Hunters. 

12.15 Bargain Hunt. 1.0 News. 1.45 

Doctors. 2.15 The Link. 3.0 Escape To 

The Country. 3.45 The Instant 

Gardener. 4.30 Put Your Money Where 

Your Mouth Is. 5.15 Pointless. 

6.0 BBC News  (S) 

6.30 BBC Regional News 

Programmes  (S) 

7.0 The Sheriffs Are Coming 
Sheriffs in London attempt to 
clear out a squat. (S) 

8.0 Don’t Tell The Bride 
Dean plans a nostalgic 
wedding in a nightclub. Last in 
the series. (S) 

9.0 The Interceptor The 
team tries to outmanoeuvre 
Roach and intercept his 
massive shipment of drugs. 
Last in the series. (S) 

10.0 BBC News  (S) 

10.25 BBC Regional News; 
Weather (S) 

10.35 Cashing In The Renfield 
Street staff prepare for a head 
office inspection. (S) 

11.35 Britain At The Bookies. 12.40 

BBC News. 

6am Homes Under The Hammer. 7.0 

Close Calls: On Camera. 7.30 Heir 

Hunters. 8.15 Sign Zone: Claimed And 

Shamed. 8.45 Sign Zone: Antiques 

Roadshow Detectives. 9.15 Victoria 

Derbyshire. 11.0 BBC News. 11.30 BBC 

World News. 12.0 Lifeline. 12.10 Animal 

Park. 1.10 Bette Davis: Talking Pictures. 

1.55 FILM: Now, Voyager (1942) 

★★★★★ 3.50 Yes Minister. 4.20 

’Allo ’Allo! 4.45 Are You Being Served? 

5.15 Flog It! 

6.0 Two Tribes Quiz, hosted 
by Richard Osman. (S) 

6.30 Eggheads Quiz show, 
hosted by Jeremy Vine. (S) (R) 

7.0 The Hairy Bikers Come 

Home The cooks visit the 
north of England. (S) (R) 

7.30 The Pennine Way Paul 
Rose goes white-water rafting 
down the River Tees. (S) 

8.0 Trust Me, I’m A Doctor 
The team test a surprising way 
to cure food cravings. Last in 
the series. (S) 

9.0 Signed, Sealed, 

Delivered: Inside The Post 

Office New series. A behind-
the-scenes look inside the 
Post Office. (S) 

10.0 QI Second of two 
compilations of highlights 
from the L series. Last in the 
series. (S) (R) 

10.30 Newsnight  (S) 

11.20 Great Ormond Street. 12.20 Sign 

Zone: Trust Me, I’m A Doctor. 1.20 Sign 

Zone: Alex Polizzi: Chefs On Trial. 2.20 

This Is BBC Two. 

6am Good Morning Britain. 8.30 

Lorraine. 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle Show. 

10.30 This Morning. 10.55 ITV News. 

11.0 This Morning. 12.30 Guess This 

House. 1.30 ITV News; Weather. 1.55 

ITV News London. 2.0 Dickinson’s 

Real Deal. 3.0 Secret Dealers. 4.0 

Hello Campers. 5.0 The Chase. 

6.0 ITV News London  (S) 

6.30 ITV News; Weather (S) 

7.0 Emmerdale Chrissie 
makes the mistake of turning 
to Ross for help. (S) 

7.30 Coronation Street 
Cathy is left trapped under a 
pile of boxes. (S) 

8.0 Vera The son of a 
prominent local family is found 
murdered on a beach. (S) (R) 

10.0 ITV News; Weather (S) 

10.30 ITV News London  (S) 

10.40 The Day They 

Dropped The Bomb A 
minute-by-minute account of 
the atomic bombing of 
Hiroshima in 1945. (S) 

11.50 If I Don’t Come Home – Letters 

From D-Day. 12.40 Jackpot247. 3.0 

Ejector Seat. 3.50 ITV Nightscreen. 

5.05 The Jeremy Kyle Show. 

6.20am How I Met Your Mother. 6.45 

Will & Grace. 7.10 Will & Grace. 7.35 

The King Of Queens. 8.0 Everybody 

Loves Raymond. 8.30 Everybody 

Loves Raymond. 9.0 Frasier. 9.30 

Frasier. 10.0 The Big Bang Theory. 

10.30 The Big Bang Theory. 11.0 The 

Simpsons. 11.30 The Simpsons. 12.0 

Channel 4 News Summary. 12.05 

Come Dine With Me Abroad. 1.05 

Jamie’s 15 Minute Meals. 1.35 Channel 

4 Racing. 4.0 French Collection. 5.0 

Couples Come Dine With Me. 

6.0 The Simpsons Homer 
learns a distressing fact. (S) (R) 

6.30 Hollyoaks Zack 
suspects there is more to Lisa’s 
sudden reappearance than 
meets the eye. (S) 

7.0 News  (S) 

8.0 The Autistic Gardener 
The team tackle a dated plot in 
north east London. Last in the 
series. (S) 

9.0 One Born Every Minute 
A couple worry about their 
premature baby. (S) 

10.0 Witnesses Sandra 
suspects Paul knows more 
about events than he will 
admit. In French. (S) 

11.05 24 Hours In A&E. 12.05 4Music: 

Lovebox Festival 2015. 1.05 

Embarrassing Bodies: Back To The 

Clinic. 2.0 FILM: Elegy (2008) ★★ 

3.50 Secret Eaters. 4.45 River Cottage 

Bites. 5.0 Fifteen To One. 5.55 How I 

Met Your Mother. 

6am Milkshake! 9.15 The Wright Stuff. 

11.10 Cowboy Builders. 12.10 5 News 

Lunchtime. 12.15 Trauma Doctors. 1.15 

Home And Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 

2.15 NCIS. 3.15 FILM: Dear Viola (2014) 

★★★ 5.0 5 News At 5. 5.30 

Neighbours. 

6.0 Home And Away Matt 
finds out his fate when he 
receives his sentence at court. 
(S) (R) 

6.30 5 News Tonight  (S) 

7.0 Cricket On 5 England v 
Australia. (S) 

✱ 8.0 The Nightmare 

Neighbour Next Door  
New series. A woman 
terrorised by her neighbour  
for almost 10 years. (S) 

9.0 Nightmare Tenants, 

Slum Landlords A tenant 
who turned out to be a 
confidence trickster. Last in 
the series. (S) 

10.0 Wentworth Prison 
Ferguson allows Bea to exert 
her authority over the inmates. 
(S) 

11.0 Benefits By The Sea: Jaywick. 12.0 

87 Stone: Fat Chance Of Work – 

SuperSized. 1.0 SuperCasino. 3.10 

Police Interceptors Unleashed. 4.0 

Wildlife SOS. 4.25 Great Scientists. 

4.50 House Doctor. 5.10 House 

Doctor. 5.35 House Doctor. 

6pm Teen Mom 2. 7.0 Fired By Mum & 

Dad. 8.0 Teen Mom: Original Girls.  

Dr Drew catches up with the cast of 

Teen Mom: Original Girls. 9.0 Judge 

Geordie. 10.0 Fired By Mum & Dad. 

11.0 Catfish: The TV Show. 12midnight 

Geordie Shore. 1.0 Geordie Shore. 2.0 

Ridiculousness. 2.25 Ridiculousness. 

2.45 Cribs. 3.0 Teleshopping. 

6pm Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta. 

6.30 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta. 7.0 

I Found The Gown. 7.30 I Found The 

Gown. 8.0 Extreme Couponing. 8.30 

Extreme Couponing. 9.0 Gypsy Brides 

US. 10.0 Devious Maids. 11.0 Sex Sent 

Me To The ER. 12midnight Extreme 

Couponing. 12.30 Extreme 

Couponing. 1.0 Gypsy Brides US. 

6pm Futurama. 6.30 The Simpsons. 

7.0 The Simpsons. 7.30 The Simpsons. 

8.0 Desi Rascals. 9.0 Strike Back: 

Legacy. Locke defies Whitehall.  

10.0 Strike Back: Legacy. 11.0 Hawaii 

Five-0. 12midnight Hawaii Five-0. 1.0 

Hawaii Five-0. 2.0 Road Wars. 3.0 

Hawaii Five-0. 4.0 Stargate Atlantis. 

5.0 UK Border Force. 

6pm Without A Trace. 7.0 Without  

A Trace. 8.0 Blue Bloods. 9.0 Ray 

Donovan. Ray is faced with a difficult 

moral dilemma. 10.10 Veep. 10.45 

House Of Lies. 11.20 The Tunnel. 

12.20am Hit & Miss. 1.15 The Sopranos. 

3.25 Curb Your Enthusiasm. 3.50 Blue 

Bloods: Meet The Characters. 4.0 Star 

Trek: Enterprise. 5.0 Stargate Atlantis. 

6pm RSPCA Animal Rescue. 6.30 My 

Kitchen Rules: Australia. 8.0 NY ER. 

8.30 NY ER. 9.0 CSI: Crime Scene 

Investigation. 10.0 Hannibal. 11.0 

Bones. 12midnight CSI: Crime Scene 

Investigation. 1.0 Criminal Minds. 1.50 

Criminal Minds. 2.40 Criminal Minds. 

3.30 Nikita. 4.20 Nothing To Declare. 

4.45 Nothing To Declare. 

7pm Top Gear India Special. 8.30 

FILM: Little Fockers (2010) ★★ 10.0 

People Just Do Nothing. 10.30 Bad 

Education. 11.0 Family Guy. 11.25 

Family Guy. 11.45 American Dad! 

12.10am Family Guy. 12.30 People Just 

Do Nothing. 1.0 Russell Howard’s 

Good News. 1.30 The World’s Worst 

Place To Be Disabled? 

6pm Judge Rinder. 7.0 Ninja Warrior 

UK. 8.0 Two And A Half Men. 8.30 Two 

And A Half Men. 9.0 FILM: 300 (2006) 

★★★★ 11.20 Celebrity Juice: Easter 

Special. 12.10am Safeword. 12.50 Two 

And A Half Men. 1.20 Hell’s Kitchen. 

2.10 Totally Bonkers Guinness World 

Records. 2.25 Teleshopping.  

5.55 ITV2 Nightscreen. 

6pm The Big Bang Theory. 6.30 The 

Big Bang Theory. 7.0 Hollyoaks. 7.30 

Melissa & Joey. 8.0 The Big Bang 

Theory. 8.30 The Big Bang Theory. 9.0 

Jane The Virgin. 10.0 Nashville. 11.0 

The Big Bang Theory. 11.30 The Big 

Bang Theory. 12midnight Gogglebox. 

12.50 Rude Tube: Love Bytes. 1.55 

How I Met Your Mother. 

6pm Dinner Date. 7.0 The Millionaire 

Matchmaker. 8.0 Dinner Date. David 

from London looks for love. ✱ 9.0 Life 

On Marbs. 10.0 Chrisley Knows Best. 

10.30 Chrisley Knows Best. 11.0 

Kendra On Top. 11.30 Kendra On Top. 

11.55 The Jeremy Kyle Show USA. 

12.50am Teleshopping. 5.55  

ITVBe Nightscreen. 

6pm Kourtney And Kim Take Miami. 

7.0 E! News. 8.0 Keeping Up With The 

Kardashians. 9.0 Botched Presents: 

Perfect. 10.0 Stewarts And Hamiltons. 

11.0 E! News. 12midnight Keeping Up 

With The Kardashians. 1.0 Keeping  

Up With The Kardashians. 1.30 

Teleshopping. 2.0 Teleshopping.  

2.30 E! News. 3.30 E! News. 
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8.30pm Flockstars, ITV 9pm 65 Stone & Trapped, C5

Thursday 30 July

● STV As Main ITV except: 11.40pm 

Corfu: A Tale Of Two Islands. 12.10 

Win Cash Live. 2.0 ITV Nightscreen. 

● BBC1 N Ireland As BBC1 except: 

9pm A Deadly Mission: Belfast To 

Congo. 10.35 Death In Paradise. 11.35 

Gay And Under Attack: Reggie Yates’ 

Extreme Russia. 12.35 Operation 

Wild. 1.35 BBC News. 

● BBC1 Wales As BBC1 except: 9pm 

Rob Brydon At 50. 10.35 Live At The 

Apollo. 11.20 Gay And Under Attack: 

Reggie Yates’ Extreme Russia. 12.20 

Operation Wild. 1.20 Holiday 

Weatherview. 1.25 BBC News. 

● BBC2 N Ireland As BBC2 except: 

10pm Brave New World. 

● BBC2 Scotland As BBC2 except: 

7.30pm The Beechgrove Garden. 

10.30 Scotland 2015. 11.0 Newsnight. 

11.45 Weather. 11.50 Cake Bakers And 

Trouble Makers: Lucy Worsley’s 100 

Years Of The WI. 

● BBC2 Wales As BBC2 except: 

10pm Would I Lie To You? 11.20 The 

Javone Prince Show. 11.50 Cake 

Bakers And Trouble Makers: Lucy 

Worsley’s 100 Years Of The WI. 

6am Breakfast. 9.15 Fake Britain. 10.0 

Homes Under The Hammer. 11.0 Close 

Calls: On Camera. 11.30 Heir Hunters. 

12.15 Bargain Hunt. 1.0 News. 1.45 

Doctors. 2.15 The Link. 3.0 Escape To 

The Country. 3.45 The Instant 

Gardener. 4.30 Put Your Money Where 

Your Mouth Is. 5.15 Pointless. 

6.0 BBC News  (S) 

6.30 BBC Regional News 

Programmes  (S) 

7.0 Fake Britain Investigating 
the bogus alcohol blighting 
Britain’s pubs. (S) (R) 

7.30 EastEnders Les 
reluctantly asks Claudette to 
stay away from the party. (S) 

8.0 Traffic Cops New series. 
The work of North Yorkshire’s 
specialist road crime team. (S) 

9.0 Death In Paradise  
A birdwatcher is stabbed to 
death with his own knife. (S) (R) 

10.0 BBC News  (S) 

10.25 BBC Regional News; 
Weather (S) 

10.35 Gay And Under 

Attack: Reggie Yates’ 

Extreme Russia The 
broadcaster meets young gay 
people in Russia. (S) 

11.35 Operation Wild. 12.40 BBC 

News. 

6am Homes Under The Hammer. 7.0 

Close Calls: On Camera. 7.30 Heir 

Hunters. 8.15 Sign Zone: Coast. 9.15 

Victoria Derbyshire. 11.0 BBC News. 

11.30 BBC World News. 12.0 Animal 

Park. 1.0 Golf: Women’s British Open. 

5.15 Flog It! 

6.0 Two Tribes Quiz, hosted 
by Richard Osman. (S) 

6.30 Eggheads Quiz show, 
hosted by Jeremy Vine. (S) (R) 

7.0 The Hairy Bikers’ Asian 

Adventure Dave Myers and  
Si King begin a culinary tour  
of Asia in Hong Kong. (S) 

7.30 The Pennine Way  
Last in the series. (S) 

8.0 Coast The team focuses 
on the Irish Sea and its 
surrounding land. (S) 

9.0 Atlantic: The Wildest 

Ocean On Earth New series. 
Documentary examining the 
natural forces underpinning 
life in the Atlantic. (S) 

10.0 The Javone Prince 

Show The comedy actor finds 
himself under attack by ninjas. 
(S) (R) 

10.30 Newsnight  (S) 

11.20 Cake Bakers And Trouble 

Makers: Lucy Worsley’s 100 Years Of 

The WI. 12.20 Sign Zone: Terror On 

The Beach: Panorama. 12.50 Sign 

Zone: The Met: Policing London. 1.50 

Sign Zone: Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen: 

Cracking China. 2.50 This Is BBC Two. 

6am Good Morning Britain. 8.30 

Lorraine. 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle Show. 

10.30 This Morning. 10.55 ITV News. 

11.0 This Morning. 12.30 Guess This 

House. 1.30 ITV News; Weather. 1.55 

ITV News London. 2.0 Dickinson’s 

Real Deal. 3.0 Secret Dealers. 4.0 

Hello Campers. 5.0 The Chase. 

6.0 ITV News London  (S) 

6.30 ITV News; Weather (S) 

7.0 Emmerdale Debbie and 
Ross prepare to leave. (S) 

7.30 Real Stories With 

Ranvir Singh An interview 
with a woman awaiting a 
double hand transplant. (S) 

8.0 Emmerdale Debbie tries 
to salvage her relationship. (S) 

✱ 8.30 Flockstars New 
series. Celebrity sheepdog 
trials, hosted by Gabby Logan. 
(S) 

9.0 Britain Sees Red: 

Caught On Camera Part two 
of two. Amateur footage and 
CCTV of people losing their 
cool in public. (S) 

10.0 ITV News; Weather (S) 

10.30 ITV News London  (S) 

10.40 Andy Cole: Sports 

Life Stories An interview  
with the former Manchester 
United footballer. (S) 

11.40 Murder, She Wrote. 12.30 

Jackpot247. 3.0 The Jeremy Kyle 

Show USA. 3.45 ITV Nightscreen. 5.05 

The Jeremy Kyle Show: Lie Detector 

Shockers. 

6.20am How I Met Your Mother. 6.45 

Will & Grace. 7.10 Will & Grace. 7.35 

The King Of Queens. 8.0 Everybody 

Loves Raymond. 8.30 Everybody 

Loves Raymond. 9.0 Frasier. 9.30 

Frasier. 10.0 The Big Bang Theory. 

10.30 The Big Bang Theory. 11.0 The 

Simpsons. 11.30 The Simpsons. 12.0 

Channel 4 News Summary. 12.05 

Come Dine With Me Abroad. 1.05 

Jamie’s 15 Minute Meals. 1.35 Channel 

4 Racing. 4.0 French Collection. 5.0 

Couples Come Dine With Me. 

6.0 The Simpsons Principal 
Skinner rediscovers the joy of 
teaching. (S) (R) 

6.30 Hollyoaks Robbie offers 
Nancy the £6,000 he stole 
from Wayne. (S) 

7.0 News  (S) 

8.0 Grand Designs Favourite 
rural builds from 15 years of the 
show. Last in the series. (S) 

9.0 Prince Philip: The Plot 

To Make A King The story of 
the future queen’s romance 
with Prince Philip. (S) 

10.0 999: What’s Your 

Emergency? Paramedics 
across Britain treat patients 
fighting for their lives. (S) (R) 

11.0 24 Hours In Police Custody. 12.0 

One Born Every Minute. 1.0 The Tribe. 

1.55 The Auction House. 2.50 Dogs: 

Their Secret Lives. 3.50 You Deserve 

This House. 4.45 Kirstie’s Vintage 

Gems. 5.0 Secret Eaters. 5.55 How I 

Met Your Mother. 

6am Milkshake! 9.15 The Wright Stuff. 

11.10 Cowboy Builders. 12.10 5 News 

Lunchtime. 12.15 Can’t Pay? We’ll Take 

It Away. 1.15 Home And Away. 1.45 

Neighbours. 2.15 NCIS. 3.15 FILM: A 

Killer Among Us (2012) ★★★ 5.0 5 

News At 5. 5.30 Neighbours. 

6.0 Home And Away Hannah 
is shaken by the reappearance 
of an ex-boyfriend. (S) (R) 

6.30 5 News Tonight  (S) 

7.0 Cricket On 5 England v 
Australia. (S) 

8.0 The Holiday Airport: 

Sun, Sea & Scousers Excited 
race-goers arrive for the Grand 
National. (S) 

✱ 9.0 65 Stone & Trapped 

In My House – Supersized  
A man who paid the ultimate 
price for his obesity. (S) 

10.0 Person Of Interest 
Finch goes undercover at an 
emergency call centre. (S) 

10.55 Person Of Interest  
A series of flashbacks reveal 
Finch’s first employee. (S) 

11.55 Access. 12.0 SuperCasino. 3.10 

Weather Terror: Brits In Peril. 4.0 

Wildlife SOS. 4.25 Five Great 

Scientists. 4.50 House Doctor. 5.10 

House Doctor. 5.35 House Doctor. 

6pm Teen Mom 2. 7.0 Fired By Mum & 

Dad. 8.0 Teen Mom: Original Girls. Dr 

Drew catches up with the cast of Teen 

Mom: Original Girls. 9.0 Catfish: The 

TV Show. 10.0 Judge Geordie. 11.0 

Catfish: The TV Show. 12midnight 

Soundchain. 12.30 Geordie Shore. 1.30 

Geordie Shore. 2.30 Ridiculousness. 

2.50 Cribs. 3.0 Teleshopping. 

6pm Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta. 

6.30 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta. 7.0 

I Found The Gown. 7.30 I Found The 

Gown. 8.0 Hoarding: Buried Alive. 9.0 

Diagnose Me. 10.0 Human Spider 

Sisters: Shocking Story. 11.0 Sex Sent 

Me To The ER. 12midnight Hoarding: 

Buried Alive. 1.0 Diagnose Me. 2.0 

Human Spider Sisters: Shocking Story. 

6pm Futurama. 6.30 The Simpsons. 

7.0 The Simpsons. 7.30 The Simpsons. 

8.0 OAP Internet Virgins. A 77-year-

old learns the internet. 8.30 Modern 

Family. 9.0 Glee. 10.0 Hawaii Five-0. 

11.0 Hawaii Five-0. 12midnight Hawaii 

Five-0. 1.0 Night Cops. 2.0 Night Cops. 

3.0 Road Wars. 4.0 Stargate Atlantis. 

5.0 UK Border Force. 

6pm Without A Trace. 7.0 Without A 

Trace. 8.0 Blue Bloods. 9.0 Alan 

Partridge’s Mid Morning Matters. 9.30 

Alan Partridge’s Mid Morning Matters. 

10.0 Banshee. 11.0 Last Week Tonight 

With John Oliver. 11.35 Ray Donovan. 

12.45am Without A Trace. 1.45 The 

Sopranos. 3.0 House Of Lies. 3.35 

Entourage: Living The Dream. 

6pm RSPCA Animal Rescue. 6.30 My 

Kitchen Rules: Australia. 8.0 America’s 

Next Top Model. 9.0 Madam Secretary. 

10.0 Unforgettable. 11.0 Bones. 

12midnight CSI: Crime Scene 

Investigation. 1.0 Criminal Minds. 1.50 

Criminal Minds. 2.40 Criminal Minds. 

3.30 Nikita. 4.20 Nothing To Declare. 

4.45 Nothing To Declare. 

7pm Top Gear. 8.0 Don’t Tell The Bride. 

9.0 The Unbreakables: Life And Love 

On Disability Campus. 10.0 

EastEnders. 10.30 Russell Howard’s 

Good News. 11.0 Family Guy. 11.25 

Family Guy. 11.45 American Dad! 

12.10am Family Guy. 12.30 The 

Unbreakables: Life And Love On 

Disability Campus. 

5.25pm Judge Rinder. 6.30 Ninja 

Warrior UK. 7.30 FILM: The Mummy 

(1999) ★★★ 10.0 Safeword. 10.45 

Celebrity Juice. 11.30 Two And A Half 

Men. 11.55 Two And A Half Men. 

12.25am Safeword. 1.10 Totally 

Bonkers Guinness World Records. 

1.40 Totally Bonkers Guinness World 

Records. 2.10 Teleshopping. 

6pm The Big Bang Theory. 6.30 The 

Big Bang Theory. 7.0 Hollyoaks. 7.30 

Melissa & Joey. 8.0 The Big Bang 

Theory. 8.30 The Big Bang Theory. 9.0 

New Girl. 9.30 The Mindy Project. 10.0 

Gogglebox. 10.50 The Big Bang 

Theory. 11.20 The Big Bang Theory. 

11.50 Rude Tube: Love Bytes. 12.55am 

Gogglebox. 1.45 Jane The Virgin. 

6pm Dinner Date. 7.0 The Millionaire 

Matchmaker. 8.0 The Real Housewives 

Of Beverly Hills. 9.0 Vanderpump 

Rules. 10.0 The Real Housewives Of 

Miami. 11.0 Chrisley Knows Best. 11.30 

Chrisley Knows Best. 11.55 Rich Kids 

Of Beverly Hills. 12.50am 

Teleshopping. 5.55 ITVBe 

Nightscreen. 

6pm Hollywood Cycle. 7.0 E! News. 

8.0 Keeping Up With The Kardashians. 

9.0 Stewarts And Hamiltons. 10.0 

Total Divas. 11.0 E! News. 12midnight 

Keeping Up With The Kardashians. 1.0 

Keeping Up With The Kardashians. 

1.30 Teleshopping. 2.0 Teleshopping. 

2.30 E! News. 3.30 Stewarts And 

Hamiltons. 4.30 Celebrity Style Story. 
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9pm BBQ Champ, ITV9pm Ripper Street, BBC1 11.15pm AI, BBC18.30pm Would I Lie to You?, BBC1

Friday 31 July

● STV As Main ITV except: 10.40pm 

Off The Beaten Track. 11.10 

Goodwood Festival Of Speed. 12.05 

Win Cash Live. 2.0 The Jeremy Kyle 

Show. 2.55 ITV Nightscreen. 

● BBC2 Scotland As BBC2 except: 

11.35pm T In The Park 2015. 12.35 This 

Is BBC Two. 12.45 Sign Zone: Terror 

On The Beach: Panorama. 

6am Breakfast. 9.15 Fake Britain. 10.0 

Homes Under The Hammer. 11.0 Close 

Calls: On Camera. 11.30 Heir Hunters. 

12.15 Bargain Hunt. 1.0 News. 1.45 

Doctors. 2.15 The Link. 3.0 Escape To 

The Country. 3.45 The Instant 

Gardener. 4.30 Put Your Money Where 

Your Mouth Is. 5.15 Pointless. 

6.0 BBC News  (S) 

6.30 BBC Regional News 

Programmes  (S) 

7.0 Animal Super Parents 
How different types of animals 
rear their young. (S) 

8.0 EastEnders Pam is reeling 
from what Paul has told her. (S) 

✱ 8.30 Would I Lie To You? 
Comedy panel show, hosted 
by Rob Brydon. (S) 

✱ 9.0 Ripper Street New 
series. The Victorian crime 
drama returns. (S) 

10.0 BBC News  (S) 

10.25 BBC Regional News; 
Weather (S) 

10.35 Room 101 – Extra 

Storage With Alexander 
Armstrong, Kelly Holmes and 
Henry Blofeld. (S) 

✱ 11.15 FILM: AI: Artificial Intelligence 

(2001) ★★★★ 1.40 BBC News. 

6am Homes Under The Hammer. 7.0 

Close Calls: On Camera. 7.30 Heir 

Hunters. 8.15 Sign Zone: Gardeners’ 

World. 8.45 Sign Zone: Nigel Slater: 

Eating Together. 9.15 Victoria 

Derbyshire. 11.0 BBC News. 11.30 BBC 

World News. 12.0 Animal Park. 1.0 

Golf: Women’s British Open. 5.15 Flog 

It! 

6.0 Two Tribes Quiz, hosted 
by Richard Osman. (S) 

6.30 Eggheads Quiz show, 
hosted by Jeremy Vine. (S) (R) 

7.0 Gardeners’ World  
Carol Klein visits Logan 
Botanic Garden. (S) 

7.30 Live Challenge Cup 

Rugby League Leeds Rhinos 
v St Helens (Kick-off 8.00pm). 
Coverage of the Challenge 
Cup semi-final from Halliwell 
Jones Stadium in Warrington. 
Subsequent programmes are 
subject to change. (S) 

10.0 The Perfect 

Morecambe & Wise The boys 
re-enact a classic scene from 
Singin’ in the Rain. (S) (R) 

10.30 Newsnight  (S) 

11.0 Artsnight. 11.35 FILM: The Road 

(2009) ★★★★ 1.15 Sign Zone: 

Britain’s Forgotten Slave Owners. 2.15 

FILM: Sign Zone: Imagine: Beware Of 

Mr Baker (2012) ★★★★ 3.45 This Is 

BBC Two. 

6am Good Morning Britain. 8.30 

Lorraine. 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle Show. 

10.30 This Morning. 10.55 ITV News. 

11.0 This Morning. 12.30 Guess This 

House. 1.30 ITV News; Weather. 1.55 

ITV News London. 2.0 Dickinson’s 

Real Deal. 3.0 Secret Dealers. 4.0 

Hello Campers. 5.0 The Chase. 

6.0 ITV News London  (S) 

6.30 ITV News; Weather (S) 

7.0 Emmerdale Lawrence 
tries to bribe Robert to stay 
away. (S) 

7.30 Coronation Street Roy 
persuades a reluctant Cathy to 
have a day out with him. (S) 

8.0 Gino’s Italian Escape:  

A Taste Of The Sun The 
picturesque region of Liguria 
in north-west Italy. (S) (R) 

8.30 Coronation Street 
Cathy turns up at the cafe,  
too scared to go home. (S) 

✱ 9.0 BBQ Champ  
New series. Eight amateur 
barbecuers take on a series  
of cooking challenges. (S) 

10.0 ITV News; Weather (S) 

10.30 ITV News London  (S) 

10.40 FILM: Crank (2006) 
★★★ An assassin is poisoned 
and resorts to desperate 
measures to keep himself alive 
long enough to exact a fitting 
revenge. Action thriller, 
starring Jason Statham and 
Amy Smart. (S) 

12.20 Jackpot247. 3.0 Britain’s Best 

Bakery. 3.50 ITV Nightscreen. 

6.20am How I Met Your Mother. 6.45 

Will & Grace. 7.10 Will & Grace. 7.35 

The King Of Queens. 8.0 Everybody 

Loves Raymond. 8.30 Everybody 

Loves Raymond. 9.0 Frasier. 9.30 

Frasier. 10.0 The Big Bang Theory. 

10.30 The Big Bang Theory. 11.0 The 

Simpsons. 11.30 The Simpsons. 12.0 

Channel 4 News Summary. 12.05 

Come Dine With Me Abroad. 1.05 

Jamie’s 15 Minute Meals. 1.35 Channel 

4 Racing. 4.0 French Collection. 5.0 

Couples Come Dine With Me. 

6.0 The Simpsons (S) (R) 

6.30 Hollyoaks Sienna breaks 
into Ben’s flat to find proof of 
his infidelity. (S) 

7.0 News  (S) 

8.0 Location, Location, 

Location House-hunting in 
Manchester. (S) (R) 

9.0 8 Out Of 10 Cats Does 

Countdown With Bill Bailley, 
Andrew Flintoff and Roisin 
Conaty. (S) 

10.0 The Last Leg A comic 
review of the past seven days. 
(S) 

11.05 Rude Tube. 12.10 FILM: Ghosts 

Of Girlfriends Past (2009) ★★★ 1.55 

Toast Of London. 2.20 Obsessive 

Compulsive Cleaners. 3.15 

Supernatural. 4.0 You Deserve This 

House. 5.0 Secret Eaters. 

6am Milkshake! 9.15 The Wright Stuff. 

11.10 Cowboy Builders. 12.10 5 News 

Lunchtime. 12.15 Benefits: 19 Kids And 

Counting The Cost. 1.15 Home And 

Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 NCIS. 3.15 

FILM: Accidental Friendship (2008) 

★★ 5.0 5 News At 5. 5.30 

Neighbours. 

6.0 Home And Away Alf has 
a breakdown in therapy. (S) (R) 

6.30 5 News Tonight  (S) 

7.0 Cricket On 5 England v 
Australia. (S) 

8.0 Weather Terror: Eye Of 

The Storm The story of a 
heroic cruise ship entertainer. 
(S) 

9.0 20 Moments That 

Rocked Comedy Countdown 
of memorable moments in 
comedy. Last in the series. (S) 

10.30 Lip Sync Battle: 

Stephen Merchant V Malin 

Akerman Executive producer 
Stephen Merchant joins in the 
show. (S) 

10.55 Tattoo Disasters UK 
Body art tributes to family 
members. (S) 

11.30 Tattoo Disasters UK. 12.0 

SuperCasino. 3.10 Transporter: The 

Series. 4.0 Police Interceptors. 4.45 

House Doctor. 5.10 House Doctor.  

5.35 House Doctor. 

6pm Catfish: The TV Show. 7.0 Catfish: 

The TV Show. 8.0 Fired By Mum & 

Dad. 9.0 Teen Mom: Original Girls. 10.0 

Ridiculousness. 10.30 Ridiculousness. 

11.0 Ridiculousness. 11.30 

Ridiculousness. 12midnight 

Ridiculousness. 12.30 Ridiculousness. 

1.0 Ridiculousness. 1.30 

Ridiculousness. 2.0 Ridiculousness. 

6pm Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta. 

6.30 Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta. 7.0 

I Found The Gown. 7.30 I Found The 

Gown. 8.0 Curvy Brides. 8.30 Curvy 

Brides. 9.0 Say Yes To The Dress. 9.30 

Say Yes To The Dress. 10.0 Devious 

Maids. 11.0 Sex Sent Me To The ER. 

12midnight Curvy Brides. 12.30 Curvy 

Brides. 1.0 Say Yes To The Dress. 

6pm Futurama. 6.30 The Simpsons. 

7.0 The Simpsons. 7.30 The Simpsons. 

8.0 Modern Family. 8.30 Modern 

Family. 9.0 A League Of Their Own. 

9.30 Cricket’s Funniest Moments. 10.0 

Hawaii Five-0. 11.0 Hawaii Five-0. 

12midnight NCIS: Los Angeles. 1.0 

Hawaii Five-0. 2.0 Hawaii Five-0. 3.0 

Road Wars. 4.0 Stargate Atlantis. 

6pm Without A Trace. 7.0 Without  

A Trace. 8.0 Blue Bloods. 9.0 Band Of 

Brothers. Winters is promoted to a 

desk job. 10.10 Band Of Brothers.  

11.30 The Brink. 12.05am Veep. 12.40 

Bored To Death. 1.10 Banshee. 2.10 

The Sopranos. 3.20 Curb Your 

Enthusiasm. 4.0 Star Trek: Enterprise. 

5.0 Stargate Atlantis. 

6pm RSPCA Animal Rescue. 6.30 It’s 

Love, Actually. 6.45 My Kitchen Rules: 

Australia. 8.0 CSI: Miami. 9.0 

Unforgettable. 10.0 CSI: Crime Scene 

Investigation. 11.0 Bones. 12midnight 

CSI: Crime Scene Investigation. 1.0 

Criminal Minds. 1.50 Criminal Minds. 

2.40 Criminal Minds. 3.30 Nikita.  

4.20 Nothing To Declare. 

7pm Top Gear. 8.0 Don’t Tell The Bride. 

9.0 Wanted: A Very Personal 

Assistant. 10.0 EastEnders. 10.30 

Russell Howard’s Good News. 11.0 

Family Guy. 11.25 Family Guy. 11.45 

American Dad! 12.10am Family Guy. 

12.30 People Just Do Nothing. 1.0 

Russell Howard’s Good News. 1.30 

Some Girls. 2.0 Some Girls. 

6pm Judge Rinder. 7.0 Totally Bonkers 

Guinness World Records: Bonkingly 

Big Hits. 8.0 Two And A Half Men. 8.30 

Two And A Half Men. 9.0 FILM: The 

Fast And The Furious: Tokyo Drift 

(2006) ★★ Adventure, starring Lucas 

Black. 11.10 Celebrity Juice. 11.55 Two 

And A Half Men. 12.25am Two And  

A Half Men. 12.50 Viral Tap. 

6pm The Big Bang Theory. 6.30 The 

Big Bang Theory. 7.0 Hollyoaks. 7.30 

Melissa & Joey. 8.0 The Big Bang 

Theory. 8.30 The Big Bang Theory. ✱ 
9.0 FILM: Shallow Hal (2001) ★★★ 

11.15 The Big Bang Theory. 11.45 The 

Big Bang Theory. 12.15am Tattoo 

Fixers. 1.20 Bad Robots. 1.55 Bad 

Robots. 2.25 Friday Night Dinner. 

6pm Dinner Date. 7.0 The Millionaire 

Matchmaker. 8.0 The Millionaire 

Matchmaker. 9.0 Game Of Crowns. 

10.0 Marriage Bootcamp: Bridezillas. 

The lives of five couples from previous 

seasons of Bridezillas. 11.0 Bridezillas. 

11.55 The Jeremy Kyle Show USA. 

12.50am Teleshopping. 5.55 ITVBe 

Nightscreen. 

6pm Kourtney And Kim Take Miami. 

7.0 E! News. 8.0 Keeping Up With The 

Kardashians. 9.0 Botched Presents: 

Perfect. 10.0 New Money. 10.30 The 

Soup. 11.0 E! News. 12midnight 

Stewarts And Hamiltons. 1.0 Keeping 

Up With The Kardashians. 1.30 

Teleshopping. 2.0 Teleshopping.  

2.30 E! News. 3.30 E! News. 
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SAY WHAT?!
C) CHRISSY TEIGEN

CLOSER MAGAZINE TERMS & CONDITIONS

GUESS

THE FILM STILL
A) BRIDESMAIDS

B) THE OTHER WOMAN

WORD PLAY
JOSIE

HANK

COOPER 

LELAND

LAURA

AUDREY

CODE CRACK THE BIG CROSSWORD

WORD SEARCHSUDOKU - EASY SUDOKU - MEDIUM

CLUES & ARROWS SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

NAMETHE STARS
1) MATT BOMER

2) LAUREN LAVERNE
WORD LINK 
A) TROUBLE

B) JOINT

C) SHANTY

D) STUFF

E) PEPPER

F) KNIFE

GUESS THE CELEB
A) PETER ANDRE

B) AMANDA HOLDEN

1. These terms and conditions together 

with any specific rules displayed or referred 

to on the relevant page of Closer magazine 

in respect of a prize draw or competition 

(a “Prize Draw Notice”) and Bauer’s General 

Terms and Conditions (available online 

at http://www.bauerlegal.co.uk/

competition-terms.html) are the prize 

draw rules (the “Rules”) that apply to 

each and every prize draw and/or 

competition of any nature included in 

Closer magazine (a “Prize Draw”) unless 

otherwise expressly stated in the Prize 

Draw Notice. By entering a Prize Draw, 

entrants agree to be bound by these Rules. 

2. Each Prize Draw is organised by Closer 

magazine, part of Bauer Consumer Media 

Limited of  registered address 1 Lincoln 

Court, Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1 2RF  

(“Bauer”). In the event of a discrepancy 

between these terms and conditions and 

the Prize Draw Notice, the Prize Draw 

Notice shall prevail. 

3. Bauer reserves the right to cancel or 

amend a Prize Draw at any time without 

prior notice. 

4. All Prize Draw entrants must be over 18 

years of age at the date of entry and 

resident in the UK. Proof of age may be 

required before a prize-winner can claim a 

prize. The eligibility of any entrant is at the 

sole discretion of Bauer. Employees and 

agents of Bauer and its associated 

companies (including the families of such 

employees and agents) are not eligible to 

enter a Prize Draw. Only one entry per 

person and per household is permitted. 

Additional eligibility requirements may 

apply to a specific Prize Draw, e.g. a valid 

passport, visas and/or driver’s licence will 

be required if the Prize Draw’s prize 

includes travel outside the United Kingdom 

and/or car hire.

5. Prize Draw entries must be made in 

accordance with the Rules and must be 

received by Bauer before the closing 

date specified in the Prize Draw Notice 

(the “Closing Date”). Entries made 

otherwise will be invalid.

6. No payment is necessary to enter a Prize 

Draw. Unless otherwise stated in the Prize 

Draw Notice, all Prize Draws are entered by 

sending an appropriately worded e-mail to 

the email address  specified in the Prize 

Draw Notice.  Any such e-mail must include 

a postal address to contact you at in 

connection with the Prize Draw and 

otherwise must comply with any 

instructions for submitting such email entry 

set out in the Prize Draw Notice (for 

example, to identify which Prize Draw is 

being entered). Each Prize Draw must be 

entered by a separate email. Alternative 

means of entering a Prize Draw – if any – 

may be set out in the Prize Draw Notice and 

where there are alternative means of 

entering a Prize Draw no distinction shall be 

made between entries received by any 

means prescribed under the Rules. 

7. Prize-winners will (unless specified 

otherwise in the Prize Draw Notice) be 

chosen at random by an independent judge 

from all qualifying entries. In all matters, the 

decision of the judge(s) shall be final and no 

correspondence or discussion shall be 

entered into.

8. Prize-winners will be notified in writing 

within 6 weeks of the Closing Date.

9. If a prize-winner fails to respond to 

correspondence from Bauer and/or fails 

(for whatever reason) to claim his/her 

prize within 14 days of receipt of Bauer’s 

notification, Bauer shall be entitled to 

select an alternative prize-winner. In 

such circumstances Bauer shall use 

reasonable endeavours to notify the 

alternative prize-winner within nine 

weeks of the Closing Date.

10. Prize-winners will receive their prize 

within 6 weeks of notification unless 

otherwise specified in the Prize Draw Rules.

11. Details of the names of prize-winners can 

be requested by writing to Closer at 

Endeavour House, 189 Shaftesbury Avenue, 

London WC2H 8JG, specifying the relevant 

Prize Draw, provided that such request is 

received by Bauer within ten weeks of 

the Closing Date.

12. Every prize is subject to availability and 

Bauer may substitute any prize for a prize of 

a similar nature and/or comparable value. 

There is no cash alternative to any prize and 

no prize is refundable and/or transferable.

13. Bauer accepts no responsibility or 

liability for any lost, damaged or 

incomplete entries and all such entries 

will be deemed invalid. Proof of despatch 

shall not be proof of entry. Only entries 

received in accordance with the Rules 

will be acceptable.

14. Bauer will not be liable if a prize does not 

reach a prize-winner for any reason outside 

the control of Bauer or if a prize is damaged 

during delivery.

15. Entries shall not be returned to entrants.

16. Prize-winners agree to take part in any 

promotional activity requested by Bauer 

and consent to his/her name, county and 

photograph being published for the 

purposes of the Prize Draw and promoting 

Closer and/or Bauer and its business.

19. Where relevant, all taxes, insurances, 

transfers, spending money and other 

expenses (including meals or personal 

expenses upgrades etc.) are, unless 

otherwise specifically stated, the sole 

responsibility of each prize-winner.

20. The terms and conditions of any third 

party supplier may apply and must be 

accepted and complied with by a prize-

winner to accept the prize.

21. Bauer may vary the terms of, or vary 

the Prize Draw at any time at its absolute 

discretion without liability to any entrant 

or other person.

22. Other than for death or personal injury 

arising from negligence of Bauer, Bauer 

hereby excludes (so far as is permitted by 

law) all liability for any loss, damage, cost 

and expense, whether direct or indirect, 

howsoever caused in connection with the 

Prize Draw or any aspect of the prize.

23. These terms and conditions shall be 

governed by and construed and 

performed in accordance with the laws 

of England and Wales, whose courts shall 

have exclusive jurisdiction to decide any 

dispute arising under them.

Endeavour House, 189 Shaftesbury Avenue, London WC2H 8JG 

Tel 020 7437 9011  Fax 020 7859 8600

email: closer@closermag.co.uk  •  website: www.closeronline.co.uk
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21 – 27 JULY

THIS WEEK’S

CELEB STAR SIGN

LIBRA 24 SEP – 23 OCT

AQUARIUS 21 JAN – 19 FEB

SAGITTARIUS 23 NOV – 21 DEC TAURUS 21 APR – 21 MAY

PISCES 20 FEB – 20 MAR

VIRGO 24 AUG – 23 SEP

CAPRICORN 22 DEC – 20 JAN

ARIES 21 MAR – 20 APR

GEMINI 22 MAY – 22 JUN

CANCER 23 JUN – 23 JUL

It's time to work out what you really value in

life. Is it all about being able to sleep in late? Or

do you have broader ambitions? There are no

right or wrong answers. What suits one person

might not suit you, but now is the time to think

about what you're willing to work hard on and

what doesn't matter. Yasmin has a message

for you and your sign – call 0906 7511 677*

Life is going to speed up now as we head

towards the end of your exhausting Saturn

cycle. Good things are finally going to start

coming your way. Also, now is a great time to

have another try at making something work

– maybe a relationship or a project. Second

chances abound. Yasmin has a message for

you and your sign – call 0906 7511 677*

If you're not happy with your best friend,

partner or ex, try to make things up if you can.

Otherwise, the coming few weeks could see

a big divide between you and someone you

really care about. You might feel like you have

a lot of people around you, but the ones who

really care matter most. Yasmin has a message

for you and your sign – call 0906 7511 677*

You will undoubtedly be glad to hear that

any issues regarding a child, romance or

a creative project you're working on look

like being resolved sooner rather than later.

When it comes to these three parts of your

life, the key is to think cautiously and with one

eye on the long term. Yasmin has a message

for you and your sign – call 0906 7511 677*

Money issues you have been through recently

look to be fading away now. You can help to

resolve them by taking a firm stance on what

you feel is right. Also, think long term rather

than crossing your fingers for some dumb

financial luck, or risking it all on a get-rich-

quick scheme. Yasmin has a message for you

and your sign – call 0906 7511 677*

It might not have been the easiest time for

you and your friends recently. You have

worked out who you do and don't want in

your life – and that's great – but have you

been a tad too hard on some of them? If

that's the case, then use this week to kiss and

make up, so to speak. Yasmin has a message

for you and your sign – call 0906 7511 677*

If money issues have been worrying you, they

should start to get sorted out. Hopefully,

you're realising that slow and steady wins the

race when it comes to creating your fortune.

With Saturn in your Work Zone, you need to

do some old-fashioned plodding along on

the road to success. Yasmin has a message

for you and your sign – call 0906 7511 677*

This week, pay attention to what happens

if you go into a situation expecting good or

bad. There will almost certainly always be a

difference in the outcome. When it comes to

friends, if there are upsets, try not to let things

go too far. Remember the motto “least said,

soonest mended.” Yasmin has a message for

you and your sign – call 0906 7511 677*

This year is not about the roll of the dice or anything so risky.

Rather, you have a birthday chart that promises you success.

All you have to do is be prepared to put in the hard work. You

have the chance to really build something this year, so go for it!

What really matters to you when it comes to

your career? The pay? The hours? The people

you work with? The chance to get ahead?

If you can get clear on this, you could actually

be able to create your dream job before too

long. Your main challenge now is to push

through your fears. Yasmin has a message

for you and your sign – call 0906 7511 677*

Any relationship issues you've had recently

should start to subside. The key is to learn from

whatever happened and move on. Elsewhere,

now is a great time to let someone know how

much you care, either with spoken words or

a written note. At home, things are getting

better and better. Yasmin has a message

for you and your sign – call 0906 7511 677*

leo
24 JUL – 23 AUG

Although you are feeling

quite optimistic about life,

you're currently in a cycle

where you will benefit

from flying under the

proverbial radar. At home

and with family, issues

from earlier should

be resolved. Act with

integrity for best results.

Yasmin has a message

for you and your sign –

call 0906 7511 677*

If you want to get away from it all but feel you 

can't, don't worry. Issues that kept you from 

being free should start to disappear now. If 

you're thinking about travelling for work, you 

have great Stars, and if you're thinking about 

studying, ditto. It's a slow but sure process, 

so be patient. Yasmin has a message for you 

and your sign – call 0906 7511 677*

*Landline calls cost just 80p a minute, plus your phone company's access charge. Calling from Republic of Ireland?
Call 1550 500900 (97c per minute). To report a phone-line problem, call 0800 138 9789.

CALL CLOSER’S DESTINY LINE TO HEAR

YASMIN’S WEEKLY FORECAST AND ADVICE 0906 7511 677
NEW STARS ONLINE!

Read Yasmin’s daily horoscope predictions at 

WWW.CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK

SCORPIO  24 OCT – 22 NOV

IF IT’S YOUR BIRTHDAY THIS WEEK

 JENNIFER LOPE
Z 

 24 JULY 1969 

 SANDRA BULLOC
K 

 26 JULY 1964 

    Your    
   stars



CELEBS ARE JUST LIKE US...

...EXCEPT WHEN THEY’RE WORLDS APART

TONGUES ALWAYS WAG

WHEN THE KARDASHIANS

ARE IN TOWN…

UM BIG CHIEF SUBO. SHE SAY

WINNINGBGTWAS BIGGEST

FEATHER IN HER CAP.

A FINAL FIX OF THIS WEEK’S PICS

 RELAX SOFIA, OUR FELLA 

 GETS THE HUMP, TOO, WHEN

 WE KEEP HINTING ABOUT  

 OUR UPCOMING BIRTHDAY. 

 YEAH, AMY, IT 

 REALLY GETS OUR 

 GOAT WHEN SOMEONE 

 JUST WON’T STOP 

 KIDDING AROUND. 

 WE’RE BIG ON RECYCLING 

 HOUSEHOLD ITEMS – LIKE GAGA’S

  NIFTY USE OF OLD NET CURTAINS!

 WE’RE WITH MILEY. LIFE’S SO 

 MUCH BETTER WHEN VIEWED 

 THROUGH BEER GOGGLES. 

 AMATEUR ART 

 EXPERT PHIL: 

 ‘I THINK THIS ONE’S  

 CALLED THE PENIS 

 DE MILO’ 

 WE’VE DATED 

  OUR FAIR SHARE 

 OF SHORTIES, KIM, 

 BUT WE ALWAYS 

 DREW THE LINE AT 

 OUR MAN WEARING 

 STACK HEELS. 

CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK106
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24 PAGE
REAL LIFE 

MAG! 

WITH THIS WEEK’S CLOSER!

‘My husband loves drinking 
other women’s breast milk’

DOMESTIC ABUSE VICTIM
‘My ex tried to burn

off my face’

FITNESS FANATIC’S WIFE

‘Why I’ve slept 
with 1,000 men’ 

‘Meeting Zoella has 
inspire  ‘Flaunting my

curves helps me
trust my husband’

EXCLUSIVE STORIES!

DESPERATE MODEL BLIND BLOGGERBRITAIN’S MOST 
JEALOUS WIFE

AMY CHILDS: ‘Help us end 
cruel puppy farming!’ 



The playlist to your summer has arrived!

CRANK UP 
THE SPEAKERS!

60 s zz ing tracks including i s from Sp ce Girls
Mark Morr son Kelly Clarkso Rita Ora C ris ina 

Agu lera e l yl e Minogue a d ma y more

SelectedStores.Subject to availability

Available now
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ON THE COVER

ALSO INSIDE
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UK’S MOST JEALOUS WOMAN:

“I’m a plus-sized model – now my

hubby’s jealous of me!”

BODYBUILDER’S WIFE: 

“My hubby drinks other women’s

breast milk”

TRANSGENDER PORN STAR:

“I’ve slept with 1,000 men to pay for

my sex change”

AMY CHILDS: “We must end cruel

puppy farming – it’s heartbreaking”

BLIND BEAUTY BLOGGER:

“Meeting my idol Zoella was a

dream come true!”

REVENGE ATTACK VICTIM:

“My jealous ex threw a kettle of 

boiling water in my face”

MALE ESCORT: “Women book me

because they haven’t got time for

relationships”

MUM-OF-THREE: “I was so obese

I had 14 miscarriages”

INSPIRATIONAL ZULY: “I was called

‘alien’ at school – now I help bullied kids”

TELL US YOUR STORY: Earn big

cash by appearing in Closer!

   

Georgina Finegan

Features Editor

Georgina.finegan@closermag.co.uk

elcome to another real-

life special full of amazing 

stories we know 

you’ll love. In our latest 

24-page mag we have 

the inspiring story of 

Zuly Sanguino, who 

was born with no arms 

or legs, but is now 

helping other people 

living with disabilities. 

Debbi Wood – dubbed 

“Britain’s Most Jealous Woman” – 

reveals how plus-sized modelling is 

helping her to finally trust her long-

suffering husband, and we have 

an eye-opening investigation into 

the dramatic rise in the number of 

British women using male escorts.

We hope you love it as much as 

we’ve enjoyed putting it together. 

We’d love to know what you think 

– so please do let us know!

We examine the rise in the number 

of women using male escorts for sex

Natasha Woodward warns women 

about being obese while pregnant

We expose the horrors of puppy 

farming – a cruel, deadly trade

Gina

REAL LIFE

SPECIAL!
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Zuly helps 

others 

living with 

disabilities
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and now our relationship can
move forward.”

Debbi – who has been unable 
to work since 2010 because of 
chronic back pain and claims 
£1,500 a month in benefits 
– was a size 10 when she left 
school aged 16 and got a job 
in a launderette. She became 
a full time mum to her son  

now 22, in 1993 and 10-year-
old daughter, in 2005, before 
splitting with her daughter’s 
dad in 2010 after five years.

Debbi, who’s 5ft 6, says: 
“After having kids I started piling 
on the weight – reaching a size 
18. When I was diagnosed with 
chronic back pain, I couldn’t 
exercise. I didn’t eat unhealthily, 

  reat myself to the odd 
hinese takeaway.”
Debbi met carer 

teve in December 2011 
hrough a mutual friend. 
fter chatting online, 

he pair met six months 
ter. Debbi says: “We had 
 much chemistry. Steve 
me round to mine for 

 izza and then we had 
 afternoon of passion. 
e connection was 
redible.”
ut a month later, Debbi 

eived a Facebook message 
m a woman who said she’d 
n messaging Steve, too.
ebbi says: “I was crushed. 
 sent a message around 

 ame time we’d started 

ebbi Wood was
once so paranoid
her hubby Steve 
might cheat that 
she forced him 

to take monthly lie detector 
tests and checked his phone and 
emails multiple times a day. 

The mum-of-two, 44, dubbed 
“Britain’s most jealous woman,” 
even reportedly banned Steve 
from watching TV shows 
featuring Holly Willoughby 
and Anne Robinson, whom she 
suspected he fancied. 

Debbi – who’s been diagnosed 
with a psychiatric disorder 
called Othello syndrome, which 
causes the sufferer to believe 
their partner has been unfaithful 
– also applied security filters 
to their computer to ensure he 
couldn’t look at porn sites.

But size 22 Debbi reveals that 
since she decided to start working 
as a plus-size model earlier 
this year – hoping to get into 
catalogue modelling – 32-year-
old Steve is now jealous of her!

Debbi, who is 20st and 
lives with Steve in Leicester, 

happily stripped off for Closer’s
photo shoot. She says: “I want
to shake off my reputation as 
a jealous woman. For the first 
time in ages I feel good about 
myself, and as I’ve become 
more confident I can trust Steve 
more. He gets jealous of the 
attention I get – but that only 
makes me feel more secure  

BODY CONFIDENT

“Now I’m confident Stev
would never cheat, I don
use the lie detector on h
any more,” she says, befo
adding: “Occasionally I
check his emails and pho
just to put my mind at ea

Although Debbi feels
confident about her bod
because of her modellin
work, she still wants to l
weight. She says: “I have
type two diabetes and a
bad back, so I’d like to ge
down to a size 12 – but
I love my big 50H boobs

Steve adds: “Debbi
looks amazing. I’m glad
she’s learning to trust m

‘I’maplus-sizemodel

– now my hubby’s 

jealous of me!’

BRITAIN’S MOST JEALOUS WOMAN

D

 CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK  4

Paranoid Debbi Wood used to worry that husband Steve would 

stray, but as she strips off for a Closer photo shoot, she says 

that plus-size modelling has improved their relationship

 SIZE 22 DEBBI 

 SUFFERS  FROM 

 OTHELLO SYNDROME 



dating, telling a girl her pictures 
were sexy. He assured me nothing 
had happened but I couldn’t 
shake the feeling he was lying. 
I bought a lie detector so I could 
check. It sounds extreme, but I 
needed reassurance. Steve agreed 
to take the test to prove he wasn’t 
hiding anything.” 

Despite Debbi’s trust issues, 
they moved in together in 
December 2012, 
and Steve proposed 
five months later. 
Debbi recalls: “I was 
overjoyed. But I still 
had niggling doubts 
over the Facebook 
message.”

In the same year, Debbi
was diagnosed with Othello
syndrome. She explains: “I’d 
get angry if he even glanced at 
a pretty girl. Steve was getting 
frustrated so I went to the 
doctor for help. It was a relief 
to know what was wrong. I had 
counselling for six months, and 
they said the syndrome was 
brought on by my insecurities 
with Steve. But even after that, 

I still checked Steve’s emails 
and Facebook daily, and would 
do a lie detector test every few 
weeks. It was reassuring.”

TRUST ISSUES

Even after getting married in 
October 2014, Debbi struggled 
to trust Steve, and she spiralled 
to a size 24. Earlier this year, 
Debbi applied for gastric band 

surgery but has decided to lose
the weight naturally – and has
since lost a stone. 

She says: “I’ve cut out 
takeaways, have muesli for 
breakfast, pasta salad with 
salmon for lunch, chips and 
salad for dinner. I can’t exercise 
much but go for walks and swim.

“But I also realised losing 
weight wasn’t the solution to my 
jealousy issues – I needed to feel 

confident in myself, regardless 
of size. So, with Steve’s support, 
I started looking into plus-
size modelling. I came across 
a competition for plus-size 
women, called Miss Curvaceous 
UK, and decided to apply.” 

In March, Debbi had her first 
modelling shoot, to create a 
portfolio. She says: “Once I got 
in front of the camera, I loved 

it. I got through the
first round of the
Miss Curvaceous
UK competition,
and it boosted my
confidence, and
I started being able
to relax with Steve.

We still have a great sex life.”
Now, Debbi is waiting to

take part in the next round of 
the competition and is positive 
about the future. She says: “My 
confidence is improving. I’m 
determined to carry on with 
modelling and would like to 
work for plus-size brands like 
Simply Be. I’m determined to 
put my jealous past behind me.” 
By Miranda Knox

‘I needed to feel confi dent 

in myself regardless of size’

 CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK 5

 DEBBI HAS HAD 

 COUNSELLING TO 

 HELP HER TRUST 

  HUSBAND STEVE 
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Therapist Emma Kenny 
on Othello syndrome:
“Othello syndrome, also 

known as morbid or 

delusional jealousy, is a 

psychiatric disorder where 

a person is irrationally 

convinced their partner is 

being unfaithful. It often 

stems from a problematic 

childhood or insecurity. 

It sounds like by plus-size 

modelling, Debbi is taking 

positive steps to recognise 

she needs to work on her 

own confidence to improve 

her relationship.”

WHAT THE 
EXPERT SAYS:
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‘Womenbookmebecaus
time for relationships’
Statistics show that the use of male escorts has tripled in the last five years.

Closer investigates why more women are turning to male escorts for sex...

ne night 
Charlotte Philp,*
34, was visiting 
London from 
her home town 

of Exeter. She had time on her 
hands and was feeling frisky. 
She was single, but rather than 
head to a bar and see if there 
was any romance to be had, she 
started browsing the internet. 
She was looking for a male 
escort and was more than happy 
to pay him for his time – and 
possibly for sex, too. 

She didn’t end up having 
sex with the escort she chose 
because it “didn’t feel right,” but 
a few months later she did the 
same again and paid another 
man for passionate sex. 

And new research shows 
Charlotte is far from alone – the 
demand for male escorts has 
tripled in the past five years.

Dr Sarah Kingston, a lecturer 
at Lancaster University who’s 
researching why women buy sex, 
says: “Most of the women who 
buy sex are professional people. 
Some female clients also seem to 
not want or don’t have time for 
a ‘conventional’ relationship.”

For Charlotte, an equalities 
campaigner, it was a question 
of  “Why not?” 

She explains: “I love sex and 
I was at a loose end. I didn’t 
want to just pick up someone 
in a bar – he might be tipsy or 

married or want to get involved. 
I wanted straightforward
physical gratification. 

“I logged on to an adult 
website and browsed the 
profiles. There were a lot of 
men showing their genitals and 
I didn’t want someone that crass. 
But I kept looking until I found 
Rob*, who looked gorgeous, 
and rang him. He came round 
to my hotel room. 

“But he was a bit quick off 
the mark and just seemed to 
want to ‘get going.’ He offered 
me a massage and then tried to 
start foreplay. It was all too quick 
for me so I suggested going for 
a drink. I didn’t worry that he 
was dangerous – I trusted the 
website and that this was his 
career. It was no different from 
picking someone up in the pub.” 

NO CHEMISTRY

She adds: “It became clear that
although he was a nice man,
the chemistry wasn’t there.
So I paid him £80 and told him
I didn’t want sex. He stayed for
a couple of drinks anyway and
we left it at that. I didn’t feel
embarrassed – it was what it was.”

A few months later Charlotte
was at home and decided to try 
the male escort route again. 
This time she hired Mike* for 
the same amount of money. He 
came to her house and they had 
full sex, using a condom. “It was 

great,” says Charlotte. “I found 
him extremely attractive and
interesting and it worked well.” 

Charlotte booked him again 
a couple of weeks later. After that 
occasion she invited him to her 
house for dinner, making it clear 
that it would be a date rather than 
her paying him. “He agreed, and 
so we took it from there,” she says.

The couple ended up dating for 
three months before Charlotte, 
who’s currently single, ended 
it – and he carried on working 
throughout, both as an escort and 
in his daytime job in an office. 

“I didn’t have a problem with 
him being an escort as I always 
knew about it and it wasn’t a 
threat to ‘us,’” she explains. “But 
although our sex life was amazing, 
he never kissed me in an intimate 
way – it was as though he couldn’t 

switch off from escort mode, and
I need that intimacy in a boyfriend.

“I will certainly hire an escort 
again. As long as you can divorce 
sex from a relationship, then 
I don’t see a problem with it.”

Male escort Kevin*, 32, told our 
reporter he couldn’t agree more. 

He fell into the male escorting 
business when he arrived back in 
London after travelling, and has 
been doing it for the past 10 years. 

REGULAR CLIENTS

He sees women from all ages and 
backgrounds – from lawyers to 
nurses – and has about 40 regular 
clients, one of whom just took him 
away to Spain for a week.

He says: “Most of my clients use 
escorts because they haven’t got 
time for relationships. Some are 
lonely – and some are just horny!”

But despite it sounding like a 
dream job, Kevin has reservations. 
“I’m often exhausted,” he says. 
“Women will ring up at any hour 
and sometimes I’m not in the 
mood. Other times I struggle 
because I don’t find them 
attractive. I’ve never resorted to 

Viagra, but 
some of my 
friends in the 
business do. 

“I no 
longer see 
clients 
at home 
because 

some of them crossed the 
line, turning up at all hours, as 
they thought we were having 
a relationship – I’ve since moved. 
There have also been times I 
realised I could fall for a client and 
had to stop seeing them, as it’d 
only end in me getting hurt. But 

O

‘Women will ring up at any 

hour and expect me to visit’

MALE ESCORT:
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e they haven’t got

Consultant psychologist

Dr Abigael San explains:

“It’s no longer a stigma for

women to admit a need for

sexual gratification. More

women are busy with their

careers and families – some

single mums use escorts

or women in unsatisfied

marriages. They may not have

the time, energy or inclination

to find a relationship, but

they have sexual needs. The

only danger is if they hire an

escort hoping for more than

sexual gratification. I’d advise

women to think carefully about

whether they’re looking to

feel wanted or loved – as that

will leave them disappointed,

which is the same for men

who visit a female escort for

anything other than sexual

desire. But otherwise, we

should celebrate the fact that

women are able to take control

of their sexuality. However,

use caution and practise safe

sex. It’s also important that no

escort is being exploited.”

SOWHYAREMOREWOMENUSINGESCORTS?THE EXPERT:
fortunately I love women and I love
sex, so it can be a good job!”

He adds: “I can make up to 
£1,000 a week on top of my work 
as a builder. However, when I’m in 
a relationship, I stop working. I do 
want to get out of the business, 
settle down and have children 
eventually. But it’s hard to stop 
when the money can be so good.” 
By Mel Fallowfield
● To take part in the Women 

Who Buy Sex project, go to 

www.womenwhobuysex.org

 MORE WOMEN THAN 

 EVER ARE PAYING FOR 

 NO-STRINGS-ATTACHED SEX 
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of money!”
Danny’s breast

milk obsession
began in 2010.
Debbie, who has
been married to
him for four years
recalls: “Danny h
always been into
exercise – he love
his muscles and
spends at least thr
hours in the gym a
day. He was trying
bulk up more and
bodybuilder friends suggested
he tried drinking breast milk
to get better results.

“He was sceptical at first,
but was desperate to get
bigger so he decided to give
it a go. When he told me
I thought he was joking!
It sounded gross and made
me feel squeamish, but then
he explained the growth
hormones are thought to
help with muscle growth. At
least it sounded more natural
than man-made products,
and I’d prefer him to drink
breast milk than take steroids
like some bodybuilders.”

With his wife’s blessing,
Danny used a breast milk
website to buy 40ml of 
the liquid – costing £2 per 
ml – from a network of 
women in North London.

“The milk was delivered 

by courier, frozen in plastic
containers,” explains Debbie.
“Danny poured himself a
glass and started drinking it
straight away. It made me feel
sick because it looked so thick
and creamy.

“He asked me to try it but
I refused. He said it was bitter
and quite dense. Apparently
it’s an acquired taste.”

From then on Danny added
nearly 1 litre of breast milk
a week to his high-protein
diet of steak, chicken and
raw eggs.

Incredibly, after a few
months of drinking the milk,
Debbie says Danny’s chest size
soared from around 38 inches
to 42 inches. 

Debbie says: “Danny’s muscles 
got bigger so quickly, he looked 
really hunky. The milk was quite 
expensive, which annoyed me 

nstead of
sticking to eggs
and chicken
to build his
muscles, Debbie

Davidson’s fitness-mad husband
has started swigging breast milk.

Shockingly, Danny, 32, drinks
the thick liquid several times
a week – buying the milk from
strangers online. Danny, a
personal trainer, claims the milk
– which he splashes £40 on a
week – is the secret to his toned
physique because it contains
natural growth hormones.

While most women would
be disgusted to watch their
partner drinking another
woman’s breast milk, Debbie,
31, says she supports her
husband’s choice, and has vowed
to let him drink her own breast
milk when she has a baby.

Debbie, a hairdresser who lives

with her husband in Watford,
says: “When he first told me he
was going to start drinking breast
milk I was really shocked – it
sounded disgusting and I worried
it was a weird fetish.

BULKING UP

“But when he explained why,
I came around to the idea. I do
worry about the risks, because
although the website says it’s
screened for viruses, you can’t
know for sure. But if Danny
wants to drink it then that’s
his decision; I’m not going to
change his mind. Plus all of his
bodybuilding friends do it.

“Now he buys it every week
and drinks 100ml nearly every
day. We keep it fresh in the
fridge and have some frozen. I’d
never drink it, though. If I have
a baby I’ll make Danny drink
my milk – it will save us a lot

BODYBUILDER’S WIFE: 

I

DEBBIE WASN’T KEEN

ON DANNY’S NEW

DRINK AT FIRST

Debbie Davidson’s husband Danny swears by human breast

milk to boost his muscles

‘ My hubby drinks other 

women’s breast milk’

‘THERE’SNOEVIDENCETHISWORKS’

THE EXPERT:

Closer’s nutritionist Juliette Kellow says: “Breast milk is a 

complete source of nutrients for babies, but there’s no evidence 

to suggest drinking breast milk would help an adult gain muscle 

mass. However, other sources of protein have been proven to 

improve muscle gain – for instance chicken, turkey, fish and eggs. 

Danny could get all the nutrients he needs from a balanced diet 

and eating regular, low-fat dairy products.

“His muscle gain is more likely down to the fact he’s eating 

a high-protein diet and going to the gym.”



because we were trying to
save for a mortgage, but when
I saw the results I didn’t mind as 
much. He looked great. 

“He started buying it in bulk 
and we’d freeze some to keep it 
fresh – our freezer was full of it. 

“He even started doing a shot 

 the milk before bedtime to 
epare for his morning gym 
sion. But I refuse to use it 

 any recipes – that would 
 weird!”

LK MAN

spite Danny buying the 
lk from women he doesn’t
ow, Debbie says she doesn’t
jealous.
I don’t mind that it’s from

her women,” she says. “We’re
ping to have children in the

next year, so after I give birth I’ll
let him drink my milk because I
know it’s clean and safe. I won’t 
let him drink anyone else’s milk 
apart from mine. But only once 
the baby has had enough – they 
come first!”

And Debbie says she might 

I saw the results straight away.”
Dr Sarah Steele, of the Global

Health and Policy Unit, Queen
Mary University of London, who
has called for tighter regulations
of online breast milk sales, says:
“The lack of pasteurisation and
testing from online breast milk
suppliers can expose consumers
to a host of bacterial risks and
infectious diseases, including
hepatitis, HIV and syphilis.

“While many online mums
claim they have been tested
for viruses during pregnancy,
many don’t realise that
screening of both themselves 
and their milk needs to be 
undertaken regularly to ensure 
what they are producing is safe 
for consumption.”
By Emily Cope & Rebecca Lewis

consider selling her own milk.
She says: “If I expressed enough
I’d love to sell my breast milk, it 
would be a good money-maker. 
A lot of Danny’s bodybuilder 
friends drink it to bulk up as well, 
so I’d have lots of customers.”

But not all of Danny’s family 
and friends are fans of his habit.

Debbie explains: “My mum
and brother have nicknamed
him ‘Bitty’ after the grown-up
Little Britain character who
drinks his mum’s breast milk.
They make fun of him all the
time. I laugh along with them
and Danny finds it funny, too.”

Danny adds: “I first heard 
about drinking breast milk 
from a bunch of lads at the gym, 
they were huge and swore by it. 
I wasn’t sure it would work, but 

‘I refuse to use it in any recipes 

– that would be weird!’

 CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK  9
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realise weight was to blame.”
Natasha had a gastric

bypass on the NHS, costing
around £15k, in a bid to have
a child. She admits: “I don’t
feel bad about having the
surgery on the NHS. I don’t
have the willpower to lose all
the weight myself.”

Growing up, Natasha – who
lived with her
mum Sally, now
53, stepdad
Michael, 56,
and brother
Richard, 29 –
was a healthy
weight. But she piled on
the pounds when she fell
pregnant at 17 and her
relationship broke down. She
explains: “I put on 3st during
the pregnancy, going from
14st to 17st. I felt so alone
after I had Ellie – I carried on
eating junk.”

Natasha met a new partner
aged 20 and had Lucy and
Kaiden. She says: “I couldn’t
stop eating the wrong foods.
By the time I’d had Kaiden I’d
shot up to 21st. Thankfully,
I didn’t have any problems
with my pregnancies.”

Natasha split from her
partner and, four years later,
in March 2009, met Rob,
now 38, by internet dating.
Three months after, weighing
22st, she fell pregnant.

But sadly, she lost the baby
six weeks later. She says: “I was
heartbroken. Even though I was 
overweight, I felt fit and healthy 
and didn’t connect it with the 
miscarriages.” 

Natasha fell pregnant again 
six months later, but sadly lost 
the baby again. The miscarriages 
put a strain on the relationship 

and the couple broke up.
Natasha – who is a full-time
carer to her son Kaiden, who has 
learning difficulties – went on 
to meet Chris, now 43, in 
October 2010 through friends. 

HEARTACHE

She says: “I was doing no exercise 
and every day I’d have a huge 
carvery for lunch and Indian 
takeaway or McDonald’s for tea.” 

At 29, Natasha tipped the 
scales at 29st 4lbs and discovered 
she was pregnant in November 
2010. But the familiar pattern 
repeated and Natasha lost the 
baby again at seven weeks. She 
says: “Looking back, I turned to 
food for comfort. That was the 
worst thing I could’ve done.” 

Incredibly, Natasha – who 
married Chris in May 2011 – 

atasha
Woodward,
34, suffered
14 miscarriages
over five years,

but naively had no idea her
weight was the cause.

It was only when she suffered
ectopic pregnancies – where
a fertilised egg attaches itself
outside of the uterus – that
doctors warned her her weight
was affecting her pregnancies,
and she took the drastic step of
having a gastric bypass in June
last year.

Since then, 5ft 8 Natasha has
lost over 10st, going from 29st
4lbs and a size 32 to 18st 10lbs
and a size 18.

Now Natasha – who has
three children from previous
relationships, Ellie, 16, Lucy, 12

and Kaiden, 11 – hopes her
healthier weight will help her
add to her family.

OBESITY RISE

Worryingly, Natasha’s situation
isn’t uncommon. Recent
statistics show a surge in the
proportion of obese women
having children. In 2004-5 it
was 0.12 per cent, while in 2013-
2014 it rose to 7.4 per cent.
Obesity during pregnancy
increases the risk of miscarriage,
babies dying shortly after being
born and youngsters developing
health problems later in life.

Natasha, from Birmingham,
says: “The miscarriages were
so traumatic. I kept hoping
I’d become a mum and the
disappointment was crushing.
It sounds naive, but I didn’t

‘Iwassoobese I had
14 miscarriages’

MUM-OF-THREE

‘I hope my story is a 

warning to other women’

N

AT HER HEAVIEST WEIGHT, 29ST,

WHILE ON HOLIDAY IN MEXICO

CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK10

As shocking statistics show more women than ever are obese while pregnant, 

Natasha Woodward tells Closer how her weight left her struggling to have a child 



suffered eight miscarriages, and 
an ectopic pregnancy, over the 
next two years. She says: “Part 
of me wanted to give up on 
becoming a mum – I already 
had three lovely children. But 
I wanted a happy family unit with 
Chris and a child of our own.

“We had tests done but 
doctors couldn’t find 
anything wrong. I can’t believe 
I didn’t realise my size was 
responsible and doctors 
didn’t confront me about it.” 

HARD TRUTH

Unable to cope with the 
heartbreak any more, Natasha 
went on the Pill in December 
2012 after 12 miscarriages. But 
she fell pregnant and miscarried 
because she wasn’t taking a high 
enough dose. She says: “No one 
told me I needed to take double 
the amount because of my size.”

A doctor finally confronted 
Natasha. She says: “He asked 
me why I kept putting myself 
through these pregnancies when 

CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK 11

 NATASHA AND CHRIS ON 

 THEIR WEDDING DAY 
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I neede       
was the first time anyone had 
talked to me about it – I think 
they were being polite. I felt sick. 
I didn’t want to believe I’d played 
a part in losing my babies.”

Shocked into action, Natasha 
decided to have gastric bypass 
surgery because she knew she 
wouldn’t be able to keep the 
weight off without it. She dieted 
in preparation and lost 4st over 
a year, saying: “I stuck to healthy 
eating and going for walks.”

Natasha – who miscarried 
a 14th time after contraception 
failed in May 2014 – had the 
surgery a month later and has 
now lost 10st. She’s since 
divorced Chris and is dating 
Richard, 34, and hopes to start 
trying for a family next year. 

She says: “I’d like to get down 
to 14st. I still feel so guilty I didn’t 
get my weight under control. 
I hope my story is a warning to 
other overweight women.”
By Tammy Hughes & 
Francine Anker

 WITH CHILDREN ELLIE 
 AND LUCY BEFORE HER 
 WEIGHT ESCALATED 

‘IT’S VITAL WOMEN 
TACKLE THEIR WEIGHT’
Dr Sarah Jarvis, GP and clinical consultant for Patient.info, 

says: “The risk of miscarrying may be increased by being obese. 

It can also lead to gestational diabetes, high blood pressure and 

pre-eclampsia. It’s vital women tackle their weight to protect 

their health as well as their baby’s.”
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became more strained and
they lost contact. She explains:
“My mum and brother didn’t
understand. I was heartbroken, 
but I couldn’t keep living a lie.”

Later that year, in 
2010, Mia went to 
her GP and asked for 
hormone treatment and 
surgery, but was put on 
a long waiting list. 

Mia says: “I decided 
to save up for the 
operation myself and 
planned to do it in 
Thailand, where it costs 

around £5k. It was a lot of money, 
so when a friend told me I could 
earn good money escorting, 
I decided to give it a go.”

Mia uploaded photos of herself 
in lingerie to a couple of escort 
sites and was surprised by her 
popularity. She explains: “I said 
I was a young trans woman and 

ssages flooded in – from 
n aged 18 to 70. A lot of 
n said they wanted to 

periment with a trans girl. 
“I decided to invite 
ents to my flat – I have 
CTV outside so I wasn’t 
orried about safety – and 
e first guy I had sex with 
as a 50-year-old lawyer. 
e was well dressed and 
olite. I earned £100 and 
he sex was good!”

After her first successful 
ncounter, Mia quit her bar 
ob and started working 
s an escort full-time. She 
ays: “I’m popular with all 

en: doctors, bankers and 
hopkeepers.”

MAKING MONEY

From escorting, Mia decided to 
venture into the porn industry.

She says: “I was nervous at 
my first shoot, but everyone 
was very professional. I had sex 
on camera with a man – and he 
said I was a natural! Since then, 
I’ve appeared in 10 porn shoots 
and my career is booming. The 
money is great and I always 
use protection. I also do some 
webcam modelling in lingerie 
to boost my bank account.”

THE FUTURE

Although single Mia – who is still 
not in contact with her mum – 
plans to work in the sex industry 
for a few more years, she hopes to 
pay for full gender reassignment 
surgery and settle down soon.

She adds: “Just last week I had 
another breast enlargement, 
going up to 34E. But the NHS 

osing for the
camera in a
figure-hugging
dress and
thigh-high

boots, Mia Maffia, 24,
is unrecognisable from the
shy schoolboy she used to be.

But it hasn’t been an easy
journey for Mia, who was born
a boy named Patrick and grew
up in a small Yorkshire town.

She lost contact with her
mother when she began living
as a woman at the age of 19,
and struggled to get funding
for sex-change surgery.

But Mia was determined to
embrace her new life and turned
to escorting to boost her bank
balance and her confidence.

Mia, from Leeds, is now
working as a porn star and is
saving £5,000 to pay for her
gender reassignment surgery.
She says: “Growing up, I was very
shy as I wasn’t comfortable in my
own skin, but as soon as I started
living as a woman I blossomed.

“With my newfound
confidence, I wanted to live life to
the full. It might sound shocking,
but when my escort friend said
there was a real market for
trans girls, I thought I’d try it.
I saved up for my £3,000 boob
job using my earnings from
escorting, going up to a 34C.

“I loved my new chest so much
I wanted to flaunt it, so I started
working as a porn star. I’ve slept
with around 1,000 men and I’m

planning to save enough money
to pay for a sex change – I love
being a woman.”

Growing up with her mum,
stepdad, younger brother and
older stepsister, Mia felt different
from other boys from the age of
five. She says: “I loved playing
with Barbies and wanted to wear
dresses, but I was too scared to
confide in anyone.”

LEAVING HOME

Aged 17, Mia came out as gay
to her mum. She says: “Mum
couldn’t come to terms with
my sexuality, so I moved to
Blackpool with my aunt and got
a bar job in a drag club. I loved
wearing dresses at work and,
after making friends with some
trans people, I realised I was like

them. It was such a relief.”
Mia’s aunt supported her

when she began living as
a woman full-time. Mia says:
“She let me borrow her dresses
and make-up. I finally felt I was
being true to myself.”

Sadly, when Mia’s mum found
out she was transgender, relations

‘I’vesleptwith1,000men 

to pay for my sex change’

TRANSGENDER PORN STAR

‘The money’s great 

and the men are 

usually attractive’

P
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Mia Maffi a loves showing off her amazing fi gure but, 

until she turned 19, she was a shy boy named Patrick 

 PATRICK AT 

 SIX YEARS OLD 



waiting list is too long for
reassignment surgery, so I’ve
decided to go private and hope 
to get it done in Thailand. 

“I’d like to find Mr Right 
and have children one day, 
although I haven’t quite worked 
it out yet. I don’t want to work 
in the sex industry forever, but 
for now I’m making good money 
and love my new body.”

Dr Abigael San says: “Mia 
may have turned to working 
in the sex industry because 
getting attention from men 
in her new body reaffirms 
her sexuality as a woman.

“Being transgender can be 
difficult and confusing, because 
your gender doesn’t match the 
body you were born with. So 
when men are attracted to her 
as a female, it strengthens her 
gender identity as a woman. This 
will be incredibly satisfying for 
someone who has struggled with 
their gender identity in the past.”
By Emily Cope

CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK 13

 MIA SAYS SHE ENJOYS SEX   

 WITH HER CLIENTS 

REAL LIFE

SPECIAL!

 AGED 18, A YEAR 
 BEFORE SHE STARTED 
 LIVING AS A WOMAN 



jumped at the chance to back
the campaign. The star – who
has two dogs, pug Prince and
bulldog Leo – says: “When I saw
photos of puppies being kept in
such appalling conditions, I burst
into tears. It’s heartbreaking. I’m
passionate about ending animal
cruelty. Animals can’t speak up
for themselves – so we must.
That’s why I’m helping PupAid
and doing this article with Closer
to raise awareness.

“We need to fight to shut
these places down. By doing this
together we can save the lives of
hundreds of puppies. Dogs are
so loyal: how can we allow them

to be treated so appallingly?”
Marc set up PupAid in 2010,

after seeing a sudden influx of
sick puppies being brought into 
his practice. He says: “Seven 
Jack Russell and Shih Tzu 
puppies were brought in with 
potentially fatal parvovirus 
– a highly contagious canine 
disease causing abdominal pain, 
vomiting and diarrhoea.

“Instantly I knew something 
wasn’t right. The filthy 
conditions the pups are reared 
in on puppy farms means these 
diseases are rife, so I knew this 
had to be the explanation. I 
even went to the puppy dealer’s 

ocked up in
pitch-black,
cramped and
filthy cages,
tiny puppies

whimper, prematurely snatched
away from their mums at just
three or four weeks old.

Appallingly, the newborn
pups are cooped up together
in disease-ridden cattle sheds,
before being sold for up to £3,000
each to unsuspecting families.

Sadly this is a common
scenario on one of the UK’s
hundreds of puppy farms
– large-scale commercial
breeding establishments and
the dog equivalent of battery
hen farming. Up to 100,000
puppies are bred like this
every year. Tragically, because
of the horrific conditions, one
in five puppy farm dogs will
die before they’re six months
old, and many new owners
can encounter vet bills of up to
£4,000 – yet it’s a billion-pound
industry, designed purely for
maximum profit.

Shockingly, one in three dogs
bought in the UK are bred in a
dog farm, and the RSPCA has

responded to more than 10,000
calls over the past five years
concerning the illegal dog trade
and breeding.

In a bid to raise awareness,
TV vet Marc Abraham, 42, set
up PupAid, campaigning to end
puppy farming.

ANIMAL LOVERS

Since then many dog-loving
celebrities have showed support
for the hard-hitting campaign,
including Made In Chelsea’s Lucy
Watson, Ricky Gervais and Meg
Mathews – who backed PupAid
after suspecting her Boston
terrier, Oscar, was from a puppy
farm after being blighted by
health problems.

Hearing about the puppies’
plight, ex-TOWIE star and dog
owner Amy Childs, 25, also

‘Wemustend cruel
puppy farming – 

it’sheartbreaking’

AMY CHILDS:

‘Many of the

dogs never see

the light of day’

L
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Every year hundreds of thousands of puppies are ‘battery’ bred for sale 

in the UK, in appalling conditions. Here, Amy Childs – along with Closer – backs 

PupAid’s campaign to halt the revolting trade

● Don’t ever buy from pet

shops, garden centres, 

websites or third party sellers 

– the vast majority of them are 

supplied by puppy farms.

● Always ask to see the 

mother, and check the 

puppy is interacting normally 

with its mum.

● Get advice from your vet: 

they can recommend breeders.

● Check the paperwork – all 

ethical breeders should be able 

to provide medical records.

Thedosanddon’tsofbuyingapup:

THINKING OF 

GETTING A DOG? 

 PUPPIES ARE 

 OFTEN TAKEN 

 FROM THEIR 

 MUMS TOO SOON 



address pretending to be a buyer. 
The pups were in dark, filthy 
sheds. It was heartbreaking.” 

A shocking 20 per cent of 
puppies from the farms suffer 
this disease, and other problems 
include worms, hip dysplasia, 
dislocated knee caps and 
congenital heart problems.

Marc adds: “Dogs are dying, 
brought up in horrific conditions. 
With more and more people 
wanting to buy puppies, it’s 
only going to get worse. Farmed 
puppies are taken away from 

their mums too early, while 
they’re still ‘cute,’ and sold. The
dogs are starved of love and 
affection, meaning they often 
grow up with psychological 
problems, or become aggressive. 
And they’re also more likely to 
suffer serious health conditions.”

Unlicensed farms are 
illegal, but even in licensed 
establishments, which must 
adhere to minimum welfare 
standards, the practice can 
sometimes be far from adequate. 
Overbreeding, puppies being 

produce two litters of up to 10
puppies a year, until they’re
infertile, and then they’re
destroyed. Many of them will
never see the light of day, and
their bodies will be broken from
the amount of litters they’re
forced to produce.

“The puppies are deprived of
human love and interaction, and
have no toys to play with. This
means they’re often unable to
adapt to a family environment –
they don’t know how to react to
things like the vacuum cleaner,
doorbell or kids. And many are
also impossible to toilet-train.”

People need to be educated
about buying a puppy. Marc says:
“There are only two ways to get
a dog – either rescue, or ensure
they’re from a registered, Kennel
Club-approved breeder. Many
buyers who visit a puppy farm are
appalled, but rather than report
them, can’t bear to leave a puppy
in such unbearable conditions,
so they buy one. It’s a mistake,
because by ‘saving’ that one
puppy, the demand for the trade
increases and the puppy farmers 
make a profit. It’s a vicious cycle.”

And Amy agrees, saying: “I’ve 
always ensured I’ve seen the 
mother and bought dogs from 
private homes. It’s so horrible to 
see that the people who do this 
don’t care about the animals’ 
wellbeing. It’s just a business for 
them. That has to stop.” 
By Miranda Knox
● For more information go to

 www.pupaid.org

taken from their mother too
young and automated feeding
systems designed to minimise the 
need for human contact mean 
the puppies can suffer severe 
mental health problems, too. 

INHUMANE TREATMENT

Marc says: “Shockingly, the 
majority of these farms are 
licensed, but the conditions 
the puppies are kept in are 
inhumane. Each farm can have 
up to 200 breeding dogs, and 
the mums will be expected to 
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 DOG-LOVER AND ANTI-PUPPY 

 FARM CAMPAIGNER AMY POSES 

 WITH HER BULLDOG, LEO 

REAL LIFE

SPECIAL!

Border collie Ollie, 15

months old, was a stray

before being brought to

the centre. He loves walks 

and playing with rope-

tugging toys. He’d suit an 

active family who live near 

the countryside. 

Jack Russell cross Puzzle,

15 weeks old, is a small

yet feisty pup with a

big personality! She 

loves being with people, 

playing all the time and 

chasing her favourite 

tennis ball.  

Miniature Schnauzer

William, five, was rescued

from a farm, where he was

starved of love. Now he’s 

virtually unrecognisable 

from the scared dog 

he used to be. He loves 

cuddles and cosy laps!

OLLIE PUZZLE WILLIAM

WANT TO RESCUE A DOG? 
Visit the Diana Brimblecombe Animal Rescue 
Centre at www.dbarc.org.uk

 DOGS ARE KEPT  
 IN APPALLING 
 CONDITIONS 
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since I was 14 and meeting her
was a dream come true. Many
people treat me differently 
because I’m blind, but Zoe 
treated me like a friend. She
gave me great advice about 
my blog, and we swapped 
numbers. Before I went blind
I watched her tutorials for 

beauty tips. She even wore a
blindfold to understand how hard
it is to put on make-up blind.

“When I was diagnosed, there 
were times when I’d feel angry 
or frustrated and would wonder, 
‘Why me?’ When my sight 
started really deteriorating aged 
11, I felt scared about how it 
would affect my future, but 
watching Zoe’s blogs pulled me 
through. Make-up and beauty 
gave me something positive 
to concentrate on, and that’s 
part of why I set up my blog. 
I want to show just because I’m 
blind, it doesn’t mean I can’t be 
normal and girlie.”

Zoella – who lives in Brighton 

hen Lucy 
Edwards went 
blind at 17, 
she was 
devastated. 

As a result, the 19-year-old – 
who suffers a rare genetic 
condition called incontinentia 
pigmenti, a disorder ordinarily 
affecting skin but which can, in 
extreme cases, lead to blindness
– had to take a year off school,
and feared her dream of a career
in beauty blogging was over.

However, Lucy has refused to
let her disability hold her back.
Since going blind, she’s perfected
a make-up regime that she can do
herself, and set up her own blog,
Yesterday’s Wishes, giving beauty
tips – including videos showing
how to tackle tricky liquid 
eyeliner – to her 18,000 followers.

Closer treated Lucy to a trip

to Brighton to meet renowned
beauty blogger Zoe “Zoella”
Sugg, 25, who – since setting up 
her blog in 2009 – has amassed 
8.5m YouTube subscribers.

Lucy, who lives in Birmingham 
with her fully-sighted boyfriend 
of two years, student Ollie Cave, 
19, says: “Zoella’s been my idol 

‘I’m determined to 

live life to the full’

W
 ZOELLA TRIES APPLYING 

 MAKE-UP BLINDFOLDED 

 LUCY SHARED AFTERNOON 

 TEA WITH HER FELLOW 

 MAKE-UP BLOGGER, ZOELLA 

 CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK16

I get my brows threaded every month. Because they’re a little 

sparse, I use an Urban Decay Brow Box. I use shadows on my 

brows with a brush because you can slip with a pencil. Being 

blind, putting lipstick on is hard, as you have to follow your lip 

line. I prefer lip glosses. With lipstick, I have to trust someone 

will tell me if it’s smudged. With mascara, I use a smaller brush 

to avoid smudges. It’s easier to manoeuvre. I use a dab of 

L’Oréal Lumi Magique Concealer under my eyes. I’ve had a lot 

of operations on my eyes, so they always need a bit of concealer. 

For general concealer, I use Collection Lasting Perfection.

HOW LUCY APPLIES HER MAKE UP:



‘ MeetingmyidolZoella

wasadreamcometrue!’

BLIND BEAUTYBLOGGER:
REAL LIFE

SPECIAL!

19-year-old Lucy Edwards lost her sight two years ago, but she’s refused to let it stop her creating her 

online make-up tutorials. Closer treated her to afternoon tea with her idol, beauty blogger Zoella Sugg

with her blogger boyfriend Alfie 
– adds: “Lucy is so happy, bubbly 
and passionate and I loved being 
in her company. It’s so inspiring 
to meet someone who lets 
nothing get in the way of doing 
what she wants. She’s such a role 
model to anyone struggling with 
a disability like hers, and proves 
that with a positive mental 
attitude, you can do anything.”

BAD NEWS

When Lucy – who grew up in 
Birmingham with her mum 
Helen, 48, dad Andy, 50, and 
sister Alice, 18 – was born, there 
was no indication anything was 
wrong. She says: “Mum took 

me for a routine eye test aged 
eight and they immediately 
referred me to an eye hospital. 
Doctors found a bleed at the back 
of my right eye and I was 
diagnosed with incontinentia 
pigmenti. Mum suffers from it, 
too, but it only affects the skin 
pigmentation on her legs. There 
was no cure.”

In 2007, aged 11, Lucy was 
given devastating news. She says: 
“Even though I’d had to give up 
netball because my coordination 
was bad, and I often tripped over, 
I refused to acknowledge how 
bad my sight had become. I was 
in denial. It was happening so 
gradually, I got used to it. But 
when doctors told me I was blind 
in my right eye, I was devastated. 

“Mum’s attitude was amazing 
– she let me experiment with my 
hair and make-up as much as 
I liked, as we didn’t know if I’d 
eventually go blind and wouldn’t 
be able to do it the same way. I 
watched Zoella’s blogs and if I felt 
down I’d throw myself into trying 
out products she’d recommended, 
working out how to apply them 
even with bad vision.”

Aged 16, Lucy started dating 
Ollie, who she met through an 
acting group. She says: “We’d 
been friends for a while so Ollie 
knew about my eye condition, 

but it didn’t matter to him. I felt 
so lucky to have met him when 
I was sighted, as I know I’m 
attracted to him.”

MAKE-UP TIPS

In March 2013, aged just 17, 
Lucy lost her sight completely.

 She says: “The realisation 
that I’d never see my family’s 
faces ever again really upset me, 
and I lost all my independence. 
I had to learn how to read Braille 
and had to take a year out of my 
A-levels. I couldn’t even do my 
make-up in the morning, so m  
sister Alice would do it for me

 But Lucy started looking fo  
new ways to adapt to life. She 
says: “My parents built me an 
adapted flat next to their hous  
and, with Ollie, we’ve learnt 
Braille and how to use 
computer screen readers. I go  
a guide dog, Olga, and my sist  
came up with a beauty regime 
that I could do myself. I was 
determined to live life as 
normally as possible.”

 In January 2014, Lucy set 
up her blog, inspired by Zoe. 
She says: “I decided to do my 
own videos, showing others 
how to do make-up if visually 
impaired. I wanted to show 
that people with disabilities 
could lead normal lives, too.”

 Lucy has 18,000 followers and 
hopes it could become a full-time 
career. She says: “By being able 
to do my own make-up and share 
my videos, I feel I’ve got my 
independence back. Meeting 
Zoella has inspired me to 
continue and I’ve had so many 
positive comments from people 
saying my videos have helped 
them, too.” 
By Miranda Knox

● The new Zoella Beauty Tutti 

Fruity range is available at 

Superdrug and FeelUnique.com

 WITH BOYFRIEND 
 OLLIE AND HER 
 GUIDE DOG, OLGA 
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stumps to grip things
She wanted me to do
everything an able-
bodied person could
got a wheelchair aged
four but only needed
for long distances.”

A TARGET FOR BULLIES

But although her home life was
happy, school was a different
story. Zuly, who lives in Bogotá, 
Colombia, recalls: “I started 
to realise I was different to 
other children when I was six. 
I noticed they could run and I 
couldn’t. I asked Mum why, but 
she said I was no different from 
anybody else and my disability 
didn’t have to hold me back.”

But Zuly was targeted by 
bullies. She recalls: “Children 
called me ‘alien’ and hit me. It 
was horrible. I changed schools 
when I was six and the bullying 
wasn’t so bad there.”

But Zuly struggled with her
disability and, aged 15, hit rock
bottom. She says: “I’d go to sleep
at night wishing I could wake up 
and be like everyone else. I felt 
ostracised at school and didn’t 
have friends. I felt there was no 
hope for me. Mum tried to keep 
my spirits up, but I felt so low.” 

Shockingly, Zuly contemplated 
suicide at 15. She recalls: “I 
climbed to the fourth floor of 
our apartment block and was 
going to jump. Thankfully, Mum 
found me just before I did. She 
was so upset things had got so 
bad, she hugged me and told me 
everything would be OK. She said 

uly Sanguino has 
no legs and just 
tiny stumps for 
arms because 
of a rare genetic 

condition. She endured horrific 
bullying at school because of her 
disability, which left her on the 
brink of suicide.

But, incredibly, the 25 year old 
has overcome all her obstacles 
and not only lives a normal 
life, but earns a living as an 
inspirational speaker, helping 
other disadvantaged people. 

Zuly says: “I don’t have arms or 
legs, but I won’t let that hold me 
back. Growing up was hard – I 
was bullied at school and it really 
hurt. I went through some dark 
times and even contemplated 
suicide. But my friends and family 
pulled me through and now I 
give motivational talks. I speak to 
children who are bullied, or have 
disabilities, to show them having 

physical or mental limitations 
doesn’t have to hold you back. I 
want to show people you can do 
anything you put your mind to.”

Zuly was born with tetra-
amelia syndrome, an extremely 
rare genetic condition that results 
in the limbs not developing 
properly in the womb. Her three 
brothers and two sisters are 
unaffected by the condition.

Although shocked by her 
daughter’s disability, her mother 
Guillermina, 57, a housewife, 
was determined to help her be 
independent. Zuly – whose dad 
sadly died when she was two – 
says: “At first, people would carry 
me or I’d roll but, eventually, I 
managed to stand up on my own 
and tried to walk by propping 
myself up with my stumps. 

“Mum taught me to do things 
like making the bed, brushing 
my teeth and changing my 
clothes, using my mouth and 

Z

 ZULY WAS BORN WITH A RARE 

 GENETIC CONDITION 

 SHE HASN’T LET 

 HER DISABILITY 

 HOLD HER BACK 
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I’d g  
people you can live a normal, 
happy life with a disability.”

STARTING OVER

It was a turning point for 
Zuly, who left school at 18 
and studied art at college. She 
recalls: “I realised I’d spent too 
long letting my disability get 
me down and I had so much 
to live for. Gradually, with 
Mum’s support, I began to 
feel positive and got involved 
with a local church, where the 
pastor asked me if I’d like to join 
him on community visits as an 
inspirational speaker. I was a bit 

hesitant as it sounded daunting,
but the pastor and Mum thought
I could really help people.” 

A few weeks later, Zuly gave 
her first motivational speech. 

She says: “My first talk was 
speaking to 400 college students 
and parents about bullying in 
schools. I was really nervous so 
Mum came with me for support. 
Halfway through, I began to 
cry, because it was so painful 
reliving what I’ve been through. 

disability and we were together
for a year. We were able to have
sex but I ended the relationship
because he lacked ambition.

“I dated another boy when I 
was 23, but it didn’t work out. 
I hope to get married and have 
children one day. Doctors have
told me my condition won’t stop
me being a mum. But, for now,
I’m enjoying life and focusing on
motivational speaking.”

Zuly – who lives with 
her mum in a ground-floor 
apartment – leads an active life
and is like any other 25 year old.

She says: “I can apply make-
up using my stumps. I need a
wheelchair for longer distances
but I enjoy going out and
socialising with my friends.”

Unfortunately, Zuly doesn’t
get any financial help from the
Government. She explains: “It’s
hard and money’s tight. But I
earn money from motivational
speaking and selling my
paintings. Mum helps me too.”

As for the future, Zuly hopes to 
take her motivational speaking 
abroad and open an orphanage. 
She says: “I’m proof you don’t 
have to let a disability hold you 
back. I went through such a 
dark time but now I’m in a good 
place and it’s given me a sense of 
purpose helping other people.”
By John Balson

But everyone started clapping
and it gave me the strength to
keep going. Afterwards, I felt 
great. Knowing I was helping 
people was so rewarding.”

CHANGING LIVES

Zuly’s story was soon picked 
up by the media and broadcast 
across Colombia. She now makes 
regular TV and radio appearances 
as well as giving talks in prisons 
– where the church does a lot of 
work – businesses and schools. 
Zuly says: “It makes me so happy
to know I’m helping people.
One boy was about to take his

life with a gun when he saw a
TV show I was on. He realised
he had to be brave and decided 
not to take his life. He wrote to 
me and we’re now really good 
friends. I get letters from lots of 
people who say I’ve helped them 
through difficult situations.”

As her confidence grew, Zuly 
– who also works as an artist – 
met her first boyfriend at 19. 

She says: “He was able-
bodied but very accepting of my 

‘ I was called ‘alien’atschool

– now I help bullied kids’

INSPIRATIONAL ZULY

‘I get letters from lots of people

who say I’ve helped them’
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 WITH HER 
 FAMILY AGED 10 

REAL LIFE

SPECIAL!

Zuly Sanguino was born with no arms or legs but, after a diffi cult childhood, she now says nothing 

will stop her from living life to the full and helping others with disabilities overcome the odds                      



got chatting, and he made
me laugh. I’d been single for 
two years and, while I wasn’t 
looking for a relationship, we 
got on really well. We spent 
lots of time together – going 
to the pub or for dinner. 
Within a few months, we’d 
said we loved each other.”

A DIFFERENT SIDE

In October 2009, just a 
few months after meeting, 
Vernon moved into Rachel’s 
home. It was then she started 
seeing a sinister side to him. 

She says: “Vinnie needed a 
place to stay while his council 
flat was being renovated, so 
I agreed. Initially, it was fine 

– I worked full-time in a factory,
and while Vinnie was looking
for work, he helped around the 
house. But he soon started getting 
jealous. If I went to the shops, 
he was convinced I’d gone out to 
cheat on him. It was irrational, 
but he said he’d been cheated on 
before. When I tried to reassure 
him, he’d fly off the handle. But I 
wanted to be with him and hoped 
things would change.” 

But three months later, 
Vernon’s paranoia escalated. 
He attacked Rachel in her living 
room for chatting to a friend 
who’d visited – head-butting her 
and giving her a black eye. 
She says: “I was shocked and 
angry. I told him it was over 

hen Rachel
Halliwell let
her ex, Vincent
Vernon, stay
at her home

so he wouldn’t have to sleep on
the streets, she had no idea he’d
repay her in such a shocking way.

Horrifyingly, Vernon – angry
that she wouldn’t rekindle their
relationship – threw a kettle of
scalding water over her, leaving
her with 10 per cent burns to
her head, face and upper body,
and permanent scarring to her
right arm and chest.

Now, while Vernon serves six
years in prison, Rachel tells Closer
she’s trying to rebuild her life.

Single Rachel, 40, from

Nelson, Lancashire, says: “I can’t
understand why Vinnie would
do something so terrible – he’s a 
monster. I tried to help him, but 
he wanted revenge because I’d 
ended our relationship. When 
he poured boiling water over 
me, it was agony. I’m mentally 
and physically scarred.

“I used to be outgoing, now 
I find it hard to trust men and 
haven’t had a relationship since 
the attack. I’ve also struggled 
to find work because my 
confidence is so low. But I’m 
trying to be strong – I won’t 
let the attack destroy me.”

Rachel first met jobless 
Vernon, now 48, in May 2009 
in her local pub. She says: “We 

W

 RACHEL SUFFERED 

 AGONISING BURNS 

 TO HER FACE 

 HER ARM AND UPPER 
 BODY HAVE BEEN LEFT  PERMANENTLY SCARRED 
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Rachel Halliwell tells Closer how she’s 

picking up the pieces after her ex, 

Vincent Vernon, tried to destroy her life



and to get out. I went outside to
call my mum, and he smashed 
up my house then ran off. I was 
terrified. It was the last straw, 
and I called the police.”

Vernon was arrested and 
charged with assault and 
criminal damage, before being 
released on bail and told to stay 
away from Rachel. But, within 
days, he turned up at her door.

Rachel says: “He apologised 
and begged me to let him stay 
because he had nowhere else to 
go. I told him again it was over 
between us, but I was terrified of 
what he might do if I said no. So 
I said he could sleep in the spare 
room for a few days. Despite 
everything, part of me felt sorry 
for him. Looking back, it was a 
huge mistake – but I thought it 
was the best way to avoid a row.”

But Vernon had other ideas. 
Rachel says: “He made it clear he 
wanted us to get back together, 
but I just avoided the topic and 
hoped he’d get the message.”

BRUTALLY ATTACKED

Ten days later, on Friday 5 
February 2010, Rachel saw 
Vernon – who was still living 
at her home as he hadn’t found 
anywhere to stay yet – at the 
pub, before she headed into 
town. She says: “We said hello 
briefly, and he was civil.”

But after arriving home with 
her friend, also called Rachel, in 
the early hours of the morning, 
she was met by Vernon in the 

kitchen. Rachel says: “He was
irritable and started screaming 
at me for no reason, saying he
could have me killed. I was 
shaken, but thought it was just
an empty threat. I was with a
friend, so I thought it would be
fine. I went into the living room
with Rachel, hoping he’d calm
down. I asked her to stay over
and she agreed, so I felt safe.
Vinnie was on bail so I didn’t
think he’d try anything again.”

But as Rachel sat with her 
friend, Vernon reappeared armed
with a kettle of boiling 
water. She says: “I was
on the sofa when he
suddenly lunged at
me, pouring scalding
water all over my head.
I felt a hot rush over
my skin and I wanted
to scream, but I was in
shock. Rachel rushed me to the
bathroom, where she took off
my clothes and tried to cool me 
down with cold water. The pain 
was excruciating.”

Vernon fled the scene and 
Rachel was rushed to hospital, 
where she was transferred to 
a specialist burns unit. There, 
doctors gave her morphine and 
treated her burns. 

Rachel says: “My chest was so 
badly burnt I was told I’d need 
surgery. I was in agony. My skin 
was blistering and I could hardly 
move. Doctors said I’d have 
scars, but they couldn’t tell how 
bad it would be. When I looked 

weekly physio and check-ups for 
two years, as well as a graft on 
my chest. I stopped going out as 
much, because I was in so much 
pain. I was angry with myself for 
trusting Vinnie. But there was no 
way I could have known he’d do 
something so terrible.”

MOVING ON

In July 2010, Vernon appeared 
at Burnley Crown Court and 
pleaded guilty to grievous 
bodily harm and two counts of 
attempting to pervert the course 

of justice. He was jailed 
for six years.

The court heard 
Vernon had taken 
a cocktail of alcohol, 
amphetamines and 
possibly cannabis 
before attacking 
Rachel. She says: “I was 

terrified, but I went to court 
to show Vinnie he hadn’t won. 
He couldn’t even look at me. 
I was relieved he was jailed so 
he couldn’t hurt me any more.”

Now, Rachel’s trying to move 
on, but she hasn’t been able to 
get back into work, as she still 
suffers confidence issues. 

She says: “I don’t trust men 
now – I’ll always be wary. I used 
to be self-conscious of my scars, 
however I’ve got used to them 
and no longer feel the need to 
hide them with make-up or 
clothes. I’ve been through hell, 
but I’m a survivor.”
By Miranda Knox & Joe Cusack

in the mirror a few days later, it
started to sink in. My skin was
raw and peeling off. I was too 
shocked to even cry.”

ROAD TO RECOVERY

Rachel gave a statement to the 
police, who had arrested Vernon 
that night, and he was remanded 
in custody. She then spent three 
weeks in hospital. 

She says: “I hid away until 
the burns on my face started 
to heal. But I struggled to do 
simple things, like wash my hair. 
I couldn’t move my right arm 
as the skin tightened. I had to 
take almost a year off work, have 

‘Myjealousexthrewakettle 

of boiling water in my face’

REVENGE ATTACK VICTIM:

‘My skin was blistering 

and I could hardly move’
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Vernon was jailed 

for six years





CONTACT US

& EARN UP TO

ARE YOU A CELEBRITY LOOKALIKE? HAVE YOU HAD

DRASTIC COSMETIC SURGERY? ARE YOU INVOLVED IN

A CONTROVERSIAL RELATIONSHIP? 

If you have a brilliant or intriguing real-life story that hasn’t 

appeared in any other magazine, our writer Miranda Knox wants 

to hear from you. You could be paid hundreds of pounds if you tell 

your story direct to Closer. Miranda will get back to everyone who 

contacts her. There are three ways to get in touch: 

● Call Miranda on 020 7859 8419

● Email your story to closerstories@bauermedia.co.uk

● Or write to us with your name, address, contact number and a brief 

synopsis of your story to: Miranda Knox, Closer, 3rd Floor, Endeavour 

House, 189 Shaftesbury Avenue, London WC2H 8JG.

In November, Ashlee Ryan-Rose,

20, appeared in Closer revealing

how men attack her for being

transgender. Ashlee – who was

born a boy called Zachariah – says:

“I was nervous about telling my

story, because transgender stories

are often sensationalised. But

Closer made me feel comfortable.

Everyone was very respectful and 

a pleasure to work with. I loved 

the piece and received positive 

feedback from family and friends.”

In May, Marie Greer, 56, told us of

her devastation after her daughter

Stacey, 30, was left severely brain-

damaged from a drug overdose.

She says: “Everyone at Closer put

me at ease. My story was handled

sensitively and it was a very

positive experience.”

‘ My story was 

handled   sensitively’

‘Closermademe

feelcomfortable’

In April, Closer put Olivia Khan, 22, in touch with psychologist

Emma Kenny to work through her phobia of sex. She says: “It

was great to work with Closer. Emma was really helpful and the

photographer made me feel at ease. I rushed out to buy copies

and was pleased with the story.”

‘I rushedouttobuycopies’
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These readers loved appearing in Closer

– get in touch and earn up to £2k!

TELL US YOUR STORY!

EARN BIG CASH FOR 

YOUR STORY

£2,000             



GETCLOSERTO…

THEBESTREAL
LIFESTORIES

Only at
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Allthestoriesbehindthe
headlines first!

FEMALE BODYBUILDER: 

‘Men think my muscles are 

sexy – strangers ask 

to marry me’

25ST 26-YEAR-OLD:

 ‘It’s not my fault 

I’m fat – I need more 

benefits’

TEEN TANNING ADDICT: 

‘Skin cancer can be 

treated – it won’t stop 

me using sunbeds’ 

MUM OF AUTISTIC SON: ‘We were prisoners 

in our home – until we got Bailey the dog’

BENEFITS MUM: ‘My cheating hubby is having 

his NHS vasectomy reversed for baby No13!’ 




